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33rd Annual

LIVESTOCK PUBLICATIONS COUNCIL
CRITIQUE CONTEST
PARTICIPANTS
AgTown Technologies
Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.
American Angus Association
America’s Horse
Angus Journal
Angus Productions Inc.
BEEF magazine
California Cattleman
Cattle Business in Mississippi / Mississippi
Cattlemen’s Association
Certified Angus Beef LLC
Charolais Journal / Charolais Publications
Cow Country News / Kentucky Cattlemen’s
Association
Cutting Horse Chatter / National Cutting
Horse Association
Dairy Herd Management magazine
Dairy Today / Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
Drovers
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Farm Credit Bank of Texas
Gelbvieh World
Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
Hereford World / Hereford Publications, Inc.
High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal
Homestead Graphics
Idaho Cattle Association Line Rider and
News Brief
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
J3 Group, LLC

Kansas Stockman
Land & Livestock Post
National Cattlemen magazine / National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association
National Hog Farmer
Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
Ozarks Farm & Neighbor - Arkansas
Ozarks Farm & Neighbor - Missouri
Penton Media
Progressive Dairy Publishing / Progressive
Dairyman
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Seedstock EDGE
Select Sires “Selections”
Shorthorn Country
Suri Llama Association
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America
The American Quarter Horse Journal
The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
The Cattle Business Weekly
The Cattleman
The Cowboy Connection
The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
The Lone Coyote Co.
Trailhead Designs
VISION CLA Annual and Directory
Western Livestock Journal
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Special Thanks

2008 LPC CRITIQUE CONTEST JUDGES
AMY ROBERTSON DESIGN
AMY ROBERTSON
BLASDEL CLEAVER SCHWALBE
COMMUNICATIONS
R. KELLY SCHWALBE

INTHEFIELD MAGAZINE
JULIE BEDFORD

BROADHEAD + CO.
CHERI JOHNSON
LIZ LEAZER
STEPHANIE VELDMAN & STAFF
DEE WEEDA

JOHN DEERE AGRICULTURAL
ADVERTISING
DAVID B. PAULI

CATTLEMEN’S BEEF BOARD
DIANE HENDERSON

LAND & LIVESTOCK POST
BEVERLY MOSELEY

CATTLE TODAY
BELINDA ARY
DAIRY FARMERS, INC.
SCOTT WALLIN
DUDA
SUSAN HOWARD
GRAPHIC ARTS OF TOPEKA
DEB NORTON
FLORIDA FARM BUREAU
FEDERATION
ADAM BASFORD
ROD HEMPHILL
FORT DODGE ANIMAL HEALTH
STEPHANIE GABLE

KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
LISA MOSER

LIVESTOCK MARKETING
ASSOCIATION
KRISTEN HENDRICKS
LOOKING BACK PRODUCTIONS
BECKY RAULERSON
MCCORMICK COMPANY
JANICE KEENE
MCS AUCTION AND SPECIALIZED
MARKETING
WRAVENNA PHIPPS
MID-AMERICA REGIONAL
COUNCIL
JODY LADD CRAIG

FREELANCE WRITER
RHONDA NIDA MCCURRY

MISSOURI BEEF INDUSTRY
COUNCIL
DAWN THURNAU

GRAPHIC ARTS OF TOPEKA
DEB NORTON

POLK COUNTY FARM BUREAU
HEATHER NEDLEY

HOFFMAN GRAPHICS AND
MARKETING
DAN L. HOFFMAN

PURDUE UNIVERSITY
PHIL REID

HOUSTON LIVESTOCK SHOW
AND RODEO
MELISSA MUEGGE
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INDIAN RIVER COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
BRYAN BEATY

RPR COMPANY
RICK PURNELL
SUSAN G. KOMEN FOR THE CURE
ANGIE LINDSEY

SWIRLWIND MEDIA, INC.
SHERRY COLLINS
THE MARKET PLACE
JOEL BOCKORAS
THE PROGRESSIVE FARMER
JIM PATRICO
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
EMILY RHOADES
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
Department of Agricultural
Education and Communication
KATIE ABRAMS
LAURI BAKER
KAREN CANNON
HANNAH CARTER
JODI DEGRAW
ANN DELAY
ALLISON ECKHARDT
COURTNEY MEYERS
CHARLIE NEALIS
RICKY TELG
ANDREW THORON
ANGELINA C. TOOMEY
CHRISTY WINDHAM
Institute of Food and Agricultural
Sciences / Center for Landscape
Conservation and Ecology
EMILY EUBANKS
University Relations, Photography
RAY CARSON
WESTERN HORSEMAN
DARRELL DODDS

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATORS AND LEADERS
OF TOMORROW AT THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
CONTEST COORDINATOR
ANGELINA C. TOOMEY, GRADUATE STUDENT

SCRIPT WRITER
RUSTY HARTLINE

ACLT ADVISER AND CONTEST SUPERVISER
RICKY TELG, PROFESSOR

SORTERS, DATA INPUT, & MISCELLANEOUS
KATELYN CROW
KYLE LANDRUM
MICAH SCANGA
MORGAN TAYLOR
KRYSTA VAN ALSTINE
KATIE WIMBERLY

RESULTS BOOK DESIGNER
ANGELINA C. TOOMEY
EVENT ASSISTANTS, SPEAKERS
ERICA DER
RUSTY HARTLINE
SETH ROGERS
TOCCARA SHAW
MORGAN TAYLOR
POWERPOINT PRESENTATION COORDINATOR
LISA HIGHTOWER, GRADUATE STUDENT
POWERPOINT PRESENTATION
LISA HIGHTOWER
MICAH SCANGA
KATIE WIMBERLY
KATI MCWATERS

VIDEOGRAPHER
BRANDON TELG
VIDEO ACTORS
KATELYN CROW
SETH ROGERS
ANGELINA C. TOOMEY
WEB DESIGNER
SETH ROGERS

Thank you to everyone who committed their time and expertise to help make the 2008
Livestock Publications Council Critique Contest possible! We are extremely appreciative of the
support we have received from industry professionals and students alike. Thank you again for
all of your hard work. We could not have done this without you!
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2008 LIVESTOCK PUBLICATIONS COUNCIL CRITIQUE CONTEST
CONTEST WINNERS
CATEGORY 2: ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION
First Place: America’s Horse
Second Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal
Honorable Mention: National Cattlemen magazine /
National Cattlemen’s Beef Association

CATEGORY 11: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT &
DESIGN
First and Second Place: America’s Horse
Honorable Mentions: Cutting Horse Chatter, Texas
Longhorn Breeders Association of America

CATEGORY 3: NON ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION
First Place: Drovers
Second Place: BEEF magazine
Honorable Mention: Dairy Today

CATEGORY 12: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT &
DEISGN, NEWSPAPER
First Place: Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.

CATEGORY 4: NEWSPAPER
First Place: Hereford World
Second Place: Land & Livestock Post
Honorable Mention: Western Livestock Journal
CATEGORY 5: NEWSLETTER
First Place: Trailhead Designs
Second Place: Select Sires “Selections”
Honorable Mention: Angus Journal
CATEGORY 6: ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER
First and Second Place: Dairy Herd Management
magazine
CATEGORY 7: WEB SITE
First Place: BEEF magazine
Second Place: EDJE Technologies, Inc.
CATEGORY 8: SPECIAL ISSUE – 100 PAGES OR
LESS
First Place: Suri Llama Association
Second Place: National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mentions: BEEF magazine, Drovers,
National Hog Farmer, Homestead Graphics
CATEGORY 9: SPECIAL ISSUE – MORE THAN 100
PAGES
First Place: VISION CLA Annual and Directory
Second Place: The Cattle Business Weekly
Honorable Mention: Texas Cattle Feeders
Association
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CATEGORY 10: EVENT / SHOW PROGRAM
First Place: Dairy Today
Second Place: Cutting Horse Chatter
Honorable Mention: The American Quarter Horse
Journal

CATEGORY 13: COVER (ANY COLOR
COMBINATION OR BW), ASSOCIATION
First Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal
Second Place: Seedstock EDGE
Honorable Mentions: America’s Horse, Charolais
Journal, Seedstock EDGE, The American Quarter
Horse Journal, Texas Longhorn Breeders
Association
CATEGORY 14: COVER (ANY COLOR
COMBINATION OR BW), NA
First Place BEEF magazine
Second Place: High Plains Journal
Honorable Mentions: BEEF magazine, Dairy Herd
Management magazine, Homestead Graphics
CATEGORY 15: COVER (ANY COLOR
COMBINATION OR BW), NEWSPAPER
First Place: Land & Livestock Post
Second Place: Cow Country News / Kentucky
Cattlemen’s Association
Honorable Mentions: Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.,
Land & Livestock Post
CATEGORY 16: SINGLE GRAPHIC
ILLUSTRATING AN ARTICLE
First Place and Honorable Mention: Angus Journal
Second Place: BEEF magazine
CATEGORY 17: PUBLISHED EDITORIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
First Place Tie: VISION CLA Annual and Directory
Second Place: High Plains Journal
Honorable Mention: Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.,
Angus Journal, Cutting Horse Chatter

CATEGORY 18: SINGLE PHOTO ILLUSTRATING
AN ARTICLE
First and Second Place and Honorable Mention:
America’s Horse
CATEGORY 19: NATIONAL SHOW COVERAGE
First Place: Seedstock EDGE
Honorable Mention: Shorthorn Country
CATEGORY 20: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT
ARTICLE
First Place and Two Honorable Mentions:
The American Quarter Horse Journal
Second Place: Angus Journal
CATEGORY 21: MARKETING ARTICLE
First Place: Angus Journal
Second Place: National Cattlemen magazine /
National Cattlemen’s Beef Association
Honorable Mentions: Gelbvieh World, Georgia
Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s Association
CATEGORY 22: TECHNICAL ARTICLE
First Place: Angus Journal
Second Place: America’s Horse
Honorable Mention: Cutting Horse Chatter
CATEGORY 23: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST
STORY
First Place: America’s Horse
Second Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal
Honorable Mentions: The American Quarter Horse
Journal, American Angus Association
CATEGORY 24: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY
First Place: Angus Journal
Second Place: America’s Horse
Honorable Mentions: Hereford World, National
Cattlemen magazine / National Cattlemen’s Beef
Association, and The American Quarter Horse
Journal (3)
CATEGORY 25: PRODUCTION / FARM / RANCH
PROFILE
First Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal
Second Place: The Cattleman
Honorable Mention: America’s Horse

CATEGORY 26: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT
ARTICLE, NA
First Place: BEEF magazine
Second Place: High Plains Journal
Honorable Mentions: Certified Angus Beef LLC,
Dairy Today (2), National Hog Farmer
CATEGORY 27: MARKETING ARTICLE, NA
First Place: Drovers
Second Place: Certified Angus Beef LLC
Honorable Mention: BEEF magazine
CATEGORY 28: TECHNICAL ARTICLE, NA
First Place: Drovers
Second Place: BEEF magazine
Honorable Mention: National Hog Farmer
CATEGORY 29: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST
STORY, NA
First Place: Seedstock EDGE
Second Place: High Plains Journal
Honorable Mentions: Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.,
Certified Angus Beef LLC
CATEGORY 30: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY, NA
First Place: Dairy Today
Second Place: BEEF magazine
Honorable Mentions BEEF magazine, Dairy Today’s
Elite Producer, National Hog Farmer
CATEGORY 31: PRODUCTION / FARM / RANCH
PROFILE, NA
First Place: National Hog Farmer
Second Place: Certified Angus Beef LLC
Honorable Mentions: BEEF magazine, Certified
Angus Beef LLC, Dairy Today, High Plains Journal,
CATEGORY 32: NEWS STORY
First Place: BEEF magazine
Second Place: The American Quarter Horse Journal
Honorable Mentions: High Plains Journal, Iowa
Farm Bureau Spokesman, Western Livestock Journal
CATEGORY 33: EDITORIAL
First Place: Drovers
Second Place: Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
Honorable Mentions: Drovers, Georgia Cattleman /
Georgia Cattlemen’s Association (2)
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CATEGORY 34: REGULAR COLUMN
First Place: Drovers
Second Place: Western Livestock Journal
Honorable Mention: Seedstock EDGE
CATEGORY 35: IN-DEPTH REPORTING
(SINGLE ARTICLE)
First Place: Land & Livestock Post
Second Place: Dairy Today
Honorable Mention: BEEF magazine, National
Hog Farmer
CATEGORY 36: IN-DEPTH REPORTING
(MULTIPLE ARTICLE SERIES)
First Place: Dairy Herd Management magazine
Second Place: Seedstock EDGE
Honorable Mentions: America’s Horse, BEEF
magazine, Drovers, High Plains Journal / Midwest
Ag Journal
CATEGORY 37: COMMENTARY OR ESSAY
ARTICLE
First Place: High Plains Journal
Second Place: National Hog Farmer
Honorable Mention: BEEF magazine

CATEGORY 43: 4-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULLPAGE LIVESTOCK AD
First Place: Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
Second Place: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Honorable Mention: Gelbvieh World,
Ohio Cattlemen’s Association, Trailhead Designs
CATEGORY 44: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULLPAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE
First Place: Gelbvieh World,
Second Place: California Cattleman
CATEGORY 45: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULLPAGE AD FOR A RANCH OR FARM
First Place: The Cowboy Connection

CATEGORY 38: HUMOR WRITING
First and Second Place: High Plains Journal
Honorable Mention: High Plains Journal /
Midwest Ag Journal

CATEGORY 46: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULLPAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER,
SERVICE OR ASSN.
First Place: Gelbvieh World

CATEGORY 39: MISCELLANEOUS WRITING
First Place: Certified Angus Beef LLC
Second Place: Angus Journal

CATEGORY 47: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESSTHAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE
First and Second Place: Trailhead Designs
Honorable Mention: The Cowboy Connection

CATEGORY 40: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR
A LIVESTOCK SALE
First Place: California Cattleman
Second Place: Texas Longhorn Breeders
Association of America
Honorable Mention: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
CATEGORY 41: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR
A RANCH OR FARM
First and Second Place: Ranch House Designs,
Inc.
Honorable Mentions: AgTown Technologies,
Charolais Journal, Ranch House Designs, Inc.,
Suri Llama Association
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CATEGORY 42: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A
LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE OR ASSN.
First Place TIE: Ranch House Designs, Inc., Cutting
Horse Chatter
Second Place TIE: Hereford World, Ranch House
Designs, Inc.
Honorable Mentions: Angus Productions Inc.,
California Cattleman (2), Gelbvieh World, J3 Group,
LLC, Seedstock EDGE

CATEGORY 48: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESSTHAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A RANCH OR FARM
Honorable Mentions: Angus Productions Inc., The
Cowboy Connection
CATEGORY 49: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESSTHAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.
Honorable Mention: J3 Group, LLC
CATEGORY 50: 1-COLOR, FULL-PAGE
LIVESTOCK AD
First Place: Charolais Journal
Second Place: Kansas Stockman

CATEGORY 51: 1-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULLPAGE LIVESTOCK AD
First Place: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Honorable Mention: The Cowboy Connection
CATEGORY 52: LIVESTOCK ADVERTISER
CAMPAIGN
First Place: AgTown Technologies
Second Place: Gelbvieh World
Honorable Mention: Shorthorn Country
CATEGORY 53: LIVESTOCK AD HEADLINE
First Place: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Second Place: The Cowboy Connection
CATEGORY 54: MULTIPLE-PAGE LIVESTOCK
AD
First Place: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Second Place: AgTown Technologies
Honorable Mentions: California Cattleman,
Ranch House Designs, Inc. (2)
CATEGORY 55: LOGO DESIGN
First Place: J3 Group, LLC
Second Place: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Honorable Mentions: AgTown Technologies,
Charolais Journal, EDJE Technologies, Inc., J3
Group, LLC
CATEGORY 56: LIVESTOCK AD PHOTO
First Place: California Cattleman
Second Place: The Lone Coyote Co.
Honorable Mention: Charolais Journal
CATEGORY 57: LIVESTOCK AD ILLUSTRATION
Honorable Mention: Shorthorn Country
CATEGORY 58: BROCHURES, FLYERS AND
DIRECT-MAIL PIECES
First Place: Angus Productions Inc.
Second Place: J3 Group, LLC (2)
Honorable Mentions: Ranch House Designs, Inc.,
Trailhead Designs

CATEGORY 61: ADVERTISING MEDIA KIT
First Place: BEEF magazine
Second Place: National Hog Farmer / Penton
Media
Honorable Mention: Progressive Dairy Publishing
CATEGORY 62: MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN
First Place: J3 Group, LLC
Second Place: Progressive Dairy Publishing
Honorable Mentions: Certified Angus Beef
LLC, Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association, J3 Group, LLC, Trailhead Designs
CATEGORY 63: PUBLICATION WEB SITE
First Place: BEEF magazine
Second Place: Progressive Dairy Publishing
Honorable Mention: EDJE Technologies, Inc.
CATEGORY 64: ASSOCIATION WEB SITE
First Place: Angus Productions Inc.
Second Place: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Honorable Mention: AgTown Technologies
CATEGORY 65: BREEDER WEB SITE
First Place: AgTown Technologies
Second Place: EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Honorable Mention: Ranch House Designs, Inc.
CATEGORY 66: LIVESTOCK-AFFILIATED WEB
SITE
First Place: EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Second Place: Ranch House Designs, Inc.,
Honorable Mentions: AgTown Technologies, EDJE
Technologies, Inc., J3 Group, LLC
CATEGORY 67: SPECIAL WEB SITE
First Place: AgTown Technologies
Second Place: EDJE Technologies, Inc.
CATEGORY 68: BANNER ADVERTISEMENT
Honorable Mention: EDJE Technologies, Inc.

CATEGORY 59: SALE CATALOGS
First Place: Suri Llama Association
Second Place: AgTown Technologies
Honorable Mention: EDJE Technologies, Inc.
CATEGORY 60: ANNUAL REPORTS
First Place and Honorable Mention: Angus
Journal
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GENERAL EXCELLENCE
CATEGORY 2: ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION
As a group, you do a good job of offering quality editorial to your readership. The photography was excellent in some publications
and lacking in others. The quality of the editorial designs and advertisements was highly variable among the magazines and sometimes
even within the same publication. Many publications felt boxy and tight because of the overuse of justified type. Take advantage of
ragged right type, high quality photographs and designs that offer white space to help engage your reader in the editorial. Keep the ads
simple and to the point as much as possible. Beware of trying to overdesign your elements. Good design goes unnoticed and enhances
the reader’s experience. Congratulations on a job well done.

FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse
BY STAFF

There is a strong use of photos, starting with the action covers,
throughout the editorial pieces. The big opening photos and
dedicated white space make for very attractive opening spreads.
However, further into the articles, many of the stories had photos
of similar sizes and were lacking in having a dominant element to
the page. Editorially, you do a great job of meeting your objective
of presenting informative, educational, and entertaining articles.
The articles offer a nice blend for the beginning horseman. To me,
this is where you set yourself apart from the others in this category.
However, the justified type and the two-column type throughout
makes the magazine feel tight. The vertical lines also contribute to
the boxed-in feel. The drop cap is a nice touch but needs to be used

consistently throughout. The Bits and Spurs section is a great concept for giving readers quick information. However, I struggled to
read that section because of all the busyness of the design. It was hard for me to visually separate the ads and the editorial with all the
blocks of color and text. I would look for a more rugged Western-looking font to lead that section with, as well. The current font does
not fit well with the title of the section. Still, as a whole, this is a high-quality publication that serves its readers well. It was a pleasure
to evaluate and made me want to subscribe, even though I don’t own horses. Nice work.

SECOND PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Journal
BY STAFF

The photography on the covers is outstanding. Very nice use of
lighting and placement of the horses as they look upon the masthead
of the magazine. The placement of the teaser is a bit small. Try
increasing its size and keeping it in the same location on the cover,
so the readers can easily find that information. Your Contents pages
are strong. It is easy to find the locations of articles, and the use of
photos and cartoons helps draw readers further into the magazine.
The header bars carrying through the columns are good. The images

of the authors are a nice touch. The columns seem tight. Consider using ragged right type and dropping the line between the columns
to open it up. I would consider making the body type in the features ragged right as well, especially since you are using a two-column
format. Throughout the magazine, the photography is very strong. It is nice to see you use photographs to help tell the story that
is visually oriented as in the MRI Story and the Breeding Shed Experience. The large space given to the feature headlines really
enhances the designs. The ads are solid in design and content. Overall, this is a really nice magazine and meets its objectives well.
Keep up the good work.

HONORABLE MENTION
National Cattlemen magazine / National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association
BY CURT OLSON
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You have strong covers on both issues. I especially like the peelback element, exposing what is inside the issue – very clever. The
Table of Contents page is also strong in design and easy to navigate.
The placement of the color within the Features and Departments
sections is hard to follow. Is there a reason some are written in green
text versus blue or brown? Interesting how you make a guessing
game out of the cattleman in the top-left corner of the columns. I
like how you carry the image tags throughout the magazine.

You offer solid editorial to your reader. Be careful of your editorial placement. In both issues, you had editorial spreads that didn’t
connect (page 12 / 13, December issue and page 26 / 27, October issue). In that case, there was no dominant element to the spread,
and the reader didn’t know at a glance if it was one story or two. If you must run unconnected editorial on facing pages, try putting
a screen behind one of the pages to help give it its own identity. Be consistent in your by-line treatment on the stories. The ads
throughout are well done. Super job!

The American Quarter Horse Racing
Journal
BY STAFF
Really nice cover designs. It is obvious, at a glance, that
this is another AQHA publication. You do a good job of
carrying the elements over between the two magazines.
The Contents pages are easy to follow, and the photos help
engage the reader in turning back to the stories. The author
illustrations are nice. The two-column justified type is tight,
especially with the line down the middle on the column
pages. Throughout the magazine, consider using ragged
right text. The wide two columns of justified text make the
designs seem really tight. Try using more dominant photos
in the feature articles (pages 34 / 35, October 2007). Many
of the spreads had photos and graphic elements of similar
sizes, leaving no logical place for the eye to start when
working through the spreads (pages 38 / 39, October 2007).
In the Hall of Fame spread, you might consider grouping
the people together and then the horses or visa versa. The
ads are strong, and the statistical information is presented in
a logical way.

Angus Journal
BY STAFF
Nice cover photos. Overall, the cover stock is great, and the
gloss cover really makes the photos jump. The March 2007
cover was especially strong with the bulls in action. The
Table of Contents is hard to follow, especially in the March
issue. Somehow, you need to off-set your feature articles
and give them special recognition on the Table of Contents
page. Also, on page 3 of the March Contents, it is hard to
know, at a glance, which stories the photos in the column
belong with. Try putting page numbers with the photos to
help the reader navigate this easier. The columns are nice
– and an element that the readers look forward to following
each month. The Newsmakers column is great at keeping
your readers in touch with one another. Your features are
solid and offer a nice mix of information for the reader,
but they are placed too far into the magazine. Your reader
shouldn’t have to comb through 70 pages of ads to reach
the content. The March Marketing section offered solid
editorial to your readers and was timely with the bull
buyer issue. The week in pictures was a nice addition to
the magazine. However, at the risk of taking away from
the collage effect, I would always identify the people in
the pictures. One suggestion is to consider upgrading your
paper to a slightly heavier weight, as many of the pages are

a bit transparent, making the black and white photos appear darker
than they should. The ads are good. However, many have too much
“going on” in them, but I understand that you are working with the
demands of the advertiser. Just try to lighten them up and simplify
the message when you have an advertiser who is open to your
suggestions.

Cutting Horse Chatter
BY ALAN GOLD, STACY PIGOTT, & CASCEIL MCRAE
The action covers are nice. However, I would recommend just going
with one strong image on the cover. As they are, both covers are too
busy and hard for the eye to follow. Your Table of Contents is clean
and easy to navigate. Under the Departments, consider dropping the
dot leader. It is outdated and your page numbers in that section fall
too close to the gutter. The Youth section is fun, but in both issues it
was too bold and busy. I would tone it down. The Youth section in
the July issue seemed tight. Throughout the magazine, I recommend
you consider ragged right type. It will give air to all your layouts.
This is especially critical when you have a two column format. You
have lots of nice people photos throughout. Make sure you identify
the folks with captions (in the Western Nationals section). You have
beautiful ads sprinkled throughout the magazine. The strong photos
and clean copy are really an asset to the advertisements in your
magazine.

California Cattleman
BY KELLI TOLEDO & MATT MACFARLANE
I assume you sell the covers because of the “branding” that is placed
on the covers. You may want to put a limitation on the covers to
one solid image. The July / August cover was the strongest of the
three submitted. Decide where you want the issue information to be
placed and then keep it consistent. Just like the masthead, it is part of
the identity of the magazine. Your Contents page is logical. The dot
leaders seem outdated. Try experimenting with a fresher look. If you
keep with them, be sure to bring in your margins on the right side of
the page, as the features’ page numbers get lost in the gutter. I would
move in all your margins, as it is a problem for the Editorial, as well.
I like your consistency in your headline style. However, I would
tighten your drop shadows up on all the headlines. The soft edges on
all the cattle photos in the story take away from the eye a bit. Also,
be careful to bleed the photos behind the text (page 58, July / August
issue). To enhance readability of the editorial, try placing the single
stories on a right-hand page rather than always putting them on
the left. Good job with the photo IDs on your stories and “people”
spreads. Pay close attention to the ad / story placement. The spread
on pages 12 and 13 of the September issue has awkward placement
of the two cattle. The cover stock and paper quality is good and
holds the color for your ads nicely.
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Georgia Cattlemen’s Association
Georgia Cattleman
BY JIM COLLINS, JULIE SIMS, GAYLA DEASE, &
OTHERS
The covers have a lot of information on them. If you want
to run the tag at the top, then I would only put one other
main tease on the cover. It is too much for the reader’s eye
to follow. Be consistent in the cover photo style. Personally,
I prefer the full bleed for the covers. The Hereford cover
has a lot of cattle on it. It might have been more effective
to focus on just one Hereford. The photo on the October
issue is much stronger with the three bulls grazing. You
have a lot of information contained on the Contents page.
I would carry your background color up through the
Contents header to more closely identify it with the rest of
the information. I do like the page numbers over the top
of the teaser photos. Think about moving the “standard”
information to another page.
In both magazines, several photos had awkward photo
cutouts. You’ve got the text wrap set too tight, and the odd
shape detracts from the layout. On the Officer’s Report,
try making the photos bigger or dropping the mug shot
from the page. Your Issues Update sections are good, but
tight. Try using ragged right text to “air” them out a bit. I
like the Expert Advice articles. They offer the reader some
helpful editorial. The advertisements need to be consistent
in their borders. There are several ads with unintended
white lines creeping into the ad (page 49, October issue).
On the Editorial, be careful of the busy backgrounds (page
88, October issue; page 35, March issue). Those can be
effective, but in this case, it is very hard to read over. It is
tempting to want to run with the color in the spreads, but be
careful.
Too much color is overwhelming, especially in the spread
on pages 70 and 71 in the March 2007 magazine. Also,
be careful to update the footers when carrying over
information from issue to issue (page 71, March magazine).
Out-of-focus photos also detract from the issue (page 84,
March magazine). It might be better to find another way
to represent this group rather than a blurry photo. In the
future, show one of them “in action.”

Idaho Cattle Association Line Rider and
News Brief
Idaho Cattle Association Line Rider
BY MAGGIE J. MALSON
Interesting cover shot angles. Of the two Contents pages
submitted, I much preferred the October issue. The
September issue’s Table of Contents felt tight with the staff
and advertising information contained on the same page.
One suggestion on the October issue is the keep the bar
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on Features and News going the same way for consistency. I would
also suggest making another bar and head listing for the columns
and keep with the style of the other sections rather than using the
dot leader. Try to contain the President’s Message to one page (Sept.
issue), and if you have to carry over, do so on the following page
rather than making the reader look four pages into the book to find
the rest of the column. The staff listing on the Executive Message
page is a logical placement for that information. Try to avoid putting
two unrelated editorial pages on the same spread. If you have no
choice, try offsetting with a screen to help distinguish between the
two. Try to set a headline style that will carry through all your issues
rather than changing it from issue to issue. That will help give a
consistent look to your publication. In your feature stories, try to
keep the subheads to one line. It is always a challenge when you are
a very small staff working with a limited budget. You do a good job
with your limited resources.

Shorthorn Country
BY SC STAFF: TRACY DUNCAN, DEB HOGE, &
PAT CLOUTIER
Regarding the covers, you did a good job of consistently placing
your elements in the same position from issue to issue. The full
bleed photos are nice. However, you need to start with a highresolution photo. The September cover is a bit grainy and busy. It
might have been better to represent the Shorthorn University with
a close-up of folks in the tour wearing the Shorthorn apparel or
focusing a tight shot on a single heifer. Your Table of Contents page
is clean. I like how you place the page numbers with the photos, but
I would make the pictures bigger so they are more likely to draw
in the reader. Also drop the dot leaders; they are out of date. The
tan contact information box at the bottom of the Contents page is
well-placed and well-designed. The photos accompanying the stories
are a bit small and lack a dominant feel. It was good to see captions
written for each photo, but often, they did not completely identify
the people in the photos. If you can see their face, then they need to
be identified in the captions.
Also, on the photos, I would drop the overlay effect or do it only
in one spread, rather than carrying that throughout the magazine.
It gives an inconsistent spacing around the photos and makes it
difficult to attach a photo with the caption. You do a good job of
giving space between the editorial columns, but I would suggest
making the text ragged right to air up the layouts even more. The
road trip concept in the July issue was fun. I like the attempt to tie
it together with the logo, but I would scale it down and place it in
top right page of each spread for consistency. Try to avoid placing
editorial in a spread that isn’t the same story as in pages 90 and 91
of the July issue. Rather than seeing them on facing pages, I would
make each Editorial a right-hand page and put them on consecutive
pages to let them stand out on their own. The ads vary in quality,
which is always a challenge when some are supplied cameraready. Try to avoid angling, photos, type, and boxes in the ads.
You did a good job of placing ads on facing pages that are colorcomplementary. I really like the weight of the cover stock and paper
that you choose to produce your magazine with.

Kansas Stockman
BY TODD DOMER
Nice covers. The photos are strong, and the special issue
emphasis is easy to find with the tag at the bottom. The
Table of Contents page is clean and well organized.
Consider dropping the dot leaders off of the Columns
and Departments section. The photos are too small on the
Contents page, but I do like the page number placement
close to the photo tease. The columns are written well.
They also offer lots of white space. The placement of
the magazine logo is very creative and well done on the
column pages. It would be nice to give more white space
and “air” to the editorial layouts. Try using ragged right text
to open it up a bit. The photos are too small throughout, and
many of the layouts lack a dominant element. The captions
need to run the full width of the photos and give a bigger
text wrap to the photo / caption unit. The ads throughout
the magazine are strong in design. The KLA membership
promotion ad is especially strong and stands out. Of the
peer state cattlemen’s publications, the Kansas Stockman
rises to the top. Keep up the good work.

Seedstock EDGE
BY STAFF
Strong full bleeds on your cover photos. You have an
interesting color treatment on the September cover photo.
However, the showman’s face is a bit soft.

The coating on the September issue really makes your cover “pop”
and is a nice touch. The editorial teaser is good but gets lost with
all the other strong elements competing with it on the cover. After
working through the magazine, I noticed the SE is a strong part of
your identity. To me, it is overused and detracts from the layouts.
This is especially true on the Contents page. The SE appearing twice
on the Table of Contents is not necessary and competes with all the
other art elements happening on the page. Also, consider dropping
the dot leaders as they seem boxy and outdated. I do like the strong
connection between the page number / photo on the feature articles
on the Table of Contents page. Your column presentation is nice,
although, again, I would drop off at least one of the SE listings. I
like the use of ragged right text as it helps air out the designs.
The graphic elements in the Pickin and Grinnin are a bit much.
I like the idea of carrying the element throughout, and the music
bars alone would have done that. As it is, the treble clef and the
other notes behind the text are distracting. Good design should go
unnoticed and enhance the reader’s experience. In your magazine,
the design was often the first thing I noticed, thus taking away from
the editorial, and overwhelming me as I tried to read the articles.
Good job with both content and organization of the National Junior
Show coverage. Overall, the ads vary in quality. Try to encourage
your advertisers not to use angled text or photos and to scale back
on the number of pictures and copy in the ads. In total, you have a
strong magazine that has some solid editorial and edgy designs at
work. While it is bolder than my tastes, it may very well mesh with
your audience and the other industry magazines it competes with in
your readers’ homes and offices.

CATEGORY 3: NON ASSOCIATION PUBLICATION
This was a hard category to judge, as all five publications were very nicely done. It came down to minor things and what I felt was
the most appealing publication for the intended audience. Design, layout, photos, and graphics were all excellent. The articles were
concise and well written.

FIRST PLACE
Drovers
BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine
BY STAFF

Very nicely done magazine. I especially liked the articles that used
different colors behind the text. It really draws your eye to the
content. Excellent use of photographs and graphics — overall, was
the best visual layout of all the entries. My only minor critique is
that I would have liked to see the article authors’ pictures in color, as
this is a very colorful publication, and sometimes the author pictures
had a greenish tinge to them.

I liked the covers with the title article and accompanying picture
and also the main articles with the corresponding page number, so I
could go right to the article if I wanted. I very much like the overall
layout and believe that there is visual appeal and the graphics and
photos are appropriate and eye-catching. Overall, I really liked this
magazine, but I do wish the paper used for the content was a little
better.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Today
BY JIM DICKRELL & STAFF

Dairy Herd Management magazine
April & October 2007
BY TOM QUAIFE, KIM SCHOONMAKER,
SHANNON LINDEROTH, & RHANA CASTLE
While I liked the content, stories, and pictures of these two
magazines, I was unsure about the covers. In comparison
to the other entries, the covers almost seemed “old school”
— the title was in an older-looking block font, and they
only had one cover line each. I would have liked if the
magazines had one or two more in case one did not interest
the reader. I’m not sure I like the lines used in the titles (for
example, page 3 of Oct. ’07 in the “Content” title). This
line is used throughout in titles and to separate articles, and
I do not think it’s effective. Also, on page 28 (Oct. 2007),
there is a lot of text on this page, and it’s a bit too much.
I would include more white space or larger graphics to
separate those boxes.

There doesn’t seem to be much consistency in the covers of these
two magazines. The pictures in the articles are not as “sharp” as
those in some of the other entries (which could be a function of the
printing or paper.) I didn’t like the inclusion of Dairy Today’s Elite
Producer in the middle of the June / July 2007 edition. From page
18 to page 19, you could see a real difference in the quality of the
paper, graphics, pictures, etc. I would like to have seen the whole
magazine like this section.

Homestead Graphics
The Profit Improver
BY JOANN ALUMBAUGH, GAIL LOMBARDINO, &
TABATHA JETER
This is a very glossy and high-end looking publication. There
are a lot of colors, graphics, and pictures used. It seemed as
though every other page was an advertisement for the publisher
of this publication, and while I understand the need, I would like
to have seen more content. It was hard to judge this entry in the
same category as the other entries that have a host of articles,
advertisements, etc.

CATEGORY 4: NEWSPAPER
It’s clear that the participants in this category do their jobs well. The content of their newspapers is always well done and thorough,
and design is consistent from issue to issue. Often, the biggest downfall of the pieces in the category was a crowded front page. It’s
easy to become overwhelmed by the wealth of content offered by these publications and forget the need for white space. A clean cover
layout lends itself to better readability.

FIRST PLACE
Hereford Publications, Inc.
Hereford World
BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
Land & Livestock Post
“Proper handling eliminates stress” &
“Racing to save an industry”
BY BEVERLY MOSELEY
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The cover layout is a clean, traditional newspaper layout. It’s well
organized and easy to read, with the “Inside” section in the left
column easily directing readers to specific features. The cover article
is nicely laid out, with a clear headline and high-quality image. The
editorial content is substantial and very appropriate to the audience.
Overall, this newspaper is not especially eye catching or “design-y,”
but it’s effective and accomplishes its objectives well.

The layout of this newspaper is clean and easy to read. The front
page has a standard format that is consistently followed across
issues. The left column “inside” reference is nice for readers and
is less cluttered than this feature can sometimes be in publications
in this category. Consistent fonts make the inside copy accessible,
and the content is pertinent to the audience. Overall, this is a strong
layout supported by strong copy. The objectives of this newspaper
are definitely satisfied.

HONORABLE MENTION
Western Livestock Journal
BY STAFF

High Plains Journal

The front-page layout feels a little cramped, with small headlines in
a serif font. The color blocks used to distinguish different columns
are a nice, simple way to break up heavy columns of copy, though.
On the inside, article headlines are easily found and easy to read,
in a bold sans serif font. Article body copy is easy to read, as well.
Overall, this is a satisfactory newspaper and meets the needs of its
audience in terms of content, but there is nothing that differentiates
it from other small papers in this category. The cover feels a bit
cramped and could use a more unique look.

Ozarks Farm and Neighbor – Arkansas

BY STAFF
The content of this newspaper is always substantial and
appropriate to the audience. However, the layout feels very
cramped and columns often break awkwardly. More photos
and images, with more white space and consistent headline
fonts, would be more appealing and make the copy easier
to read. Overall, this newspaper offers a lot of content. If it
were presented in a cleaner layout, it would be even more
valuable to the audience.

Ozarks Farm and Neighbor – Missouri
The front page of this newspaper is a little busy, but the
format is consistent across issues. The feature story
headline is easy to read and the left “Inside” column is
an effective way to direct readers to the inside contents.
Inside, the heading and body fonts are also consistent,
making the articles easy to digest and appealing.

Identical layout to Ozarks Farm and Neighbor – Missouri. See
above for comments.

Angus Journal
Angus Beef Bulletin
BY STAFF
This newspaper has a consistent cover look across issues. Although,
it’s a little cramped with the heavy copy – more white space may
help the readability of the front page. Inside, the layout is clean and
easy to read, with more white space dedicated to the layout than the
front page. The content is strong and pertinent to the readership, and
the use of images and graphs adds to the design appeal of the inside
pages. Overall, it’s a strong newspaper look. More white space
would strengthen the look and readability of the front page, but the
interior contents and layout is great.

CATEGORY 5: NEWSLETTER
This category had quite a variety of entries that showed different commitments based on budget, staff, and emphasis. Some were
basic; just interested in getting news items out to the readers in a very simplified and timely manner. Others took it to a magazine-style
level that had slick, color pages and lots of depth that was generated by bigger staffs. Then, there were some in the middle that had
good content and visuals, without many of the extras, which proved to be effective. All of them should be congratulated on being able
to identify relevant content. Any suggestions centered more on how it was presented to readers. Some are very close to being wellrounded publications that can achieve better reader acceptance through enhanced visuals.

FIRST PLACE
Trailhead Designs
California Angus
News
BY KELLI TOLEDO &
CALIFORNIA ANGUS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

This publication goes beyond what many would consider a standard
“newsletter.” It is a four-color, broadsheet production that features
advertising. The publication has much appeal. and readers would be
hard-pressed to not find useful information throughout its pages. In
looking over three issues, a suggestion would be to utilize a different
look for the front page. These issues were heavy on the top with
copy and had the main photos across the bottom. Give readers a
change each issue with a variety of how your main art elements are
placed on the page. You also might want to consider using some art
/ photo elements with the “teasers” you have across the top of the
front page to give it an extra visual element.
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SECOND PLACE
Select Sires “Selections”
BY JENNY WENSINK

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Journal
Directions
BY CRAIG SIMMONS

This publication has a very fun and modern look to it. It makes
for an easy-to-follow navigation as things jump off the pages with
fun fonts, photos (like the tilted effect!), and graphics. A couple
of suggestions would be to shorten the “What’s Inside” box on
the front. It’s doubtful that readers will take much time to read
everything you have listed here. Also, with all of the great photos
you have on the inside pages, why not include one on the front?
Otherwise, this is a very solid, all-around effort.

Idaho Cattle Association Line Rider
Idaho Cattle Association News Brief

Kansas Stockman
KLA News & Market Report

BY MAGGIE J. MALSON

BY TODD DOMER

This newsletter grabs your attention with a beautiful
masthead featuring the great Idaho outdoors. Let’s see
more great visuals! The index box on the front page is an
effective tool, but it is far too grey. Shorten it up and add
another great art element, maybe something of a story
or topic that’s inside. I also would suggest putting your
mailing address and contact information on the inside
bottom of page 2 in a separate box with a logo. The front
page should be reserved for your best information and art
elements. Consider it prime real estate – put your best stuff
there. The “pull quote” is effective and helps the design.
Is there a need to identify those people you are quoting
or is your audience familiar enough with these folks? The
writing is solid. It’s only a few added art elements away
from being a more complete publication!

You have very good content that gives readers a lot to look at in
easy-to-read summaries. The biggest suggestion is to give your
readers some variety with the presentation. Each issue looks like
the next, and you might find an increased reception in varying how
the stories are presented. Each one has a reverse headline, and the
photos all are about the same size. Everyone likes a different look
from time to time! Consider using photos of varying sizes and
headlines that give a different look; maybe find a “lead” note or
story each issue and play that up. Very well written.

Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Texas Cattle Feeders Association Newsletter

You have some good information that can be enhanced with some
basic layout strategies. First, all of the photos are about the same
size and shape. Use some variety in the sizes of the photos, and
identify a dominant piece to build your layout around – same with
the headlines. Be careful of wasted space in graphics, such as the
GJCA Annual Field Day that has lots of extra blue space. With the
writing, be careful about references to “Thursday” night since this
doesn’t publish on a daily basis. You’ve done a great job gathering
content. It just needs more organization and design focus, and you’ll
have a great publication.

BY JAMES HUNT
You should be applauded for succeeding in giving your
readers lots of content in an easy-to-read format and
doing it on a weekly basis, especially for what appears to
be a one-man staff. That isn’t easy. Your readers can get
informed on many topics in a short amount of time with
writing that is clean and concise. The biggest suggestion is
to take this effort to a higher level of visual appeal. Try to
add some photos, even if they’re just mug shots, or other
appealing graphics and clip art. Maybe even a quote that’s
pulled out and run in bigger point size for emphasis or a
more appealing “newsletter” masthead. It’s pretty much
two legs of type with nothing to break it up. Stronger visual
elements can take this effort to a higher level.
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This publication has great eye appeal and content. It has many
diverse art elements – photos, subheads on stories, smaller headlines
to break up the copy, and graphics. One suggestion would be to stay
away from running five legs of type on any page. The type is too
thin, and readers may find their eyes are racing across the page as
they read it. I would suggest no more than four legs of type per page.
The writing looks good, and this is a very solid publication overall.

Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
Georgia Junior Cattleman
BY JULIE SIMS

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
CATEGORY 6: ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER
This category is small, but I must say all of the entries are strong, making judging very difficult. In all entries, the information is
presented well, in a concise manner. The articles are well written and timely and give subscribers an electronic supplement to the
traditional magazines. Good job to all four entries!

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Herd
Management
magazine
Nutritionist
E-Network ENewsletter
BY TOM QUAIFE &
DAVID WEXLER

SECOND PLACE
Dairy Herd Management magazine
Dairy Alert E-Newsletter
BY TOM QUAIFE, KIM SCHOONMAKER, SHANNON
LINDEROTH, & DAVID WEXLER

Graphically, this newsletter stands out. It meets the stated goals by
giving dairy nutritionist subscribers timely and informative stories
and data. I like the Table of Contents at the top “In This Issue”
with a link to that part of the newsletter and the overall uniformity
of each newsletter submitted. These newsletters don’t contain as
much information as some of the other entries, but in this fast-paced
world we live in where the time we spend reading competes with
everything else we do, having the information wrapped into a nice,
short package can be a good thing. The links give subscribers the
option to research further if they choose to do so. My compliments
to those who put this nice newsletter together. I can tell a lot of
thought went into it.

I think this e-newsletter works well as a compliment and update to
Dairy Herd Management magazine. It basically has the same format
as the other two remaining entries, but what puts it in second place
is the attractive use of graphics. I like the way the ads are handled
in this piece. They look good and stand out as advertising. One
thing I think should be added to improve this newsletter is a Table
of Contents at the beginning, so that subscribers don’t have to scroll
through the entire newsletter to see what is being offered. Good job.

BEEF magazine
Cow-Calf Weekly

Drovers
Drovers Alert

BY STAFF

BY STAFF

As with all of the other entries, this is a nice compliment
and update to BEEF magazine. There is plenty of good
information packed into the pages of this newsletter. I really like the table of contents with direct links to the stories.
This makes it so much easier to navigate for readers. My
one suggestion would be to “beef” up the graphics a bit.
The ads placed within the newsletter don’t really stand out
as advertising like they should.

This is another informative newsletter with timely and well-written
stories and a nice compliment to Drovers magazine. I would really
like to see a Table of Contents to make this newsletter easier to
navigate. I think it is important to save the readers the time it takes
to scroll through the entire newsletter to find the stories of interest.
I do like the brief overview of each story with the option of going
further through the links if they choose.
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CATEGORY 7: WEB SITE
The entries in this category demonstrate exceptional organization of information to meet the stated objectives. They both have a
wealth of information available to users and have thought through how to present it for optimal usability. The color schemes are
pleasing and assist in creating contrast between elements.

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
BY SHERRY WARREN

Great organization of information and use of drop-down menus.
The colors allow for increased legibility and visual hierarchy. The
placement of ads does not distract from the content. The design
layout and content remain consistent throughout the site.

This site has a great deal of information that is logically organized
to assist newcomers and prior users. The colors and layout are
pleasing and assist in usability. The site loads quickly. I would
suggest utilizing CSS to guarantee consistency throughout the site,
especially in fonts.

GENERAL DIVISIONS
SPECIAL ISSUE DIVISION
CATEGORY 8: SPECIAL ISSUE – 100 PAGES OR LESS
For me, this category was extremely difficult to judge. A special issue should be just that, and I have to commend these publications
for carrying their chosen themes out from cover to cover. I know it takes a great deal of time and effort to compile all of this data,
write the stories, and design an attractive piece. I did notice that most of the publications seem to be moving away from “continued
on” and “continued from.” I guess as long as the stories continue to the next page without a big jump from ads, etc, this works okay.
Just watch those transitions so that readers don’t get lost. This category contains quality throughout, and I must say I enjoyed reading
these special issues. I had the opportunity to learn a great deal about many topics I wasn’t too familiar with!

FIRST PLACE
Suri Llama Association
Suri Llama Magazine
BY ALAN JENKINS,
KATHLEEN OLSON,
VICTORIA MILLER,
KRIS GAUSMAN,
JENNIFER CLARK,
PAT BELL, DAN MILTON, &
MARILYN MILTON
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I’m guessing that this publication is only printed once each year
and that is why it fell into this category. It definitely stands out
as a quality production, with beautiful photography, interesting
stories, and eye-catching graphic design. I particularly like the way
the design theme begins on the cover and is carried out through
the entire publication. The curving line down the left side of each
editorial page is very cool. I like the way the copy and photos curve
on the left side, too. The sidebar boxes with llama ears on the top
are a nice touch, as well. That is a nice way to incorporate the theme
throughout. I really can’t find anything to improve. Great job!

SECOND PLACE
National Hog Farmer
“Improving Disease Diagnostics”
BY DALE MILLER

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
“Focus on Fertility”
BY DALE MILLER

HONORABLE MENTION
Homestead Graphics
“Benchmark”
BY JOANN ALUMBAUGH & GAIL LOMBARDINO

HONORABLE MENTION
Drovers
“Beef Industry Talking and Walking Points”
BY STAFF

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
BY STAFF

Georgia Cattlemen’s Association
Georgia Cattleman
BY JIM COLLINS, JULIE SIMS, GAYLA DEASE, &
UGA SPECIALISTS
It is difficult to create a special issue within a regular
issue, especially when you are taking on two different
topics. I would try to separate two topics in the future
(understanding that a drought situation isn’t necessarily
relevant every year). On the cover, I wouldn’t put the
banner across the top. That information should be supplied
on the Table of Contents. There really is just too much
going on with this cover – too many pictures. I think it

This is one of those special issues that meets the stated objectives
with no problem. The editorial content is well written, and in
every case, the accompanying pictures add to the story and layout
(even if they are pretty graphic!). I really do like the two pull-out
posters, and I am sure they are beneficial to hog producers. Because
of advertising pages (etc.), I would like to see “continued on” and
“continued from” just to keep me headed in the right direction,
but overall this publication is very good. Even though the cover is
simple, the photos do a good job of conveying the overall theme.

Granted, this issue is similar to the second place entry, but because
there was so much quality in this category, I felt like I needed to
recognize another entry. Just like your other entry, this special issue
carries out the theme well and delivers on the stated objectives. I
liked the pull-out poster in English and Spanish. Very nice!
This special issue is a little different from some of the others. It is a
very clean and well-designed piece. I commend you on presenting
such a large amount of information in a nice way. One suggestion
would be to use a few larger photographs or graphics to accent the
editorial pages.
This is another strong entry in a strong category. Nice photo on the
cover. I like the way the theme is carried out throughout the entire
issue. The headers on each story are a nice touch. On page 26, I
really don’t like that the advertising insert covers the right page
and part of the headline. I certainly understand the importance of
advertising, and I’m sure they requested that spot. It might have
been better to come up with a design to keep the photo and headline
on the first page of the story.
Let me just start by saying, I really love the cover photo. It is simple,
but it says so much and really emphasizes the theme of this issue.
This whole issue is full of good information on a topic that is so
important to all family ranchers and farmers. Overall, the editorial
maintains the theme throughout, and the layout is good and easy to
follow. One distraction for me, in the story on page 14, “Time to
Talk,” there were too many blue sidebar boxes. The information was
pertinent, but the layout is cluttered. Maybe some of that could have
been consolidated for layout purposes.
would be more effective to keep it simpler. There is a good bit of
pertinent information included in this issue, but would benefit from
more photos, etc., to compliment the editorial pages.

Gelbvieh World
“2007 Balancer Reference Edition”
BY STAFF
Overall, this special reference edition does a good job of providing
information on Balancer cattle. It just doesn’t have as much content
as some of the other issues. Kudos for using “continued on” and
“continued from”! It sure makes it easier to follow.
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CATEGORY 9: SPECIAL ISSUE – MORE THAN 100 PAGES
This is an impressive category with several top quality publications. Attention to detail and expanded use in creative elements
separated the top end from the other entries. Altogether, I feel each publication met its objective and provided readers with an
entertaining and insightful magazine for its special issue. I felt the stories were well written for the most part. However, tighter writing
would be a benefit in some issues, as stories seemed to just fill space continuing on several pages. Better use of photos and design
layout would help some publications feature stories stand out. Cover photos and design could be improved as a whole. As an entire
category, the basics were done correctly throughout. Creativity and visual appeal made the top publications stand out. However, the
winners were very close, in terms of excellence. Clearly the editors and staff of these publications are doing a good job of meeting
their customers’ needs.

FIRST PLACE
VISION CLA Annual
and Directory

SECOND PLACE
The Cattle Business Weekly

HONORABLE MENTION
Texas Cattle Feeders Association
Cattle Feeders Annual
BY JAMES HUNT
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Great cover photo and masthead. The embossed stamp of the
association on the front is an excellent touch. Very professional and
enticing first impression. The template used was sharp, offering
readers a consistent look with a creative touch. The photos in this
issue truly separated this publication from the rest. The angles,
clarity, and color elements showed professionalism and talent, unlike
any other publication in this category. The layout of the stories was
creative, yet clean, and there was an excellent use of space.
One area of improvement would be the Staff page. Too many
lines and angles made it somewhat distracting. I feel this page was
not in line with the simple design scheme seen in the rest of the
publication. These pages seemed cluttered and unclear, in terms of
the layout goal. On a couple of feature stories, the Association Logo
was missing at the top. However, an impressive publication that was
fun to read. Excellent photos. Creative layout. Well-written stories.
Good job!

Nice cover using an artistic approach. I really liked the template and
simple elegance it provided to the publication throughout. Feature
stories were well written and easy to read. More creative layout
and better use of photography would be areas to work on. Relevant
stories to readers, keeping them abreast with current issues. Page
quality was good. I also liked the use of color pages throughout.
The “Top Ten Leaders…” stories were an excellent tribute and very
well written. The side bar info was a nice added element. Some
stories got lost toward the middle of the publication. Better use of ad
placement and layout would help. I felt this was a solid issue with
very few flaws.

The cover really brings down this issue. Offering a common photo
with a boring color scheme takes an overall impressive publication
to mediocre. The use of excellent paper quality for the covers could
have been a major benefit to this publication had it offered a more
original creative photo to draw readers in. I really like the template
and Contents page. Stories were well done with good layout design
and pull quotes to add interest and eye appeal. Photos could be
improved. Some were shadowy and others a bit blurry. Great content
and reader appeal. This is a well-organized publication and just a
few areas for improvement to make it truly impressive.

Shorthorn Country
July 2007- “Shorthorn Road Trip 07”

Charolais Journal
“50th Anniversary Edition”

BY SC STAFF: TRACY DUNCAN, DEB HOGE, & PAT
CLOUTIER

BY STAFF

Cover photo is slightly out of focus. The angle is good
but a clearer shot would make it stand out. The “Update”
page is too cluttered. There are too many shapes and fonts
for one page. Overall, I like the template used. Stories
were relevant and well written for the most part. Could be
tightened up. Better use of photos within the story layout
would add to reader appeal. Again, watch the clarity
of photos. Some are out of focus, and also, some dark
and shadowy. ”Raising Shorthorn Beef” improved this
publication, as the story was laid out well, nicely written,
and the photos added a creative element while being
relevant and in focus. Overall, this publication leaves room
for improvement.

Western Livestock Journal
“Bull Guide”
BY STAFF
Overall, this is a good publication. Several feature stories
were very in touch with the readers’ issues and show a deep
understanding for this industry. Publication has well-written
stories with good length and solid content. Masthead could
be improved on. I like the consistency from the cover
used throughout. Contents page is hard to find and not
well designed. Better use of a template would make this
publication easier to read and more eye appealing.

I liked the clean, classy look of the cover. The color usage really
makes this issue stand out! Very appropriate for this particular issue.
Contents page was very well done offering a simple look that was
carried though in the rest of the magazine. Good job with using the
50-year theme throughout. This made the publication constant and
easy to follow. Layout on story pages could be more creative. Make
sure to proof for AP Style mistakes.

Western Livestock Journal
“Commercial Cattle Issue”
BY STAFF
I like the idea behind the cover; however, the graphic wire takes
away from the design. It would have looked good if the wire was
real photography like the other pictures used. The content of the
stories were well put together with good use of photos and graphs to
bring the reader in. Organization of the catalog could be improved.
For example, all stories in the Grazing category need to be placed in
a section before starting the next category. Jumping back and forth
made it hard to follow. I really liked the layout and design of the
Contents page.

CATEGORY 10: EVENT / SHOW PROGRAM
Overall, this category had few entries, and all the special issues submitted were show guides. Those that made the best show guides
had practical information for the attendees, as well as editorial information. Bigger did not necessarily mean better, but functionality,
as well as information, ultimately decided the winners.

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Today
“World Dairy Expo
Official Program”
BY STAFF

This show guide was well executed on every level. Everything was
easy to find, and tabbed dividers for exhibitors and maps helped
to make the plethora of information about the many exhibitors
easier to navigate. The show information was well laid out. Putting
the Table of Contents on page 1 instead of ceding that space to an
advertiser is a great thing for the attendee. The big plus, though, was
actual magazine-quality editorial found throughout the guide. Last
year’s “Cinderella story” of the supreme champion, a story about
the professional dairy photographers, and others were well written
and interesting. The staff at Dairy Today did a great job of adding
compelling content to a well-organized program. Excellent job.
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SECOND PLACE
Cutting Horse Chatter
“2007 NCHA Futurity”
BY ALAN GOLD, STACY PIGOTT, & CASCEIL MCRAE

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“AQHA World Show Program”
BY STAFF

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“Ohio Beef Expo Show Program”
BY JAMIE KING
Overall, this guide was well done. Even though it lacked
the sheer size of many others in the category, it was
functional, thoughtful, and most listings were easy to read.
However, the headline font was distracting, and the map
of the expo grounds was so faint as to be hardly readable.
The trade-show booth map was functional, and you did a
great job placing the exhibitors and the map next to each
other. I would have loved to see a numerical, as well as
alphabetical listing for the exhibitors, but I realize that
space probably did not allow. Overall, nice job.

Overall, this guide was put together well. The content was easy to
read, and it was easy to locate what you were looking for. Cutting
Horse Chatter did a great job of taking an overwhelming amount of
information and distilling it into a very functional guide. The thing
that set this guide apart was its inclusion of editorial content with the
guide. The Hall of Fame profiles were well written, and the article
explaining the sport to spectators was a nice touch. The back page
index was very functional and helpful.

The design was beautiful with consistent graphics throughout.
Informational pages were well organized and very functional. The
guide was well done, but several things made it more functional
for the advertiser than for the show attendee. The advertiser index
on the back page was nice, but I would have preferred an index for
show info since that was buried on page 209 without a tab or other
way to mark the page. Also, the event map was buried on page 124,
which is also not very attendee-friendly. It’s a beautiful guide. With
a few tweaks to make the guide more functional this will be a topnotch piece.

Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
“Convention & Trade Show Program”
BY JIM COLLINS, JULIE SIMS, GAYLA DEASE, & OTHERS
The Table of Contents was great, and I did like that it was placed
so close to the front of the book. The trade show listings were done
well, and the maps were very helpful. Their placement in the center
of the book was probably a huge help to show attendees. Overall the
guide is functional, but the design offers no surprises and nothing
truly engaging for the reader. If nothing else, you need to at least
kick the cover design up a notch. Everything on the front is the same
size of font, and as a consequence, nothing stands out.

VISUALS DIVISION
CATEGORY 11: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT & DESIGN
This category featured eye-catching photos and graphic elements to help tell an article’s story. Overall, the visual elements – including
photos, graphics, information boxes, textures, and colors – complimented the articles. The best entries did an excellent job of drawing
in the reader’s attention with the visual elements. I would encourage designers to incorporate variety into the layout and design of
the articles. Because one or two people designed several of the articles in this category, I started to see the same visual elements and
design in their pieces. While this is not necessarily a bad thing, I encourage the designers to evaluate their work so that they do not get
into a “layout rut.” Overall, the entries showed creativity and flair.
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FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse
“War and Peace”
BY TERRY STIDGER

SECOND PLACE
America’s Horse
“The Art of Cowboying”
BY TERRY STIDGER

HONORABLE MENTION
Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America
“T.D. Kelsey, Sculptor, Puts Heart in His
Work”
BY HENRY L. KING & LAURA STANDLEY

HONORABLE MENTION
Cutting Horse Chatter
“The Name Game”
BY BRAD ROBERSON

The two-page photo spread of the Civil War re-enactors, with the
blue, gray, and white text was extremely dramatic. The photos used
on the inside of the story equally assisted with telling the story
of this article. They were eye-catching and action-oriented. The
two sidebar stories used the same color elements as the major text
throughout the piece. Photos were laid out in such a way that the
story did not seem “blocky.” Nicely done.

It was difficult to choose between this layout and design article and
the first place one. Where the first place article / layout took my
eye with more panoramic and action photos, this one took more
of a “micro” approach, by drawing my eye into each saddle and
spur. The close-up photos on the black background accentuated
everything that needed detailing. Text color (white, burnt orange,
blue) complimented the photos. The one aspect of the layout that
bothered me was the “orphan” last line of the story, which jumped
from page 29 to page 31. It was the only line of the story on that
page. It just looked odd being by itself.

The oversized two-page spread photo really grabs your attention.
The photo seems a little out of focus – maybe a soft focus – but it
adds to the “old-time” feel of the photo. The angled photos on page
30, with the angled cutlines, provide more visual weight to the large
photo at the top of the page. The text wrap around the photos on the
inside pages (pp. 31-32) was very clean. The background of the pull
quote with the horse shoe graphic matches the drop cap and photo
borders. Overall, very pleasing layout and design.
This layout was one of the most creative, using Scrabble tiles and a
Scrabble board. The photo on the first page was not completely eyecatching, but the “Name Game” tile pieces helped offset the photo. I
liked the photo cutout of the horse owner and her horse, with the text
wrapped around her back. Colors went well together on the pages.
I would like to have seen more done with the tiles throughout the
story, possibly as drop caps. Nice use of the Scrabble board as the
actual background of the story.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Changed But the Same”

Suri Llama Association
“How Suri Llamas fit the Definition of a Breed”

BY TERRY STIDGER

BY KRISTI GAUSMAN

This layout has a lot of nice elements. The feathered edge
at the bottom of the photo on the first page adds to its oldtime feel. The headline is short and catchy. The subheads
provide breaks throughout the story. Some of the photos
could have used a little more description in the cutlines.
Photos on page 56 looked a little stacked and blocky. The
drop cap (I) seemed a little overpowering, given the tone of
this story. I think it needs to be a little smaller in size.

I liked the use of the information box to define phenotype and
genotype to give page 12 some visual weight. The extra photos
– and the one of Sponenberg – on the last page also added visually
to the story. Could that bottom photo be cropped a little closer to
eliminate the empty space on the left?
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The American Quarter Horse Journal
“In the Shadow of Palo Duro”

America’s Horse
“Cowboy Man”

BY TERRY STIDGER

BY TERRY STIDGER

The paintings used in this article’s layout and design are
colorful, vivid, and thought provoking. The painter uses
varieties of color, even in the scenes of the skies, to tell his
story. The layout of this article may have been strengthened
by seeing more of the painter, instead of one small profile
photo at the very end. The main thrust of the story is the
paintings themselves, but it would have been nice to see
something of the painter, too, a little earlier on. The person
who laid out this article did a good job of placing the
paintings in a balanced fashion, but besides the paintings,
the actual article design did not jump out at me. In this
case, that is probably a good thing, given the importance to
draw the reader’s attention to the paintings.

The strength of this article’s layout and design is the big, bold
images of Lyle Lovett. The action shot of Lovett on his horse, and
the shallow depth of field of the photo, draws the reader’s attention
to Lovett as an intense and focused cowboy. The photo of Lovett
with his mother is almost the same position and pose as the cover
shot. It would have been nice to have a different location, given that
there was not that many photos used in this story. The sidebar added
another visual element to the story. All text color worked well with
the photos and sidebar.

BEEF magazine
“Snow Rescue”
BY KRISTA TREMPE
This article probably featured the category’s most
captivating photo, with the Guardsman carrying the hay
bales through the snow to a waiting helicopter. The photo
was worthy of a two-page spread. However, having the tail
of the helicopter cut off by the advertisement on the right
diminished its effectiveness just a tad. The headline’s font
looked like wording stamped on military crates. It would
have been nice to see more photos or something to add to
the impact that this photo and headline created. Once I got
past the photo and the headline, the layout of the rest of the
story was a little subdued. Carry the headline text into the
story, possibly as a subhead font or as a drop cap.

Suri Llama Association
“Back to the Future”
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN
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I want to provide some overall comments about the articles
from the Suri Llama Association, because of their similar
look and feel. I am not sure if they came from the same
publication edition. If they did, then I can understand
why they looked so similar in their design. However, the
layout and design of the articles for this category should
have some variety. In the future, try including more
distinctiveness in the layout and design of your article
entries. Given that, there are a lot of positives in each of
your entries, especially with the large images on each lefthand page and the change in the color of the texture on the
far left and far right to designate a change in topic. For this
particular entry, the photos are large enough to see people’s
and animals’ faces. Some are posed, while others are more
natural. It would be good, if possible, to include cutlines for
the photos, because many readers may not know who these
people are.

America’s Horse
“A Family of Ranchers”
BY TERRY STIDGER
The panoramic shots, especially with the two-page opening spread,
were well framed. These photos definitely add to the “cowboy feel”
on the range of this story. Yet, some of the photos started to look the
same. I finally started to see some closer shots on page 20 and 21 of
the Scott family. Use close-ups a little earlier on or vary the types of
shots so they do not look quite so similar. The layout of this story is
very clean but seems a little blocky.

Suri Llama Association
“Expert Opinion on Breed Standards for Suri
Llamas”
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN
The llama stamps on the upper right drew my attention immediately.
They were a nice addition on this first page and gave it more visual
weight to balance the large photo on the left. The inside pages used
bullet points well to tell important information quickly. If this is the
notes from a presentation, it would have been nice to have a photo of
the person who originally presented the information.

Suri Llama Association
“Banking on What Gets Shorn”
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN
This was my favorite layout and design of the Suri llama entries. It
had the most variety and visual impact with its use of photos that
helped tell the story and the cut-outs of the weaving equipment and
clothing. As for the clothing, try placing them within the story a little
more so that they are not stacked on the sides. Integrate your visual
elements more into the story as opposed to the edges. Nice job.

BEEF magazine
“10 Winter-Feeding Tips”

Angus Journal
“Get a Healthy Head Start on Weaning”

BY KRISTA TREMPE

BY MARY BLACK

The headline caught my eye first. The interchange of the
black, red, and gray colors is different in a good way.
(Although, if you changed the color of the “i,” why wasn’t
the “i” color changed in “feeding”?) Nice job with the
push-pin notes to differentiate the 10 tips. It was difficult
to make out the cattle on the photo on the upper right. They
tended to blend into each other. At first glance, the photo of
John Patterson so high in the story almost made me think
that it was a photo of the article’s writer until I read the
cutline closer. The story does its job of emphasizing the 10
tips, but it could use something a little more visual.

The two-page photo is eye-catching, especially given the headline of
“head start,” when the reader sees all of the “heads” looking toward
the camera. The inset of Lemmon may be a little large. A photo of
him in action would probably have been stronger. Visual elements
/ photos are lacking on most pages. Nice job to include the photo
with the sidebar and match the background texture with the same
texture in the headline. The sidebar photo seems fairly similar to the
two-page spread “head-on” shot. I liked the animal health graphic on
page 242.

BEEF magazine
“Beef Quality Advocate”
BY KRISTA TREMPE
The visual elements in this story do an excellent job of
complimenting each other. The “Trailblazer Profile”
information box provides brief, detailed information about
the award recipient. The pull quotes, with accompanying
mug shots, provide added visual weight to the story. I
wondered about the background watermark element. I
could not tell if it was supposed to be an asterisk or a spur.
The narrow, four-column layout gives me the sense that this
is a quick, easy read. I especially liked the “Past Winners”
box that had covers of the magazine since 1994.

Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America
“The Longhorn Images of Teresa Elliott”
BY HENRY L. KING & MYRA BASHAM
Teresa Elliott’s paintings came alive in this article. The
paintings, by themselves, are strong visual elements.
However, the layout and design of this article need to build
on that visual strength. I found the layout a little lacking. I
would have liked to have seen some visual element that tied
the paintings into the layout of the story a little more. The
faint drop shadow around the images helped, but it wasn’t
quite enough. The italic font type on page 30 was difficult
to read. The background colors compliment the paintings.

Progressive Dairy Publishing
“O Man, What a Run!”
BY WALTER COOLEY
This article makes good use of a good photo at the bottom
and an information box on the right side. The inset photo
eliminates the dead space that would have been in the photo
on the bottom. Try to integrate more variety to the font
selection and headline design.

America’s Horse
“No, That Wasn’t It”
BY JUSTIN FOSTER
Nice job of incorporating the colors (blue, white, red) of the winning
ribbon into the overall story. The red “O” as a drop cap, though, was
a little overpowering since it was so large. The ribbon was quite
large as a visual element. It also looks as if you cut the edge off the
upper portion of the ribbon, instead of letting it “bleed” into page
47. The photo helped tell the story of the author’s horse’s death, but
would have been nice to see some other visual element on that page.
Good use of white space to the left of the photo to provide balance
on that page.

Angus Journal
“Grass-Fed Opportunity”
BY CRAIG SIMMONS
The headline with the grass as texture, with the black for
“opportunity,” draws the reader’s eye into the story. Nice job of
incorporating a “fun” photo of the two men in the store with a “fun”
headline. The overlap of the two photos on page 223 looks almost
like a mistake. Use some visual element – possibly a drop shadow or
border – to break the one photo from the other. The angled diagonal
photo on page 224 is a nice approach, especially as the text above it
also angles. The pull quote ties in with the headline with the use of
the same grass texture.

Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
“Bull Power Group Offers Third Sale”
BY BILLY MOSS & GAYLA DEASE
The white on black text and gray-scale image of this article really
help the story. I like the cut-out of the photo, but I am not sure that
following the limbs of the trees was entirely necessary. Maybe more
of a rounded approach, like you did at the bottom of the image, is
all that is needed. Play with the font style or design of the headline
a little more to draw more attention to the story. All in all, a very
clean, well-designed piece.
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Seedstock EDGE
“Visions of Victory Lane”

Dairy Herd Management magazine
“EID Electrifies Dairy Management”

BY CHRISTY COUCH LEE & STEPHEN WEINTRAUT
II

BY SHANNON LINDEROTH & RHANA CASTLE

The approach the designer took on this article was very
creative. I liked the use of the racing theme throughout,
especially the little race car pig driver. The car at the top
of each page provided a consistent look and feel. I liked
the race elements on page 32, but I would have liked to see
more of that in the story on page 33 and the photos on the
remaining pages. The red background on the photo pages
worked well with the red race car. I thought you had too
many photos tied to this article. A separate “photo gallery”
probably would have been a better approach than tying
the photos to this article. With almost 30 pictures on three
pages, the layout seemed to be crowded. I thought you did
an excellent job of condensing cutline information to the
essentials.

The images on page 26 help tell the story. A couple of the images,
though, were fairly small. I couldn’t quite make out what the other
image was next to the PDA. Was it a stylus pen? Also, the arrows inbetween the images were a little hard to see. It wasn’t until I re-read
the story that I saw the arrow “heads.” Before I thought they were
just dotted lines. The arrows need to be more pronounced. Also, it
would be helpful to describe the process of the arrows’ flow. What
does it mean to go from point A to B to C to D. The drop cap “T”
was too large for the short article. It was eight or nine lines high for
a short, two-column story. The “electrical” images on page 26 and in
the headline do a good job of underscoring the “electrifies” theme of
the story.

CATEGORY 12: SINGLE ARTICLE LAYOUT & DESIGN, NEWSPAPER
There were only two entries in this category. The difference in the two was primarily a matter of simplicity. While the subject of one
is probably more intriguing to most readers, from a layout and design standpoint, the article relating a less exciting subject and photo
opportunities earns the honor for its excellent use of classic layout and design principles.

FIRST PLACE
Agweek,
Grand Forks, N.D.
“Driving it Home:
SD Farmers Union
head leads way on
biofuel charge
BY KIM DEATS

Hereford World
“No Longer Spotless”
BY CHRISTY BENIGNO
The objective of the article was to tell the story of the
author’s hunting trip. While the photography pulls the
reader in and frames the copy nicely, it seems the designer
was having difficulty choosing which photo to feature, so
all became a similar size. The use of a screened background
is a nice touch and helps pulls the two-page spread
together, but is a little overdone, particularly along the
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This entry uses classic layout and design principles. The article is
well placed on the front page of the tabloid with a prominent photo
and headline. The use of a different, color font in the headline
further puts focus on the article. The headline itself relates well
to the primary photo, further drawing in the interest of the reader.
Good direction was provided to the jump pages, including the use of
the reversed out “cover story” graphic. The layout on the two jump
pages is nicely balanced with photography and copy, captions in a
different font, and graphics. Use of subheads and good leading helps
breathe space into the substantial copy. Vertical lines used in the
five-column spread and wise use of flush right copy also help guide
the reader and contain the feature. I was not sure if the two jump
pages were a two-page spread. In any case, the pages work well
either together or standing on their own. Nicely done!
bottom of the facing page which has a variety of images including
two people with binocular and camera. There are no captions for
the background photos, so the reader is left wondering if the author
took them or if they are stock photos. Captions should be able to
tell a complete story, e.g., the reader has no idea who Jill is unless
the story is read. While the headline refers to the author’s catch, his
overall story relates much more. I saw no flaws in the copy, and the
columns were nicely spaced. The caption font was consistent and a
nice complement to the body copy font.

CATEGORY 13: COVER (ANY COLOR COMBINATION OR BW), ASSOCIATION
The overall quality of the cover art and design in this category was good. Relevant photos and artwork tied together well with
the headline stories. Many of the entries featured very creative cover photos or action shots that grabbed attention and resulted in
increased interest in the headline topic. There were some cases of poor photo quality and / or busy background graphics that really
caused the publication name and headline to be lost or overlooked. In most cases, the publication names were formatted well and
resulted in a clean, attractive cover.

FIRST PLACE
The American Quarter
Horse Journal
“The Athleticism
of the American
Quarter Horse”

I found this cover to be very well designed and attractive. The
action shot used for the cover grabs attention and connects very well
to the entry title and headline. The layout of the publication name
drew my eye easily down to the headline story.

BY JUSTIN FOSTER &
CHRISTINE HAMILTON

SECOND PLACE
Seedstock EDGE
October 2007
BY NATHAN FENT & STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II

HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse
“Sitting Pretty”

Very creative. The cover photo easily drew my attention. The
contrasting type color and size also helped to pull the headline
stories out, and the publication name and logo were well formatted
on the page to accommodate such a bold and interesting cover
photo.

The cover photo was very nicely chosen. It was the perfect cover art
for the subject matter. Color usage was attractive and natural, and
the cover art used here led me to imagine the headline story before I
had even read the headline.

BY JUSTIN FOSTER & HOLLY CLANAHAN

HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock EDGE
July 2007
BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Ranching heritage of the American Quarter
Horse Association”

The cover art used here drew my attention in very close to the cover.
The use of the illustration to depict the different herdsires was
creative. There was a fair amount of white space, but the layout with
shadowing still successfully drew the eye down to the publication
headlines.
This was a very attractive cover that utilized a high quality photo. I
appreciated the dark background. The black with contrasting green
and white text were very complementary to the photo and were
easily read.

BY JUSTIN FOSTER & JACK SORENSON

HONORABLE MENTION
Charolais Journal
AICA Directory – June / July 2007
BY MARK RINGENBERG

This cover was very simple but met the objectives of the publication
very well. The simple logo and anniversary graphic were well
positioned, and the color scheme of the cover was simple but
attractive. Image quality is not at issue, since this was a logo /
anniversary graphic but, nonetheless, if the intended objective of the
cover was to introduce an anniversary, it was successful.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America
Texas Longhorn Trails – January 2007

The cover photo used here was creative use of an identifiable
characteristic of the Longhorn. The colors were attractive, and the
layout was simple. I appreciated the design of the publication name.
The font and background used in the title graphic were attractive,
identifiable, and worked very well with the chosen cover photo.

BY MYRA BASHAM & GARY WILSON

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Hearstwideopen wins the All American
Futurity”
BY JUSTIN FOSTER & DAN DRY
Good use of color and layout. High quality action shot. The
cover photo corresponded extremely well with the headline
article. This was a very nicely designed cover.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Maintaining the health of the American
Quarter Horse”
BY JUSTIN FOSTER & CHRISTINE HAMILTON
Good use of color and photography. I appreciated the high
resolution, close-up image with an understated background.
Layout was attractive and well designed.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“World Champion”
BY JUSTIN FOSTER & JENNIFER HANCOCK
The cover photo was high quality, and color usage on the
cover was attractive. The color usage in the photo and the
journal title did bleed together somewhat.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Futurity Cover”
BY CASCEIL MCRAE

BY BRIAN ASHER & LINDA LEE
The color usage for the outline and titles contrasted very well with
the sketch image used as cover art. The layout was balanced and
attractive. This resulted in a very attractive and easy-to-read cover.

Charolais Journal
November 2007
BY MARK RINGENBERG & DAVID HOBBS
The overall layout of this cover was very nice and balanced. The
image used was unique and contrasted well with the outline color.
The image resolution was obviously intentionally grainy, but the
image itself was a tad awkward.

America’s Horse
“Ropin’ for the Noon Change”
BY TERRY STIDGER & JIM JENNINGS
Good color usage – very natural and simple. Image quality could
have been sharper, but it was still a nice action shot. My primary
change would have been a slight move of the headline title. It was
lost somewhat in the background image.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Ranching heritage of the American Quarter
Horse Association”
BY JUSTIN FOSTER & JACK SORENSON

The color usage and layout were slightly busy. The
resolution of the photos blurs at the edges, making them less
crisp. The outlining white space makes it look unfinished.

Good use of color and a very balanced, attractive layout. I
appreciated the image and the quality of the cover art. Just a very
simple, yet attractive, cover.

Charolais Journal
“Herd Bull Issue” – March 2007

Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of America
Texas Longhorn Trails – August 2007

BY BRETT SAYRE & MARK RINGENBERG
This is a very clean, nice cover. The color and image quality
were very good. Layout was easy to read, and the headline
topic was quickly picked up.
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The Cattleman
December 2007

BY MYRA BASHAM & GARY WILSON
This was a very nice cover, in that it used the classic angle of “cute
sells.” Color usage was natural and simple. Text was minimal. The
minimalist approach to this cover was a good choice, since the photo
used had a lot of action and background.

The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“Continental Breeds Edition / Happy
Holidays”
BY BARBARA S. BIRD
The layout of this cover was very, very simple. The photo,
while very cute, was grainy and of marginal quality. The
publication name was awkwardly included in a text box
overlay of the photo.

The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“FCA Officers Lobby at US Capitol on
Cattle Issues”
BY BARBARA S. BIRD
The central photo was of good quality and was a
pleasant shot; however, the decision to use the cherry
tree background made the cover very busy. I would have
preferred a simpler background that would have allowed
the publication title to be more clearly read.

The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“A New Year / Angus Calf”
BY BARBARA S. BIRD
This is a nice quality cover photo, but the text over the
photo is hard to read and blends in with the grass in the
photo. The layout is not very balanced.

The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“60th Annual Angus Edition”
BY BARBARA S. BIRD
I like this layout better than some of the other Florida
Cattleman submissions, and the coloring contrasts well.
The background graphics look awkward mixed with the
cattle photo, and I would like to see the publication title
used with a better layout, so that it does not appear as
though it was added as an afterthought.

The Florida Cattleman & Livestock Journal
“American Breed Edition / Happy
Holidays”
BY BARBARA S. BIRD
This is a very simple layout. The background graphic
appears dated and is too busy. I think the text and title
would benefit greatly from a different design for the
publication title or less of a text box look for the title.

Seedstock EDGE
September 2007
BY NATHAN FENT & STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II
This was a good layout. The position of the text, title, and the cover
photo drew my eye across the page very well. The use of color on the
target of the photo was very well contrasted with the use of grayscale
for the background.

The Cattleman
November 2007
BY DEEANN CAMERON & LINDA LEE
This was a very nice cover photo. The resolution of the images in
the photo gets hazy, but it is a very creative photo, in that the reader
can imagine the heat of the fire that the photographer was shooting
through. I would like to see less outline space and better use of the
remainder of the page. The title and headline are easy to read, but I
would prefer less outline and more balance using the full page.

Suri Llama Association
Suri Llama Magazine
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN
This was a good quality design, layout, and image. The photos were
of high quality, and the publication titles were well designed and
balanced on the page. The coloring was attractive and worked well
with the design details of the page.

Charolais Journal
“Junior Edition: All Roads Lead to Texas” – August
2007
BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF
This was creative use of a photomontage as the cover art. I appreciate
the Polaroid-style images as opposed to a busier layout. The layout
was attractive, simple, and clean.

VISION CLA Annual and Directory
VISION
BY ERIC GRANT & PATTI LONG
This featured a good quality, central image, but the framing at top
and bottom made the white space at the bottom more predominant
than it should have been. The text areas were clear and easy to read
but, the layout of the cover seemed awkward because of the lower
white space and framing.
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Georgia Cattlemen’s Association
Georgia Cattleman – September 2007

Shorthorn Country
July 2007 – “Shorthorn Road Trip ‘07”

BY JIM COLLINS & GAYLA DEASE

BY SC STAFF: TRACY DUNCAN & DEB HOGE, BROWARNY
PHOTOGRAPHY

The image quality of this cover was good but not quite
crisp. The title and headlines were easy to read and had a
very nice layout.

Georgia Cattlemen’s Association
Georgia Cattleman – July 2007
BY JIM COLLINS & GAYLA DEASE
This was a very busy cover. The images, text, and
background made it difficult to take it all in. I would have
preferred potentially smaller example photos of the issues,
a simpler background, and a different layout to the cover
text that is framing the photos.

America’s Horse
“A Day at the Beach”
BY TERRY STIDGER & DAN DRY
This was a nice quality image. Featured a clean layout, and
the text and color contrast were easy to read and pleasant to
look at.

This was a very nice quality image and good use of crispness
with the central figure with a slightly blurred background. The
combination made the photo a very balanced and attractive cover.
The layout and text was very simple and easy to read.

Cattle Business in Mississippi
May 2007
BY SAMMY BLOSSOM
This was a good quality photo that blurred well into the background.
The layout was very simple but attractive and clear.

Kansas Stockman
BY BRETT SPADER
The cover image was good, but the white space framing at the top
looks unpolished and distracted from the rest of the cover. The
design of the publication name is well designed and balanced, but
the white space just didn’t fit well.

CATEGORY 14: COVER (ANY COLOR COMBINATION OR BW), NON ASSOCIATION
There were lots of good entries in this category, but those who rose to the top were able to integrate their imagery with their message
in a way that the two were greater than the sum of their parts. The best publications were able to discern when an illustration might
work better than a stock photo or vice versa, and they weren’t afraid to use either when the occasion called for it. Attention to detail
definitely made the difference. And kudos to those who realized that just because you can do fun tricks in Photoshop doesn’t mean that
you should. Those who had the most compelling covers were able to take a few great components and combine them in a way that will
grab readers and not let them go. This was a tough category to judge, as often times the difference between a good cover and a great
one came down to the details. Great job to the art directors and their editors.

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
“Genetics Issue”
– February 2007
BY JIM BAUER &
KRISTA TREMPE
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Genetics is one topic that nearly begs for an illustration. The colors
are bright and bold. The cowboy hat is a nice touch for your readers.
The crowning touch is using the DNA strand as the ladder and tying
it back to the cover line. Overall, this cover is just plain smart. Well
done.

SECOND PLACE
High Plains Journal
“Value-Added Ag Issue 2007” – July 23, 2007
BY DIANA DERSTEIN

HONORABLE MENTION
Homestead Graphics
Profit Improver – Spring 2007

Most magazines couldn’t do a great cover if they had to start
their story there, too. In this case, you work it to your advantage.
Wrapping the type around the rancher works well. The diagonal line
to draw the reader into the magazine is a great choice, and it shows
off the products. Even the caption placement adds to this cover.
You’re letting the photo do the talking without a lot of Photoshop
tricks – keep that up. This cover pulls me in. Nicely done.

This cover is polished and professional. The photo illustration ties in
perfectly with the cover lines and the two strengthen each other. This
is the synergy that we all look for in image and type. Excellent job.

BY JOANN ALUMBAUGH & GAIL LOMBARDINO

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
“Beef Retail Focus Issue” – May 2007

I can practically taste dinner with this cover. The close-up of the
burger just draws you in. Well done. The cover lines are great and
nice use of italics on the word “faster” to emphasize movement.
Good job.

BY KRISTA TREMPE

HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Herd Management magazine
“Fields of Gold” Cover – April 2007

Good use of photo illustration to get your message across. The
gold bars are subtle but effective. Cover lines and photo illustration
complement each other nicely.

BY RHANA CASTLE

Dairy Today
June / July

Drovers
February 2007

BY LESLIE RUTH

BY MARCIA YOUNG

Great cover photo! This ties in so well with the lead story.
My only complaint is that there are acres of space between
the two red cover lines. If you had tightened up the leading
there, this would have been an A+ cover.

A beautiful photo with great lighting. The cover lines stand out
without overpowering, and the color choice for the cover lines is
unusual but works well. You let the cover image speak for itself. But
while it’s a stunning image, I’m not sure I connect it specifically to
any of the cover lines. You should try and tie them together better.

Progressive Dairy Publishing
Progressive Dairyman – Sept. 2007
BY WALT COOLEY & RAY MERRITT
The expression on this girl’s face ties in perfectly with
your lead cover line. The photo and type work well
together, but the photo is a bit soft. With tack-sharp focus
this would have been an absolute knock out.

BEEF magazine
March 2007
BY KRISTA TREMPE
Beautiful photo. Excellent lighting – the sense you get from
the calf on the grass speaks to both the forage found in the
pasture and the fencing required. It’s subtle, but the image
fits well with the cover lines. Nicely done.

BEEF magazine
“Beef Industy Report Issue” – June 2007
BY KRISTA TREMPE
While the photo illustration enhances the point of the cover lines,
graphically, this cover is too washed out. There is just not enough
punch here to grab my attention and keep it. This is not your
strongest cover.

Dairy Today
March
BY LESLIE RUTH
Nice photo. This is one place where using a fish-eye perspective
enhances the look of the cover. The photo has good lighting and is
well composed. Nice job.
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High Plains Journal
“Passion for Horses Leads to Business
Dream; Horse Issue” – Oct. 29
BY AMANDA M. JOHNSON
The cutout of the couple and horses is nicely done, the
pull quote is well placed, and the font is nice. This cover
is visually interesting but suffers from a few technical
flaws. If you’re going to use multiple drop shadows, make
sure they match. The shadows in the actual photograph,
those applied to the photo cutouts, the background, and
the headline are all different. I also would have left out
the slight sky fade under the headline. It’s distracting, and
the background fade you did is nice on its own. Check the
kerning on that headline font; “horses” nearly looks like
two words. This cover is nearly there; a bit more attention
to detail and you’ll have it nailed. Keep up the good work
– I expect by contest time next year we’ll be seeing many
great covers from you.

High Plains Journal
“Farm & Ranch Management” – July 16,
2007 Issue
BY DIANA DERSTEIN
Overall, this is a nice cover. The cutouts in the top photos
are well executed and help give a multi-layered effect to
the cover. The type could be stronger. Overall it’s nice, but
I’d like to see you push your expectations a bit more. This
would have been a great chance for a really fabulous photo
to shine.

High Plains Journal
“Ag Trends” – Dec. 31 Issue

High Plains Journal
“Research at USMARC Can Help Feedlots
Control Runoff; Agriculture Research Issue”
– Dec. 24
BY AMANDA M. JOHNSON
Nice cover. I like the use of the messy cattle yard in the background,
and placing the headline at an angle to suggest runoff is a nice touch.
The small photos at the bottom are sharp and clean and add visual
interest. Good job overall.

High Plains Journal
“Wet Distillers Grains Help Cattle Feeders
Achieve Goals; Beef-Fed Cattle Issue” – March 5
BY AMANDA M. JOHNSON
The photo works well, and the diagonal line of the feed bunk draws
the reader into the magazine. However, there are there are too many
Photoshop tricks, and the border is too much. I think you could
have toned down the border a bit and ended up with a much more
compelling piece. Overall this cover works, but it’s too busy.

Homestead Graphics
Benchmark – Spring 2007
BY BRANDON ALUMBAUGH
The photo illustration works well and conveys the idea of data and
benchmarking in an interesting way, which is no small feat. I would
have liked to see a sans serif font choice as the thin serifs get a bit
lost. Overall, an exceptional treatment for a topic that does not lend
easily to interesting covers. Nicely done.

BY DIANA DERSTEIN
This looks like a yearbook page. Good job keeping all the
heads about the same size, but that’s about all I can say
with a cover that looks like a class picture. Nice use of the
campanile photo to add some visual interest. Not your best,
however.

CATEGORY 15: COVER (ANY COLOR COMBINATION OR BW), NEWSPAPER
Overall, these covers speak positively of what our industry has to offer. Good photography and great information make turning these
newspaper pages much easier. These entries do a nice job of matching complementary photos with cover stories. Cover indexes have
been proven to increase readership. Helping the reader find stories of relevance is an excellent practice. The work put into these
publications on a frequent basis really shows. This work should make the organizations proud.
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FIRST PLACE
Land & Livestock Post
“Proper
handling
eliminates stress”

The center photo on this cover grabs your attention. It’s an excellent
action shot that is well placed with good balance. The headline
provides a benefit and encourages the reader to learn more. The
layout provides multiple opportunities to hook the reader in the
cover story. The use of color and white space on this cover really
make it pop.

BY BEVERLY MOSELEY & DUSTY PENDERGRASS

SECOND PLACE
Cow Country News / Kentucky Cattlemen’s
Association
November 2007

Emotion and insight are apparent in the cover of this newspaper.
This, along with the headline, draws the reader to the inside pages.
Providing a different format for showing other articles in the
newspaper might be an opportunity.

BY CAREY BROWN & MAGGIE ROGERS

HONORABLE MENTION
Land & Livestock Post
“Racing to save an industry”

This cover shows good balance and visuals. The index provides
the reader with a nice perspective on what is coming in the issue.
Perhaps the center photo caption could be easier to read.

BY BEVERLY MOSELEY

HONORABLE MENTION
Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.
“Energy and Youth”

The strong center photo could be more dominant allowing the
reader to more quickly focus in one place. There is a great deal of
information on this cover. The variety of font sizes and types may be
distracting.

BY KIM DEATS

CATEGORY 16: SINGLE GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATING AN ARTICLE (ART
GRAPHICS, PHOTO-GRAPHICS; NO CONVENTIONAL PHOTOS)
Overall, this category consisted of good entries. The top-two entries sifted quickly to the top when all the entries were laid out
together. It was interesting to see the unique and varied approaches the graphic artists used to effectively illustrate the story topics. The
most effective graphic illustrations told more with less and used sizing and color to their advantages.

FIRST PLACE
Angus Journal
“Solutions to the
Puzzle”
BY CRAIG SIMMONS

This illustration immediately jumped off the page and caught my
attention. The graphic does an excellent job of illustrating the
story, which is about one ranching family’s solutions to solving the
puzzle of producing cattle that fit their production and marketing
goals. It was sized correctly and didn’t overpower the page 1.
Using a Rubik’s Cube to illustrate a puzzle was clever. I like the
way the headline hugs the illustration, pulling it into the story.
The 3-D approach to the cube makes the reader want to grab it off
the page and start turning the pieces. The artist did an excellent
job of creating a simple, clean, colorful, and easy-to-understand
illustration. Photo choice for the illustration also was good.
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SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine
“Test-Tube Meat”
BY DENNIS WOLF

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Journal
“Cost Per Nutrient”
BY CRAIG SIMMONS

This entry was a close second to the first-place entry. This is another
example of an effective graphic that does a great job of illustrating
the story topic — lab-grown meats. It also was simple, clean, and
creative. However, the lack of color kept it from being as eyecatching as the first place entry. The graphic tended to overpower
the page. The mug shot used in the lower-left corner of the page
detracted from the graphic’s appeal.

This artist did a good job of illustrating the story. He used
expressions on the cows and rancher to capture the mood of the
story. The cows truly look sorrowful and the rancher unhappy
at spending more money on feedstuff nutrients. This is another
example of using less to say more in an illustration.

Seedstock EDGE
“Pickin’ & Grinnin”

Angus Journal
“Outside the Box: Neighbors”

BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II

BY CRAIG SIMMONS

In this illustration, the banjo and picture of the Thrift family
go well with the headline Pickin’ & Grinnin.’ It lets the
reader know the story is about a musical family. It is nice
that the picture is tucked into the guitar strings. However,
the busy headline, colors, and font take away from the
overall eye appeal of the illustration.

This illustration was in sharp contrast to the headline, which leads
the reader to believe the story is about thinking outside the box. The
graphic’s purpose was to illustrate the visceral and virtual worlds of
neighbors. This illustration lacks impact, and whatever potential it
had is lost in its size, lack of color, and action. It doesn’t effectively
get the message across and doesn’t draw the reader to the page.

BEEF magazine
“Competing With The Big Boys”

Suri Llama Association
“Events”

BY DENNIS WOLF

BY KRISTI GAUSMAN & JENNIFER CLARK

The combination of the illustration and the headline
wasn’t as effective in explaining what the story was about.
Until I read the subhead, I was left wondering who the
“big boys” were in the story. I like the concept of the
gunfighters “drawing” on each other and the use of size to
denote power. However, I don’t understand why the large
gunfighter was cut off at the chest. It leaves an unfinished
look and doesn’t draw me into the story.

This illustration was too busy and confusing. I really had to look at
it hard to figure out the focus of the story concerning llamas. The
only clue was the word “events.” The most interesting element in the
illustration is the metallic llama.

Suri Llama Association
“Marketing: Suri Fiber End Use”
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN & JENNIFER CLARK

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Show Spouse”
BY GABRIEL TREVIZO
This illustration did a good job of capturing the image of a
show spouse. However, it just didn’t jump out at the reader.
Nothing about it set it apart from the illustrations that
placed above it. The artist obviously has talent, but this
illustration didn’t make me want to read the story. Maybe
if the spouse was doing something other than just standing
there, the illustration would have been more effective.
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This is another entry that just didn’t jump out and make a reader
want to read the story. This graphic illustration is more of a modified
photo. The photograph used is a nice shot, but most readers would
have read the headline and looked at the illustration and moved on.

CATEGORY 17: PUBLISHED EDITORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY (SERIES OR PHOTO STORY)
These entries show a wide variety of subject matters, some of which are not easy to illustrate photographically. To keep the subject
interesting, the photographer should always look for what makes that subject unique and how can they illustrate that in a different way
to make the reader want to view and explore the image. A photographer’s job is to capture the interests of the reader, draw them to the
story, and make them want to find out more by reading the text. However, a photo should also be self-descriptive. You want to draw
the reader to the story, but you want them to be able to understand the subject through the image itself. When looking to photograph a
story, look for what the photographer or writer finds interesting about it and then decide how to best express that to your audience. For
example, if the subject’s size matters, shoot low or with a wide angle to accentuate that. If an object is the focus of a story, find a way
to put it in focus in the foreground while the background is out of focus to keep the reader looking at the object. If action is important,
decide what shows the peak of the action and shoot multiple frames around that moment to make sure you capture it. Use different
angles and lenses to create unique views to capture the reader’s attention. If you have the time, shoot a subject from a variety of angles
so you have choices when you edit. What we think is best through the lens may not look good as a flat image on a page. Pay attention
to the direction and quality of light.... it can make a photograph stand out or make it dull and flat. Light does not have to be from the
front (straight on a subject). Sometimes backlight or sidelight is more dramatic. Also morning and late afternoon light is better than
midday. One common problem I saw in many of the entries was the tendency to over illustrate an article with lots of photos. This
detracts from the impact of each photo, makes it too hard for the reader to focus, and it crowds the page. In good photography, less is
often better. Three strong images can better illustrate a story then 7 mediocre images. If a photographer tries to concentrate on volume
to illustrate the subject , they will not focus on the impact of each photo. You only improve your photographic skills by looking at
your work as individual photos and determining how to improve the image in future situations.

FIRST PLACE TIE
VISION CLA Annual
and Directory
“Sticking with it” &
“Closing the Loop”
BY ERIC GRANT &
PATTI LONG

SECOND PLACE
High Plains Journal
“A weekend of storms… leaves a path of
destruction”
BY HOLLY MARTIN & JENNIFER M. LATZKE

Both pieces featured good photographs with strong composition
and good color and exposure. Each piece offered a variety of
photographs, including portraits, wide establishing shots, closeup details, and action shots to tell the full story, with only a few
paragraphs of text. An excellent example of the old adage “a picture
is worth a thousand words.” A good, clean visual layout with enough
photos to illustrate the story without crowding too many images on
the page, thereby allowing each image to stand on its own while
combining to tell the whole story.

Good, strong journalistic coverage with a variety of angles, wide
establishing, and detail shots that show the impact and force of
the storm. When covering disasters, some photographers are
overwhelmed by the massive scope of the damage and would tend
to shoot only wide establishing shots to try and show the magnitude
of the destruction. But often, the wind’s power can be shown in the
small details like the bent sign and the punctured tire.

These photographers provided a good mix of detail and overall wide shots. On the wide shots, they also provided a variety of viewing
angles, shooting from standing, kneeling, and low positions to keep the shots interesting and vary the compositional elements. The
variety in the wide shots shows forethought in composing a good photograph, not just documenting the damage.

HONORABLE MENTION
Cutting Horse Chatter
“A look at embryo transfers”
BY STACY PIGOTT

This is a difficult and somewhat sensitive subject to illustrate
photographically. You have to be able to illustrate all the steps while
not getting too graphic for a general (and possibly young) audience.
The photographer did a good job of showing the process from start
to finish. Areas for improvement would be changing the angle on
images 5,6, and 7, where the photographer shoots over the shoulder
of the person, making that the prominent focus instead of the tools
of the process.

If he / she reversed angles so that the object is in the foreground and the person is out of focus in the background, it would put
more emphasis on the process while still showing the human element. Image 4 could be lighter. The photographer tried to get some
backlight on the bag, but a slight change of angle and lighter exposure would emphasis the backlight more.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Journal
“We’re Old Enough”
BY CHELSEA GOOD

Cute shot with good composition. The focus is on the face, but the
use of the comb helps tie into the grooming of the calf and is well
placed to the side, without disturbing the writing on the shirt or the
overall focus on the face. The dark, out-of-focus background also
helps maintain focus on the little girl’s face. Her upward glance
leads into the title of “We’re Old Enough” and illustrates her small
size by looking up.

Areas for improvements would be that you don’t know what she is looking up at, and the text talks about two young members and a
calf, but only the girl by herself is shown. With the girl by herself, the subject matter would not be real clear without the supporting
text. A good photo should be self descriptive to the viewer.

HONORABLE MENTION
Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.
“Meat and Greet” / “Starting Small” / “Alliance
Man”
BY MIKKEL PATES

High Plains Journal
IFCA Photo spread
BY KYLENE OREBAUGH
Lots of different photos in this spread, but since the idea
of this competition is roping and active riding, would like
to see more action photos. Many of the shots are static,
showing people chatting or walking their horses, which
lacks the excitement of the competition. There is also a
lot of repetition with photos taken from behind, showing
peoples’ backs, which does not show the faces or their
personality. The shot with the saddle and rope is interesting,
but would like to see it as a vertical with the whole rope
showing to illustrate how the lariat is carried on the
saddle. This spread could be improved by having fewer
photos to allow for bigger images with more impact and
concentrating more on the action shots.

High Plains Journal
“Budweiser Clydesdales visit Dodge City
Days”
BY KYLENE OREBAUGH
I like the shot of the groomer combing the long hair on the
hoof. The photo is close up on the subject and shot from a
low angle to put the hoof in the foreground and keep the
readers attention on the subject matter. The other grooming
shot on the left should either be a vertical, or if necessary
a horizontal, due to layout, maybe shot from further back
to not cut off the hooves and ears. Another way to include
them would be to shoot from a lower angle, which would
also accentuate the size of the horse, as well, which is one
of the important features of a Clydesdale.
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Nice variety of photographs including portraits, details, and
animals. Since many of the subjects were fairly static portraits, the
photographer made good use of different angles and backgrounds
to keep the photos interesting. ‘Most of the photos have a strong
central subject and descriptive backgrounds. Not sure how much
influence the photographer had on image size or cropping, but some
of the images are too small to be an easy read, and cropping on the
two cattle shots could be improved. Overall, a good use of variety
and composition to make static subjects more interesting.

The shot on the upper left of the single Clydesdale is okay, but since
the article talks about a team, it might be good to change angles or
wait for the horses in the background to be more visible to illustrate
the idea of a team.

Angus Journal
“Touring the Heartland”
BY MATHEW ELLIOTT & BARB BAYLOR ANDERSON
A very large spread at nine pages, covering four days of touring.
The photographer covered the event in great detail. However, more
is not always best. When you have this many photos on an event,
much of which is fairly static action-wise, it overwhelms the viewer
with images and does not allow for the images to have individual
impact. With an average of six images per page, the layout seems
crowded, and each image has less impact. Plus, there are some areas
that are repetitive. There are a number of images featuring peoples’
backs and a number with single speakers with a microphone. These
could be edited to a smaller number to allow more space for fewer,
larger, and visually stronger images per page. Shots of different
activities, unusual displays, or places are in the spread, and would
have more impact if they were allowed more room. There are also
shots showing people having fun and laughing, which show more
action and capture the excitement of the trip. Less photos with
careful editing to avoid repetition and static images would make
this piece stronger.

VISION CLA Annual and Directory
“Young Gun”
BY ERIC GRANT & PATTI LONG

to determine where the focus was supposed to be. The middle cows
seemed to be in focus, but only slightly more so than the others in
the line. Cropping the photo of Abrego on the truck’s radio probably
would have added more action to the shot.

I like the photo that introduces this photo series / story.
The silos in the background behind Abrego, coupled with
the wide front grill of the truck, accentuate this “young
gun.” The slightly lower-angle shot also helps provide
breadth to this photo. The inside two-page spread also
features interesting photos, but the layout is a little difficult
to follow. Cutlines would have helped, since it was not
entirely clear the story that each photo was supposed to tell.
The long line of cattle in the feeding trough was difficult

CATEGORY 18: SINGLE PHOTO ILLUSTRATING AN ARTICLE (NOT
PART OF A SERIES OR PICTURE STORY; BW OR 4-COLOR)
Choosing one photo to illustrate an article is tricky business. First, the photograph must support the article’s headline, deck, and lead.
It should also have an aesthetic quality and be true to the purpose of the editorial material it illustrates. Ideally, it contains visual
content that quickly gives the reader a clear indication of where the author is taking them and what they will learn along the way.
Most importantly, however, the photograph must have stopping power. If it doesn’t, the casual reader may flip right past your wellresearched and creatively written epic without giving it a moment’s notice. In this class, there were several entries that performed
this function well. Without exception, the winning photographs were well composed, technically correct, and achieved their assigned
purpose.

FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse
“King Of The Hill”
BY BECKY NEWELL

SECOND PLACE
America’s Horse
“A Family of Ranchers”
BY JIM JENNINGS

HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse
“The Horseman Is An Artist”
BY BECKY NEWELL

The photograph of two horses displaying playful aggression is an
attention-getter and supports the article’s headline and deck. The
subject horses are sharp; the background is blurred just enough to
place emphasis on the horses, where it belongs. The photo could
have been cropped tighter and enlarged enough to eliminate the right
hind foot.

Without a doubt, size matters when it comes to choosing an opening
photograph. But this entry was a standout not because it covered
a two-page spread, but because of its simplicity, composition, and
editorial content. The photo of two cowboys watching a herd of
horses grazing peacefully on a beautiful Montana hillside is worthy
of framing. Unfortunately, the subjects are not identified, nor is
there a description of what they are doing, leaving readers with the
responsibility of figuring it out on their own.

The cover photograph of artist Mel Lawson is beautiful. Had it
appeared adjacent to the article it was intended to illustrate, it would
have been a clear winner. The photo that actually appears at the
beginning of the article is much less interesting and is less likely to
stir up interest in the reader.
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Cutting Horse Chatter
“From Last To A Futurity First For Oh Cay
Fox”
BY STACY PIGOTT
Livestock event photography can be mind-numbing stuff
for all but the most dedicated staffer. Hours of repetitive
competition can deaden a person’s responses, so it is
rewarding to see an image caught at the peak of action.
Although technically not perfect, the emotion of the central
figure more than makes up for deficiencies in composition.
Overall, an effective illustration that is sure to pique a pageturner’s interest.

BEEF magazine
“Are You Vaccinating Calves…Or
Shooting Blanks?”
BY BURT RUTHERFORD
The photo supports the headline and deck very well. The
angle the photographer used to get this image leads the
reader’s eye to the headline. A good use of a small space.

Cattle Business In Mississippi
“What Happened to the Calving Book?”
BY SAMMY BLOSSOM
Still-life photo illustrations can be effective, but they must be
extraordinarily clever, meticulously photographed, and large enough
to pull the reader in. While I applaud the effort that the photographer
put into this, it is rather static, impersonal, and doesn’t have the
stopping power other images in this class possess.

Angus Journal
“Parade of Champions”
BY CHELSEA GOOD
There are many parts of a human being that photograph well, but the
rear end usually isn’t one of them. The photo of two young ladies
preparing their animal for exhibition could have been executed
so we could have seen their faces, and maybe even been treated
to a caption identifying who they are and what they were doing.
Ironically, the only photo in the entire 11-page article without a
caption is the photo intended to stop the reader and provide critical
information about what is to come.

BEEF magazine
“Snow Rescue”
BY KRISTA TREMPE
The photograph of a New Mexico National Guardsman
carrying bales of hay to a waiting helicopter provides a
nice backdrop for the article on snow-stranded cattle. The
caption identifies the photo as an AP Image, so I don’t
know for sure who should get the credit.

CATEGORY 19: NATIONAL SHOW COVERAGE
Good use of color within publication. Use white space more effectively; white space is not a negative quality when used appropriately.
Too many fonts, colors, images within one page really create a strain on the eye. Very good image quality in the publications. Strive
for formatting consistency in pull quotes or side-bar-type stories.

FIRST PLACE
Seedstock EDGE
“2007 National Junior Summer
Spectacular” coverage
BY KATIE MCQUEEN & STAFF
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Great use of graphics and color throughout. Could have made color
on sub-headings contrast more with background. Summary of Gilt
show was very appealing to the eye. Great pig / pirate graphic. The
NJSS DVD section felt randomly placed and did not appear to be
placed purposively. Sweepstakes winners’ pictures were quite a
bit smaller than other images. Good image quality throughout the
publication. Overall, very nice job.

HONORABLE MENTION
Shorthorn Country
“2007 National Junior Shorthorn Shows &
Youth Conference”
BY SC STAFF, ASA STAFF, & AJSA BOARD MEMBERS

Good use of color. In all of the ads, too many fonts were used
together, causing the piece to look too busy, thus making it difficult
for the eye to focus. For the most part, the quality of the images is
good (image on page 28 appears fuzzy). Good, consistent use of
font in titles and subtitles of stories. Good use of a picture border.
Lack of consistency, use of text formatting within sub-stories such
as outstanding state group and project gold – small italic print causes
strain to the eyes making text difficult to read. Also, other substories contained different text formatting. Some stories had a black
line to separate them and others did not.

WRITING DIVISION
FEATURE ARTICLES ASSOCIATION
CATEGORY 20: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT ARTICLE
The articles in this contest section were impressive. The topics were all interesting and made for a pleasant experience. Most of the
writing was clear and concise and in an appropriate news format. The majority of the pieces had plenty of sources, which made the
articles credible and well rounded. While all were well written, there were a few that stood out as the cream of the crop.

FIRST PLACE
The American Quarter
Horse Journal
“What the Hay?”
BY TONYA RATLIFFGARRISON

SECOND PLACE
Angus Journal
“Heifer Pregnancy Future”
BY MATHEW ELLIOTT

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“A Breeder’s Duty”
BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“The Trapezoid”
BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

From a management standpoint this article was informative. It had
a great headline and made an important topic that can sometimes be
mundane intriguing. The fact boxes were chosen correctly from the
most vital information with great take home messages. Writing was
concise and to the point and had great flow from section to section.
Overall, this was an impressive management piece representing
great writing.

Topic addressed an important management issue and offered
suggestions and help for the readers. The article was well organized
with appropriate subheadings. Fact boxes were relevant and usable
for reader. The article incorporated a number of sources in a way
that was well thought out and engaged the reader. The article flowed
and was an interesting read. Overall, this was a remarkable article
with all the components of good writing style.

Writing was concise and well structured. The headline and lead were
interesting and pulled the reader into the article. The article had
good organization. The smaller fact box could have used bullets to
clarify points. Overall, a good management article that is worthy of
mention.
This article had an interesting headline and lead. It included wellrounded sources in order to present the topic in a complete way. The
writing was tight, and subheads helped to guide the reader. Overall,
this was a well-written piece that stood out enough to deserve being
mentioned.
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High Plains Journal
“Nation’s First Closed-loop Ethanol Plant
Opens”
BY JENNIFER BREMER
This was an article that included good quotes and was
written on a newsworthy topic. The fact box helped to pull
the article together, and the subheads helped guide the
reader through the lengthy piece. There was one typo, and
the photo could have matched the story better by showing
people actually filling up a tank with ethanol, not just
standing with a gas can.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Joint Injections”
BY ANDREA CAUDILL
The author gave the reader the complete story of joint
injections with helpful management tips. The story had a
good flow and kept a good pace. The photos and graphics
enhanced the story without distracting. The writing could
have been tighter in some places.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Stallion in Training”
BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON
The writing style was tight and divided into sections that
made for an easy read. A large portion of the story was told
through pictures, and captions that were detailed enough
for someone to repeat the procedure if they had the right
training. This piece may have been a bit technical for the
average reader.

Kansas Stockman
“Producers Experience Low Stress
Handling”
BY CHELSEA GOOD

BY SCARLET HAGINS
This article was well written with a great beginning and ending.
The middle section lacked flow. Subheads could have helped with
organization. One more source might have offered a better-rounded
piece. The article was an interesting read on an important topic.

Angus Journal
“To Better Manage Irrigated Pasture: Avoid
Common Mistakes”
BY TROY SMITH
This article was well organized and had a good lead. The author
used pull quotes effectively and had a good number of sources. The
writing could have been tighter in some places. One or two more
subheads would help to break up lengthy sections and better guide
the reader.

Suri Llama Association
“Line Breeding to Outcrossing: What’s It All
About?”
BY DANIEL POWELL
This article provided an enjoyable read. The subheadings helped the
article flow. This piece had limited sources and parts were written
in first person (not traditional news format). There was a lot of
unexplained use of quotation marks.

Gelbvieh World
“Extending the Shelf Life of Wet Distillers Grain”
BY LORI MAUDE
This article did a good job of presenting facts and options for
readers. The article contained a good number of sources, which adds
credibility. The writing could be tighter in some places. A better lead
would help engage the reader.

The article contains some good quotes on an interesting
topic. However, it only has one source, which makes it
appear biased. It leaves the reader asking, “What did the
producers think of the program?”

Angus Journal
“No More Free Lunch”

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Oh, My Aching Joints”

The article began with a great headline and an interesting lead. The
pictures enhanced the story and matched the purpose of the article.
The use of subheads helped guide the reader. This piece included
a good amount of sources and was well written. Some of the data
were difficult to compare, since they were not presented in the same
way (in 1998 they were discussed as percentages and current were
discussed in millions of dollars).

BY ANDREA CAUDILL
This article had a great headline and a good amount of
sources. There was some trouble with flow from section to
section. The pictures were appropriate for the article and
helped to tell a story.
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Kansas Stockman
“Carcass EPDs Pay Dividends”

BY ED HAAG

Hereford World
“Supplementing Success”
BY SARA WELLER GUGELMEYER

One problem was that the author buried quotes throughout the article
(quotes should begin the paragraph and not be buried within it).
Writing could have been tighter in places.

This article had a great headline and good pull quotes. The
article flowed well and was an interesting read.

CATEGORY 21: MARKETING ARTICLE
This category had relevant topics that flowed well, for the most part. I enjoyed the unique themes throughout. Good job achieving
established objectives. Overall, well done.

FIRST PLACE
Angus Journal
“Grass-Fed
Opportunity”

The article is unique and shows how producers could adjust their
operation to deal with the high corn prices. It is relevant to issues
in today’s beef industry and highlights a niche market. I found the
article was well organized and flowed well. The subtitles and photos
keep the reader interested and reading for more.

BY JANET MAYER

SECOND PLACE
National Cattlemen magazine
“Know What You’re Selling When Using
AMAs”

This article flows well and is easy for the reader to navigate
through. I appreciate the subhead and sidebars; they keep the reader
interested.

BY CURT OLSON

HONORABLE MENTION
Georgia Cattleman
“What’s Your 3rd and 28 Play?”
BY CURT LACY

HONORABLE MENTION
Gelbvieh World
“The Cattlemen’s Web Etiquette Guide”
BY DANA STEWERT

The football theme in this article is unique and helps relate to the
audience. After producers have faced two years of drought, articles
like this one are great to help them through it. The writing style
flows well, and I appreciate how it bullets three points; this keeps
the reader focused. I would prefer to have only one photo, and
make it larger. The article would also benefit if the photos weren’t
breaking up the writing.
This is a great topic for an article targeting a cattlemen audience. I
think the article got many thinking and evaluating their operation’s
Web site. I would like to see a consistent typeface throughout the
copy of the article. The two different fonts and sizes make the article
look pieced together.
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Suri Llama Association
“Get Ready, Get Set, Start Marketing!”

Kansas Stockman
“Growth in natural beef benefits producers”

BY JULIE WASSOM

BY TODD DOMER

I enjoyed how this article was set up and feel it would be a
beneficial piece for someone starting out in the business. It
includes some key tips for starting a marketing plan and is
organized in an easy-to-understand way.

This article is of great interest for someone looking to get into the
natural program. By using a producer story readers are engaged into
the article.

Kansas Stockman
“Information drives auction prices”
BY SCARLETT HAGINS
This is a great general article fit for the publication’s needs.
Additionally, it accomplishes the objectives of the piece.

Kansas Stockman
“Older cattle are no easy sell”

Cutting Horse Chatter
Taking Marketing to the Top
BY NANC MARK
The title page is eye-catching but crude at the same time. It
becomes difficult to focus on the article because the title page is
so overpowering. The article was written well and broken up into
proper sections. Also, it included great ideas for ramping up a
marketing plan. The advertising examples are good but blend in
as if they are advertisements. It would be best if they were placed
amongst the article to avoid this.

BY TODD DOMER
This is an article targeting one of cattlemen’s concerns:
how to market older cattle. I’m sure it was an eye-catching
article in the publication. It would have benefited from
being broken up a bit with subheads.

CATEGORY 22: TECHNICAL ARTICLE
Overall, the stories had good use of quotations. One thing to watch for is drawing the reader in. Make sure your opening sentence is a
dynamic statement. I enjoyed reading these articles. Well done, everyone.

FIRST PLACE
Angus Journal
“Parental DNA
Verification”
BY MATHEW ELLIOTT

SECOND PLACE
America’s Horse
“Looking for a Good Horse?”
BY BECKY NEWELL
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After reading the first paragraph of any technical article, the reader
should be able to answer the question, “Why should I read on?” This
piece did a good job of drawing the reader in after just a few lines.
The author also did a good job of thoroughly explaining the very
technical process of DNA parent identification without “dumbing
it down.” Would recommend paraphrasing a couple of quotes, as
quotes are more effective when conveying an opinion as opposed to
technical facts.

The first paragraph doesn’t draw me in like the second and third
paragraphs. I would consider starting this piece with the second
paragraph. Overall, good use of quotes. A couple of weak quotes
included, “That allowed me to retire at age 45,” and “A step down
from ownership would be to lease a horse.” These could have been
paraphrased. I very much enjoyed this piece, as it included elements
of feature writing while remaining technical in nature. The reader
leaves with a better understanding of horse ownership, as well as a
sense of personal connection to source Gerrie Barnes. Good ending
quote.

HONORABLE MENTION
Cutting Horse Chatter
“A High Tech Step”
BY STACY PIGOTT

Questions generally serve as weak openers; reword to be a more
dynamic statement. I would also replace the exclamation point in
the first paragraph with a period to make “Well, now you can,” a
more powerful statement. Overall, this article is interesting and
informative. The “voice” of this article is friendly and inviting and
made the article an enjoyable read.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Inside MRI”

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“If the Shoe Fits”

BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

BY HOLLY CLANAHAN

Questions generally serve as weak openers; reword to be
more dynamic. The first quote acts as a strong statement.
The second to last paragraph of the piece outlines the big
benefits of MRI. I would like to have read these benefits
earlier on in the piece, perhaps the very first paragraph.
Following this quote, I would like to have seen an example
/ case study of how post-MRI diagnosis has altered the end
result for a particular horse (i.e. a horse that was previously
miss-diagnosed before undergoing an MRI). Overall, great
article, very well written, informative, and thorough.

Good opening quote. Organization of ideas is logical and effective.
Good overall word choice. Well done.
My only recommendation would be to perhaps add a “case study” of
a particular horse that was first treated / shod by a traditional “more
opinionated” farrier and then by a more technically educated farrier.
This might help to add a touch of personal interest without taking
away from the technicality of the article.

Dairy Herd Menagement Magazine
“Turn On The Right Genes”

BY HOLLY CLANAHAN

BY TOM QUAIFE
Good title, but weak opening sentence. Could have started
with second sentence. Avoid opinion statements in technical
writing. For example, the first sentence, “Nutrigenomics
is here to stay” and first page, fourth paragraph down,
“Eventually, nutrigenomics will revolutionize the way we
feed cows,” cause the reader to ask, “According to whom?”
Good explanation of the light analogy and effective analogy
diagram. Overall, well written and an enjoyable read.

America’s Horse
“Whinny Craig?”
While I enjoy technical pieces with feature-story elements, this piece
came across as a bit too flowery and conversational. Descriptive
statements such as “drop-dead gorgeous palomino” can take away
from the technical credibility of the article, making it sound too
juvenile. Also, page 24, first column, second paragraph down,
“So” is unnecessary here. The piece is generally well organized.
However, I expected the story to end with the “Medicine Cabinet.”
I felt the piece needed a better transition into the final paragraph.
The title is witty, and the subtitle is effective in garnering interest. I
also thought the author did a very thorough job of explaining EMS,
Cushings, and the link between the two. Nice job.

CATEGORY 23: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST STORY
Overall, this was a great category. All of the stories were very interesting and very well written. The topics were engaging, and each
of the stories were organized well and allowed for an easy, enjoyable read. In addition, the use of photography in each of the stories
complemented the writing. Each of the writers should be commended on developing great story ideas into fantastic feature pieces.

FIRST PLACE
America’s Horse
“War & Peace”

What a great experience and a great story. Excellent piece and very
well written. Great job of discussing the human and horse side of the
experience. Great read.

BY HOLLY CLANAHAN
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SECOND PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“A Real Cowboy Artist”

Excellent piece. Quotes and organization give reader a true sense
of Gary. After reading the article, I went to look up his work. Great
read and very interesting.

BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON

HONORABLE MENTION
American Angus Association
“Leader of a Dynasty”

Good article. Good use of quotes and organization. Story flowed
very well and was an easy read. The lead was a bit long, and some of
the leaders were a bit out of date. Overall, a very fun piece.

BY CHRISTINA HARP, MATHEW ELLIOTT, & SHAUNA
ROSE HERMEL

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Team Player”
BY LARI JO STARKEY

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“The Score”

Angus Journal
“Sweet Dreams for Soldiers”

BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON

BY CHELSEA GOOD

This piece flowed very well with the questions. I liked
the extended words – in all caps – to emphasize Bradley’s
voice. The writer does an excellent job using word pictures
and good verbs to describe how Bradley’s voice impacts the
audience (“sends chills down the spines of reiners,” “brings
cheers from the stands”).

Nice story. Although not technically part of the story, the photos add
a lot to the story’s human interest. Good use of quotes throughout.
Lead definitely sets the stage for the rest of the article. Last
paragraph leaned a little too much toward editorializing.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Far From Home”
BY LARI JO STARKEY
This story is similar in format to others in the Q&A style.
Although nothing is entirely bad about the Q&A format,
I was looking for more of a feature style of writing in this
category and less on questions-with-answer writing. Good
questions throughout. The lead definitely was an eyecatcher.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Wonder Woman”
BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON
Good piece, although it reads less like a feature and more
like a semi-autobiography. Well written, but besides the
quotes – which is predominantly what this story has – there
is little writing on the part of the author.
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I really enjoyed this story. The writer provided background
information on the farm and the boys’ home, and showed the
partnership between them. The writer also did an excellent job
providing background on Blount’s NFL career and the ties he has
with horses. Good use of quotes throughout, some though, were a
little lengthy.

Hereford World
“A True Hereford Loyalist”
BY TOSHA POWELL
Interesting story about a long-lived individual. Story flows very
well. Good introduction to set the stage, historically, for the entire
piece. Paragraphs and quotes seemed to be fairly long. That may
have been part of the three-column format, but even with that taken
into account, paragraphs tended to be several sentences long, as
opposed to a shorter news / feature writing style. Break quotes into
shorter paragraphs, if necessary. Good, clear writing style.

American Angus Association
“Shopping for Everyone”
BY CHRISTINA HARP
Although not part of the actual story, great headline that takes a
“twist” on the word “shopping.” The story uses a good writing style:
short paragraphs, crisp writing. The feature seemed to be more about
the event than on any one particular person / vendor. The writer did
a good job of capturing the essence of the trade show through the
descriptions and quotations.

American Angus Association
“American Dream Supporters”

Angus Journal
“Hope on the Hoof”

BY ANNE TRENHOLM, CHRISTINA HARP, &
MATHEW ELLIOTT

BY BECKY MILLS

The lead for this story seemed overly “newsy” for a
feature or human interest story. It lacked “grab-me” style
to pull me into the rest of the story. It is difficult to make
a compilation story flow well, when the story is actually
three individual stories, but the writers do an admirable
job of fitting the three pieces together. Some of the writing
seemed more newsy, almost in a press release style, rather
than a feature story, though.

The American Quarter Horse Racing
Journal
“Jim Stuckenberg”
BY MICHAEL CUSORTELLI
Nice lead. The writer does an excellent job of weaving
several important facts into the lead’s two brief sentences.
Paragraphs varied in length, but averaged about the
right size for a feature / human interest story. Good use
of “meaty” quotes throughout the story, however, some
tended to run on the long side. Some sentences seemed a
little awkward in their structure making it a little difficult
to read, such as the sentence starting, “Moss said that
it’s important…” It reads okay, but not well. Watch
editorializing at the end. Nice job of describing this trainerturned-artist.

The American Quarter Horse Racing
Journal
“Anna Fay Davis”
BY MICHAEL CUSORTELLI
Lead reads fine, but it does not overtly “grab” me. The
story seemed to be a little too chronological. It read like
“this happened, then this happened, then this happened.”
We hear that she’s the NMHBA executive director in the
second paragraph, but that is not picked up again until the
very end of the story. Still, the writer does a good job of
establishing flow from major milestone to major milestone
in this historical / biographical piece. However, it seems a
little lacking on the “human interest” side of Davis’ life.

Excellent introduction to the story of how one cow’s death meant
so much to a cattleman. The description pulls on the reader’s
heartstrings. The story is well-written. The writer uses several playson-words (“adding injury to insult”) throughout. Story is a little
lacking in quotes in the middle of the story and a little heavy at the
beginning. Nice job!

Suri Llama Association
“Banking on What Gets Shorn: One Woman
Weaving Her Way to the Top”
BY GAYLE M. WOODSUM
The lead seems to reach a little. How true is the statement that the
writer makes? Paragraphs tended to run long. Quotes got lost in the
longer paragraphs. Break out some of the quotes. Be sure to place
attribution in the quotes, even though we know that the story is
about one person.

America’s Horse
“A Family of Ranchers”
BY JIM JENNINGS
The historical slant of the lead provides the context for the story.
Nice job. Paragraphs seemed to be long, in the neighborhood of
four+ sentences in some paragraphs. Other paragraphs were shorter,
but the longer sentences made them seem longer. Work to tighten the
writing. Excellent use of word pictures and description to bring life
to the article. As noted with the lead, I liked the way the writer wove
the history into this family of ranchers. The photos definitely help
tell the story of your article.

Hereford World
“Good with His Hands”
BY SARA GUGELMEYER
The writer uses a very conversational style, especially in the first
part of the story. Usually something quite so conversation wouldn’t
work for a feature story, but for this particular topic, it works well.
Good use of quotations to give life to the story. Break up paragraphs
a little bit more. The copy – in places – tended to run long without a
paragraph break. Last paragraph seemed to border on editorializing,
rather than description.

CATEGORY 24: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY
All entries were outstanding. Photos add a lot to instructional stories. If you can, show through pictures what you’re teaching. Lots of
great topics being taught.
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FIRST PLACE
Angus Journal
“Proactive Planning”
BY KINDRA GORDON

SECOND PLACE
America’s Horse
“A Mental Tonic”
BY BECKY NEWELL

HONORABLE MENTION
Hereford World
“Scoring Momma”
BY ANGIE STUMP DENTON

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“In, Up, Over & Out”

Great experts. Very practical advice and instruction for a difficult
topic. The use of subheads in the article breaks up the story nicely
and allows the author to explain separate aspects of the article while,
at the same time, tying it all together. Good writing and a job well
done!

Excellent explanation of what “hobble training” is and why it is
important. Great pictures, and the captions really make it easy to
understand. The step-by-step instructions, coupled with the use of
numbered pictures, does a great job explaining how to get a horse to
accept restraint.

Great pictures. The sidebars are very informative: The “Q & A”
section is an excellent addition to the story. Also, the “Udder score
reference chart” is a helpful way to explain the different scores of
udders and teats. The mammary system information is important, as
well. Be cautious of having too many sidebars, though.
Very well done. The pictures and graphics really add to the article.
Very informative and easy to follow. The writing is explanatory.
The layout of the article, as well as the colors used, really enhance it.
The graphics and photos are tied in by a common theme.

BY MEGHAN MACKEY

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Essential Stocks“
BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

HONORABLE MENTION
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Don’t Have a Cow”

Numbering the picture and correlating it to the information is a great
idea. Very instructional. The top-nine “list of what to think about,”
regarding horse stocks, is a helpful way to arrange the story. This
way, the reader knows the most important aspects of stocks and can
look to the picture on the first page of the article for reference.
Nice pictures. Good way to show a sequence. Nice graphics and
some really good tips. Mentioning last month’s maypole exercise is
good for reader recall, but what about the people who did not read
the previous month’s issue?

BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON

HONORABLE MENTION
National Cattlemen magazine
/ National Cattlemen’s Beef
Association
“Have a Vaccination Plan”

Good sidebars: “Key Points” for vaccination are well placed at the
end of the story. It gives a little bit more information and fills up the
space nicely. Good job bringing the information down to where lay
people can read it. The photo on page 10 is grainy and could be of
higher quality. It is nice to incorporate a vaccination shot, but make
sure the photo is clear and easily discernible. Watch grammar, in
terms of comma placement in a complex series.

BY JOE SNYDER
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The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Futurity Foresight”

America’s Horse
“This’ll Only Hurt a Little”

BY MEGHAN MACKEY

BY HOLLY CLANAHAN

Good picture choices, but I would have liked to see more
to really show some instruction through pictures. The
article was well written, but I think it could have had more
instruction with it.

Great pictures, but I thought it was a little hard to follow the pictures
since step 2 came first. The story is well written but could use some
headings to split up the steps and content.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Try Tying-On”
BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON
Good instructional pictures. Bullet points under each option
are a great idea, especially since cost is incorporated.
Thorough explanation of each option. Layout and design
enhance this article.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Being Centered”
BY STACY PIGOTT
Well written. Interesting topic. Unique perspective,
incorporating enlightenment and spirituality into improving
cutting scores. Nice photos, as well.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Action!”
BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON
Really hard idea to get across in print, but the author does
a great job of conveying the importance of having online
sales videos and how to do a good job of creating them.
Good use of numbered steps.

National Cattlemen magazine / National
Cattlemen’s Beef Association
“Think Like an Order Buyer”
BY JOE SNYDER
Not as instructional as I’d like it to be. Headings would help.
Graphic does not add to the article. I would suggest eliminating it
for more content or to add subheads. Quotes could be better and
more broken up. Relevant with respect to fuel prices.

Angus Journal
“Don’t Dilute Watering Opportunities”
BY BARB BAYLOR ANDERSON
Very instructional and informative. This article is well written.
However, I would like to have seen more corresponding photos,
such as tank options.

Suri Llama Association
“Fiber Power in the Market Place”
BY RUTH P. ELVESTAD
Good information. Laid out very nicely. The bulleted-list style, in
this case, seems ineffective. The article is written well and is very
thorough.

CATEGORY 25: PRODUCER / FARM / RANCH PROFILE
Articles in this category focus on informing the reader about a specific producer, farm or ranch through the words, actions,
observations, etc. of the subject being profiled and / or others who offer their views of the subject. General Notes on Category: We all
know there are stories out there to be told, and the writers in this group did a great job of doing just that. Many of the stories in this
group talked of families and how they are making it in this business. It was heartwarming to hear the trials and tribulations of this
group.

FIRST PLACE
The American Quarter
Horse Journal
“In the River
Breaks”

As Renee Zellweger would say, “This piece had me at ‘Hello.’”
From the opening paragraph to the last, I found the imagery and
delivery of this piece truly engaging. The layout of the piece – both
visually and structurally within the story – really made it an easy
read that kept me engaged and wanting to learn more about this
interesting character. I especially loved the “scalded rat” quotes
– you have to love that candor!

BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

SECOND PLACE
The Cattleman
“Buying to Sell”
BY KATRINA WATERS

This piece was a gem to read. I found the natural flow enjoyable
and entertaining. I liked the historical aspect of the family and how
the Bell’s have continued to purchase bulls with a bit of gut instinct.
Some suggestions would be to increase pull-quote size and draw
attention to what Jim Gordon had to say – the “air doesn’t weigh
anything” would have been nice to feature.
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HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse
“All-Around Artist”

This was a nice, easy-to-read piece, but it left me wanting more. I
wanted the author to delve deeper into the artist’s history and learn
what makes him tick. The layout was nicely done and the photos
were beautiful.

BY BECKY NEWELL

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Living on Horses”
BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

Angus Journal
“Spurring Success”
BY SHAUNA ROSE HERMEL

I enjoyed the quotes from Mary Kay in this story. I felt it
told a good story on the continuity horses played with this
family “in good times and bad.”

It was a pleasure to learn about Mr. Hartley and the many unique
hats he wears throughout the day. I especially enjoyed the many
quotes from others singing Mr. Hartley’s praises.

Gelbvieh World
“Gelbvieh Influence Hits the Market for
Iowa Partners”

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“Stanley’s Tools”

BY LORI MAUDE
I thought this story held much potential with the unique
partnership between Jenny and Kendall. It did hit the mark
with the objectives of showing how the Gelbvieh influence
has in turn influenced the herd. Of note, there was a
switch mid-way in the story in how the main subjects were
addressed. It’s always best to be consistent so as not to
confuse the reader.

Shorthorn Country
“Beyond the Banners – Cates Farms is
about Family, Friends and Shorthorns”

BY RICHARD CHAMBERLAIN
There were some enjoyable quotes captured in this story. I would
have liked to see them featured a bit more which would in turn break
up the copy a bit. In all, it’s a nicely told story about a family and
their horses.

Charolais Journal
October 2007
BY KRISTIAN RENNER & KORI CONLEY
Featuring several different breeders was a nice idea, but I would
have preferred a longer story on just one. It was the place to
highlight and capture what separates the one breeder from all others.

BY DEB HOGE
I liked the continued theme of family, friends, and
Shorthorns. I thought maybe the story was too heavy on
the herd and not enough information given to the family.
Subheads and pull quotes would have been a nice tool
to use for breaking up copy and making the piece more
visually pleasing.

High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal
“Rare Horse Breed Gives Pleasure to
Many”
BY JENNIFER BREMER
Overall, this was a good story, but I wanted to learn
more about the subject – not the breed. While this was a
unique breed and, yes, history on it was needed, I think
the owner should have been the center of attention. I still
had questions about her at the end of the story. Very good
description of the breed and its history – I especially liked
the editor’s note on the demeanor of the horses.
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Hereford World
“A Lesson in American History, Community
Influence, Persistence”
BY TERESA OE
This article tells of the very rich history of the SMS brand. I did
find it a bit historical and would have preferred that it be broken up
differently – maybe a little more current history up front rather than
a time-line approach. Larger photos are always a bonus also.

Angus Journal
“Preparation Pays”
BY CHELSEA GOOD
Good angle and current topic on this normal “historical” focus
on a farming family. It did take a while to get to the “new era” of
agriculture, though; I would have liked to arrive there a bit earlier in
the story. I felt this was a nice educational piece for other producers
to read.

Shorthorn Country
“From Junior Program to Purebred
Success – RL Cattle Co. Builds a
Successful Shorthorn Business from a
Desire to Show Cattle”
BY DEB HOGE
This was a good read and a good topic that I thought could
have been explored a bit more. I enjoyed the son’s quotes
and wanted to hear more about what he had to say. One
grammatical error was found. Also, I would have liked the
author to get to the heart of the story quicker.

Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
“Farm Operation is Strong foundation for
Raising Family”
BY JIM COLLINS
This cute story was severely lacking quotes – I wanted to hear what
this couple had to say but never did. Also, the copy could have been
broken up a bit more with pull quotes or subheads. In general, the
story seemed a bit jerky – flow could have been improved with a
few transition sentences.

FEATURE ARTICLES NON-ASSOCIATION
CATEGORY 26: PRODUCTION / MANAGEMENT ARTICLE
This was a tough category, but a couple of unexpected (good) surprises made it a joy. In general, information was well researched,
well quoted and well written. It would be interesting to compare the content of this category now to the same category 20 years ago.
The amount of change demonstrated would be astounding. It would also demonstrate the faster pace at which we work. We all have to
watch for grammar, tense and possessive, as well as other standard writing rules. Spell check won’t cut it, and it looks like it’s slipping
its way in as the editor. Let’s all be careful, me included. Great work!

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
“Pinging for
Premiums”
BY BURT RUTHERFORD

SECOND PLACE
High Plains Journal
“Institute Reaches Out to Goat Producers”
BY JENNIFER LATZKE

HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Today
“Constant Chaos”
BY JIM DICKRELL

Good imagery sets the tone for a worthwhile goal of 50 percent
Prime for rancher Smith. The nearly $30 / cwt. premium mentioned
is nothing to snicker at, either. Excellent pull quote that should be on
billboards throughout cattle country nails the essence of the article.
The ultrasound examples bear out in the continuing improvement
in RMF and REA. Straightforward, easy reading and easy
understanding make this a pleasurable read. You’ve probably helped
a producer or two, as well.

What a nice surprise! You immediately address your readers on
their level in the first paragraph. I especially like the way you
expand the boundaries of Langston beyond the High Plains in the
second paragraph. You’ve documented the need for goat production,
described goat producers well, and talked with a number of thirdparty folks. Plus, the worldwide perspective gives reasoning for
goat production overall. More importantly, you don’t treat goat
production as an oddity – a tribute to your reporting, writing,
judgment, and skills. All in all, this was a very pleasant and
informative read. A real standout. Thank you.
Very good analogy in first two paragraphs provides realistic, but
emotional connection, which is important for the topic of this
article. Good examples. The bullet-pointing of recommendations
makes for easy reading and recall. Would like to have seen a wrapup paragraph or two, but I believe the “All In, All Out” is more
important to article understanding than my wishes.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Today
“Tarnished Gold”
BY CATHY MERLO, JIM DICKRELL, & RICK
MOONEY

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Journal
“Pushing Quality”
BY MIRANDA REIMAN

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
“Reducing The Area Spread of PRRS”
BY JOE VANSICKLE

You’ve written a nice, direct lead here. It gets me into the story
immediately. You’ve done a good job of incorporating Nichols
into the story and have a wonderful quote on page 100 that more
producers need to see, “How good of quality can they really be
if they were nutritionally deficient any day in their life?” I wish
you had made that a pull quote or call out. A quote or two from a
nutritionist or Purina nutrition guru would have better supported the
use of the brand name, but it wasn’t essential. This is an article to be
proud of and to put in your portfolio.
This is a good piece for anybody interested in heightening disease
prevention practices, no matter which livestock segment makes
your living. The information presented is timely. You cut right to
the meat of Dee’s research and summarized the findings in a way
the average reader can understand. You’ve done an excellent job of
taking a research project and making it come home to roost. This is
an important article, no doubt.

Drovers
“Measure Twice, Cut Once”

Dairy Herd Management magazine
“Share the Future”

BY JOHN MADAY

BY SHANNON LINDEROTH

This is a good article – timely, relevant information, and
filled with good sources. The layout of the first two pages
detracted from how great it is. I had trouble reading it,
with and without glasses. That said, you really hit pay
dirt with the Fiver Rivers Cattle Feeding example, as well
as emphasizing preconditioning. The sidebar has great
content, but like the first part of the article, I had to work
to read it because of the layout. Great content, just needs a
layout overhaul.

This is a neat topic featured here, but it took too long to understand
the full concept. It was past the second subhead before it was clear.
Conversely, the examples presented are good and so is the graph or
chart. The article wraps up well.

Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Sheep Production Good Option for
Kossuth Co. Farmer”
BY TOM BLOCK
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Finally, someone dares state the facts about ethanol. Thank you.
This is well written and features a good range of sources. Nice
sidebars offering good resources. A sidebar about how much energy
it actually takes to make ethanol would have really rounded out
the article. Perhaps that has been addressed in a subsequent issue.
You’ve handled a touchy topic well.

You do a good job of explaining “Why sheep?” early on.
That helps the reader get the gist of things faster. A couple
grammatical and tense errors tripped me up a bit. Good
math / profitability examples lend credibility to the article,
as do references to the importance of recordkeeping. The
photo, while real and normal to us, raises a red flag. No
doubt you did the best you could do at getting sheep in the
shot, but nowadays, it’s a shot that activists can use to say,
“See, they keep sheep in the mud.” Remember, a picture
is worth a thousand words. The latter is not a criticism,
merely a caution. Good article for a general audience.

Dairy Herd Management magazine
“A Good, Long Drink”
BY KIMBERLEE SCHOONMAKER
This covers a very worthwhile topic and one that probably doesn’t
get enough discussion. It’s well written and gives good examples
of how to manage things. While written for producers, the author
unwittingly gives activists an “opening.” immediately after the
subhead, “A discounted nutrient.” “Going into the Elba facility,
they knew sulfate levels were elevated... certainly above acceptable
levels, but not necessarily high enough to generate concern.”
To us, this is trade talk. To those wanting to make headlines or show
mismanagement, this is evidence that the industry exposes animals
to higher-than-acceptable levels of sulfates. We all have to be careful
about using industry vernacular that can be taken out of context and
used against us. Overall, the article gives basic facts, backed up with
examples and third-party references. Good coverage in small space.

High Plains Journal
“Horse Owners Find Ways to Stretch
Limited Hay Supplies”

Angus Journal
“Solutions to the Puzzle”

BY KYLENE OREBAUGH

The lead ties directly to the graphic treatment, which adds a nice
touch to the opening. You feature good feeding and marketing
comments from the subject. Good messaging about end product
value throughout keeps the reader focused on the prize. Nice wrap-up.

The leading three paragraphs are somewhat rough. I’d rather
see you dive right into the story, but once past them, the
article is packed with information. Good sources and good
length make this a worthwhile read. I’m certain some horse
owners got some great ideas from the piece. Nice work.

Agweek
“Cover-crop Cocktails”
BY MIKKEL PATES
This article features something we need more of, examples
of alternative production methods. The personal information,
age, wife, etc. would work better in a short sidebar, as
it doesn’t support the main theme of the story. It’s not a
horrible distraction where it is, though. You’ve got some
decent photographs. I suggest placing one or two on the last
page and rearranging the layout a bit. Including the Burleigh
County Soil Conservation District and SDSU sources
validates Brown’s experiments, which is needed in any
article about alternative methods. Nice presentation overall.

National Hog Farmer
“Ad-Lib Feeder Boost Sow,
Pig Performance”
BY DALE MILLER
There’s a lot of information in this article, but you present
the kind of detail needed to best understand the concept.
Good data keeps coming section after section. It’s great to
show the producers noticed the individual eating habits of
different sows. The industry needs more attention to that
kind of detail. Perhaps that’s a feature topic for later? Very
sound, structured and well done. The information presented
can be put to work immediately.

National Hog Farmer
“Sow Feeder a Key Piece of the 30 P / S / Y
Puzzle”
BY JOE VANSICKLE
A new feed delivery system that helps sow and piglet
health and development can only be good news. You’ve
got that documented here and more, including a sow
feeding checklist that’s good for any producer. The contact
information in the last paragraph and sidebar is helpful,
too. Remember though, it’s “via its Web site,” not “via their
Web site.”

BY MIRANDA REIMAN

Western Livestock Journal North American Bull Guide
“Bigger Doesn’t Necessarily Mean Better”
BY JOHN ROBINSON
This is a very relevant topic that needs addressing. You’ve given
good producer examples and third-party references to back up your
recommendations. I also like the way you’ve allowed the needed
length to thoroughly address things. Your wrap-up is realistic and
straightforward. This is a well-researched and pragmatic article.

Western Livestock Journal North American Bull Guide
“The Elite Bulls”
BY JOHN ROBINSON
An instant visual in the lead lets the reader know where you’re
headed with the piece. The examples of producer longevity, testing,
and long-term proof of a bull’s performance offer reasoning for those
unfamiliar with EPDs and how bulls finally make the grade. A very
sound piece.

Western Livestock Journal
“Alternatives to Land Ownership”
BY JOHN ROBINSON
This is a well-thought-out article about a topic on many folks’ minds.
Greg Judy is a good example of an innovator. Good geographic
variability, too. One very good thing about this article is that it proves
that cattlemen and non-cattlemen landowners can strike profitable
relationships. It would be great if more of our industry approached
things with this attitude. Good example and article.

BEEF magazine
“Practical Composites”
BY WES ISHMAEL
Reminding folks that crossbreeding is still a worthwhile breeding
approach is always timely. You’ve got a lot of technical information
here but have made it easy to read and completely understandable. Still,
the reader kind of has to think about it, and that’s good with this topic.
Your last paragraph bears this out. You’ve tackled a relatively tough
subject and presented a worthwhile argument for crossbreeding.
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National Hog Farmer
“Accident”

Dairy Herd Management magazine
“Three Rules for Manure Solids Bedding”

BY JOE VANSICKLE

BY SHANNON LINDEROTH

This is a very worthwhile topic, but the article begs the
question, “Where do other companies’ accident reduction
protocols rate?” The sidebar featuring Jennifer Woods
really stands out and has the message livestock haulers and
producers in all livestock segments need to hear. It’s great
to focus on this topic and great to feature those making
great progress. Kudos for forging ahead in this subject area.

There is a lot of information packed in this short article. Practical
tips in each section make for a quick read. Photos are appropriate.
Good wrap-up and close.

CATEGORY 27: MARKETING ARTICLE
Articles, overall, were interesting profiles of families and operations that have embraced innovations and new ideas and made them
successes. Some either over or under used quotations from their sources – finding the right balance is always a challenge. There
are some articles written extremely well, and those stood out. The others were good but could use some polishing. Every entry was
interesting, and I enjoyed reading them all. The first and second place entries just stood out above the rest as really well crafted and
overall, they presented the best packages.

FIRST PLACE
Drovers
“Marketing
Success”
BY JOHN MADAY, KIM
WATSON, & SUZANNE B. BOPP

SECOND PLACE
Certified Angus Beef LLC
“All the best, family style” and sidebar
BY STEVE SUTHER

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
“The Positives of Pooling”
BY ALAINA BURT
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Very attractive spread, and writing is well done. I like that there’s
an intro before the first profile – gives a good overview as to what
the article will be about. The profiles themselves are each written a
little differently, which adds to the diversity of the article. Has the
potential to throw off the flow of the topic, but it did not in this case
– I see it as an asset. Good use of quotes – those that are used are
“important” and significant. Good examples of innovators, described
well, well written, and effective use of photos. This article is set
apart, due to its overall quality.

“Registered cattle go back to the 1950s…” – actually, the cattle
themselves don’t; maybe the foundation of their business does
– wording is awkward. Good flow, though. Really sounds like a
marketing article, marketing topic. Good transitions. I just like it –
easy to read and understand, interesting without being too complex,
diverse use of facts, info and quotes without going overboard on any
one of them.

Good, catchy, interesting opener / lead. Combination of photo with
the header and story is really effective. Good description of how
the operation runs and is “governed”. Easy and interesting reading,
though a bit shorter than others. Would liked to have heard a little
bit more from some of the producers about how the group came into
operation, quotes on why it is and has been effective. Ending seems
a little abrupt, could use more of a conclusion.

Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Hallmark of Relevance”

High Plains Journal
“Natural beef sales help partners”

BY STEVE SUTHER

BY LARRY DREILING

The lead is not very catchy. Don’t end two sentences in one
paragraph with the word “however.”
The reason they won the award needs to be closer to the
top of the story – that’s your hook. Edit your quotes a little
more – you don’t have to use the whole thing as a quote;
you can use the beginning of the statement then paraphrase
the rest if the speaker’s meaning isn’t as clear or articulate
as you’d like. Try not to use contractions in writing an
article unless they are used in a quotation. I’d like to see
more synthesis of the information you gathered as the
reporter / author of this article. It seems really heavy on the
quotes – tell me what all this means, don’t just tell me what
they’re saying. It’s a marketing article, you’re allowed to
synthesize.

Not the catchiest lead / hook, but good connection to a contemporary
controversy (CO2 packaging). Some incorrect grammar and
awkward sentence structure. Some quotes need more synthesis and
explanation to make the story smoother. Could have pushed some of
the natural aspects up further in the article. Since this is part of the
headline / title, that content should be right up at the front. It’s not
clear why they moved to natural beef. Is it more profitable for them?
Why does their label require them to be half Charolais? Isn’t that
something that they have under their control since it’s their label?
Why is this important? Take your writing beyond function.

Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Corn, Cattle in New Paradigm”

BY MIKKEL PATES

BY MIRANDA REIMAN
Good, strong lead – pulls on what’s important right
now in the ag economy. You’re expecting the reader to
understand what the word paradigm means – I’m not
sure if that’s as commonly known as we’d like to think.
A short statement about what a paradigm is might help
facilitate understanding. Word choice not always the best
– “exemplifies that it can be done.” Good explanations and
synthesis of quotes in the article. Good wrap up at the end,
connecting the concept of a new paradigm. Overall a good
and interesting article to read. I like that there are a variety
of sources used.

Agweek
“Meat and Greet” / “Starting Small” / ”Alliance
Man”
Adds in some historical market perspective – adds interest. Flow is a
little bit choppy from paragraph to paragraph. Written in news story
format, which isn’t as conducive to illustrating a marketing story.
There are lots of different names and “players” mentioned, a little bit
hard to keep track of names of those who are essential to the story.
Some of the quotes don’t seem to fit with the overall storyline – a
little bit distracting. Misspelling / misuse of a very common word
– “there” should be “their.”

Dairy Today
“Branching Out”
BY RICK MOONEY
Good beginning – right away I want to know what their
predicament was. I’m a little confused about the statements
regarding the kind of processing equipment – sounds a little
bit to me like they decided they didn’t have enough cattle
to make it feasible, yet they did it. This is a weakness of the
article. Tells a good story of marketing efforts by the family
to make their new venture work. I would have liked to hear
more about how the whole family is involved, since that’s
the hook used for the article. How involved are the two
sons that put them into this idea in the first place? Does it
work out well as a family venture?
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CATEGORY 28: TECHNICAL ARTICLE
Finding the delicate balance between hard-hitting technical information and readability can be precarious. Each of these pieces
succeeded in providing solid information in a way that can be digested by readers who may be new to the topics. The entries that
stood out did so because of their readability, credibility, and relevance. While all the entries had these components, those at the top
provided a seamless connection between the reader, their interests, and the issue at hand.

FIRST PLACE
Drovers
“Bringing in the
Clones”
BY JOHN MADAY

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine
“Mating with a Guarantee”
BY WES ISHMAEL

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
“Before You Target 30 P / S / Y - Read
This!”
BY DALE MILLER

National Hog Farmer
“One Size Does Not Fit All”
BY DALE MILLER
The concept behind this entry is fairly simple, but the
author does a good job of explaining all aspects of the
issue. Good job of using several sources to completely
cover the issue.

Dairy Today
“Bully on mastitis”
BY JIM DICKRELL
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This short article does a good job of making one clear
point by driving home a good illustration. The tables
were a bit confusing, but the sidebar did a good job of
summarizing the main points. More sources could have
added credibility, but the length of an article may have been
a limiting factor.

Great headline and intro! It is an easy read with plenty of detail to
leave the reader informed without drifting into an overtly technical
document. The article delves into the broader implications of
cloning, from its potential in production to the fear surrounding it
and the possibility of changing public perception. The wide array of
quotes from different sources makes it feel credible. The Web sites
provided for further information are very helpful for those who wish
to dig deeper. The layout is also quite visually pleasing.

This entry does a great job of getting to the heart of the matter
without getting tied up in the minutiae. It goes deep enough in the
issue to make the article worth reading but didn’t go so deep as to
make it difficult to understand. The “Basic Genomics” sidebar was
very helpful and well written. The table was nice. The entire piece
did a good job of showing no preference between three companies
but giving producers information, as well as real world options.

This is a well-put-together piece. Lots of information, lots of
sources with credibility, and lots of application value. There are
many factors to consider in this area, and the author covered them
all thoroughly without getting too technical. It was a fairly easy
read, though I would have preferred a more attention-grabbing lead
graph to match the solid title.

Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.
“Dairy Digester: Will Plug Flow… / Eastern
Dakota dairy ponders methane”
BY MIKKEL PATES
A long introduction and profile makes this entry take a while to get
to the point. The step-by-step information about the digester really
makes it understandable. There is plenty of valuable information
here, but much of it is toward the end of the piece. More sources
would have helped add to the credibility.

BEEF magazine
“Running the Genetic Reverse”
BY WES ISHMAEL
This article tackles a very complicated technical topic.
This article doesn’t gloss over the details, and, because of
that, is at times difficult to get through. For the technician,
this article provides plenty of good information, but it
could have been cleared up a little for readers who are less
knowledgeable on the topic. Overall, the author does a
very thorough job and provides some practical application
at the end of the article.

Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Slick bunk management: Don’t let beef
quality slip”
BY MIRANDA REIMAN
A thought-provoking introduction makes readers want to read
to the end of the article. It is clean, to the point, and has solid
application value. Lots of different sources (both industry and
multiple universities) make the piece feel credible.

CATEGORY 29: FEATURE / HUMAN INTEREST STORY
This category was a little hard to judge because I don’t see some of the articles fitting into the category. Just because an article
contains actors doesn’t mean it is about them. For that reason, articles that had a strong human interest story rose to the top.

FIRST PLACE
Seedstock EDGE
“Passion for Pigs”
BY KATI MCQUEEN

SECOND PLACE
High Plains Journal
“Artisan hatter fits cowboys, presidents” with
sidebar “How to make a hat”
BY LARRY DREILING

HONORABLE MENTION
Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.
“Ship to Shore: Nick Tomac of St.
Anthony leads double life”
BY MIKKEL PATES

HONORABLE MENTION
Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Keeping Busy”
BY MIRANDA REIMAN

This story represents the definition of a human interest article
prescribed in the guidelines for this contest. It is hard to find fault
with the writing of this story, and it is inspirational and uplifting to
read, and with well-chosen quotes that provide much insight into
the daily life of Dalaney. The photos of Dalaney helped tell the
story and the ups and downs that she goes through. This article was,
overall, one of the most interesting pieces of the category.

In general, I would say this article did a satisfactory job of telling the
story; however it is not prize-winning writing. This story is okay, but
it lacks energy. The author does a wonderful job of selection and use
of several direct quotes from Trent Johnson that show his ambition
and passion for hat making. These effectively and efficiently say
quite a bit about him. I liked how the story described how Trent
worked his way into the industry and how he got where he is today.
However, it was just not as strong as the first place story.

This was a very interesting piece, which told the story well.
However, it lacked good readability. At times, it was hard to
follow and know if the story was about Nick or the boats he was
on. Particularly the beginning was not attention catching, I was
interested during the first sentence, but after that, it got a bit
confusing. Overall, a good story, just not strong enough to be placed
higher.
A good, solid story that had excellent flow and readability. However,
it lacked creativity and energy to keep interest. Written well and
mostly clean of errors, this author did a great job of telling the story
in a logical way. However, words that connected the interesting
quotes of Hugh’s life seemed to lack spice to carry the narrative.
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Agweek, Grand Forks, N.D.
“Horse Power vs. Horsepower: Will the
four-wheeler ever drive the working cow
horse off American Ranches”
BY MIKKEL PATES
This is an interesting and basically well-written article, but
it doesn’t really fit my concept or this contest’s definition
of a human interest story. I would call it more of a general
interest than a human interest piece. It is more about the
change of using ATVs rather than horses and those who
prefer a certain way. Also had a few spelling mistakes,
which made it hard to place within the top stories.

Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
“Building Bridges”
BY RICK MOONEY
A good strong, solid story. I had a hard time defining this
as a human interest piece, when comparing to others in
the category. It seems more of a news story with a strong
human component, rather than human interest. The author
did a wonderful job of explaining the program and how it
worked and the benefits the users got out of the program,
but the story seemed to be more about the program.
Overall, a well-written story, it just seemed to lack the
human-interest component I saw in other stories in this
category.

Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
“Going Global”
BY CATHY MERLO
This is an interesting and basically well-written article, but
it doesn’t really fit my concept or this contest’s definition
of a human interest story. I would call it more of a general
interest than a human interest piece. To me, it’s a news
story about a group of investors building dairies in foreign
countries. It involves people, but it’s not always about the
people. As with a few other stories in this category, the
balance between human interest and news was a fine line.

Seedstock EDGE
“Each Step of the Way”
BY KATI MCQUEEN
A good story that has a human-interest component. However, it
lacked energy and creativity to keep the reader interested. Instead
of explaining why the hog raiser was doing certain steps (i.e. why
he gives shots of iron to the baby pig), there could have been more
information about his love and passion for the hog industry, etc. This
story seemed to be written for a very novice hog raiser. However, it
was featured in one of the industry’s top publications.

BEEF magazine
“Fire & Ice”
BY BURT RUTHERFORD
An interesting piece with an interesting story. However, the human
interest part of the story seemed to get lost. The balance between
human interest and news story was a fine line for me, and that is
what made it hard to place within the top stories. Overall, a wellwritten piece, just didn’t have a strong enough human-interest
component for this category.

BEEF magazine
“Southern Comfort”
BY JOE ROYBAL
This story has a very intriguing beginning. It kept my interest
through the first paragraph but then seemed to lose creativity and
energy. At times, it seems the lead got lost in the story. Was the
story about John Queen and the life he lead to become the NCBA
president, or was the story about NCBA and what it can do for the
beef industry? At times, I had a hard time telling the difference. This
was a clean, well-written story, but it just seemed to lose focus the
further I read.

CATEGORY 30: INSTRUCTIONAL STORY
Readers always are drawn to good how-to articles that can help them personally or in an aspect of their business. This year’s entries
are diverse in the topics they cover and all are well written. The most effective articles opened in a way that helped the readers
immediately connect with the problem / challenge, then used multiple sources to discuss solutions before highlighting easy-to-follow
action steps.
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FIRST PLACE
Dairy Today
“How to make a
million”
BY JIM DICKRELL

SECOND PLACE
BEEF magazine
“10 Winter Feeding Tips”
BY BURT RUTHERFORD

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
“STOP Thief!”
BY BURT RUTHERFORD

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
“Step No. 1 in Contracting - Read It!”
BY DALE MILLER

HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
“What’s your exit strategy?”
BY CATHY MERLO

National Hog Farmer
“10 Steps to Manage Odor”

Strong, attention-getting headline. Effectively weaves a real-world
example into discussion of consultant’s four-legged-stool program.
While it explores only one individual dairy in an in-depth way,
including benchmarks from other herds is really useful. Having a
sidebar summarizing 10 steps is extremely helpful. Simple layout
enhances readability, and helps sidebars stand out.

Focuses on a topic that’s close to readers’ hearts. Opens with a
question that piques interest right away. Was wonderful to read tips
from a wide variety of sources. Layout makes it easy to see the 10
different steps people can take and makes the story a quick, easy
read. Check use of “if” / “whether.”

Interesting to use controversy about individual-animal identification
as the opening to discuss theft of equipment, livestock, etc. The
sidebar with 14 tips makes a helpful reference piece. Article points
out many things readers might not already know in a conversational
way. Headline and graphic are attention getting and compelling.
Would have been wonderful to include a sidebar with a real-life
story from a rustler or someone with personal experience with this
topic.
This article does a nice job of highlighting key considerations
regarding a topic that often is misunderstood. The use of checks
in the layout brings focus to the subheads and keeps the reader
engaged. Incorporating a real-life example, as well as a sidebar with
a summary of the steps people should take would be great additions.
A compelling individual-farm example combined with perspectives
from several experts makes for lots of good information. Author
makes transitions seamless. There’s a lot happening in the layout,
which takes away from the “Plan your exit” sidebar summary.
Excerpting questions that should be asked / considered when going
through succession planning into a quick-reference list would be
really useful for readers.

B BEEF magazine
“Plan Now for Spring”

BY DALE MILLER

BY JOE ROYBAL

Everyone loves top-10 lists, and this one focuses on an
important topic for the industry. Opening with these
basic questions is a good idea. While the layout does
bring attention to where each step begins, it misses the
opportunity to highlight the opening questions to engage
the reader. The writing style is quite matter-of-fact; would a
more conversational approach increase readership?

Does an excellent job of describing how to implement this system
and considerations for doing so. If people already aren’t interested in
SCS, however, there might not be enough benefit-driven information
in the subhead or intro to get them into the article. Figure is helpful.
Would be good to include perspective from one or more producers
who have implemented this system, as well as a sidebar that
summarizes benefits or implementation steps.
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BEEF magazine
“Stackin Bales”

BEEF magazine
“Sweet on Swaths”

BY ALAINA BURT

BY ALAINA BURT

Nice intro with which readers can identify. The LRP
example is excellent; including a handy formula into
which people could simply add their inputs would have
bee a great addition. Each of the multiple sources provides
useful information. Consolidating key tips (or a checklist
of questions) from the article in one handy location would
make it easy for readers to take the next steps. Presenting
the article across eight pages (some of which likely were
ads) increases the risk that readers might not make it
through all four pages containing the text.

Good, in-depth discussion of this grazing system. Excellent use of
figures to help tell the story. Including comments from multiple
sources is a strength. Would be great to have a sidebar that
summarizes “how to” for readers – e.g., steps to take or a list of
questions to determine whether this system is for you. Laying out
this article over so many pages really is a disservice, making the
reader work harder than necessary to get through the entire story.

CATEGORY 31: PRODUCTION / FARM / RANCH PROFILE
Several strong entries raised the overall level of this category. Entries were mostly business profiles with a few personality profiles
thrown into the mix. The entries that worked best include characteristics of both. They told a business story while making the subject
matter human. A few of the authors worked quotes extremely well; that’s the spice that made them stand out from the rest. In general,
nice work.

FIRST PLACE
National Hog Farmer
“Destined to Work
with Pigs, Bob
Baarsch”

Wonderful writing. By the final paragraph, I felt like I knew Dr.
Levis… and liked him. The author did a great job of integrating
lively quotes with informative narrative. He included telling details
that made the piece lively and brought the subject to life. He also
paid attention to transitions; one paragraph flowed into the next.
This is a mature writer who knows both his subject and his readers.
Excellent all-around piece. A joy to read.

BY DALE MILLER

SECOND PLACE
Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Every Little Bit Adds Up”
BY MIRANDA REIMAN

HONORABLE MENTION
Dairy Today
“Ahead of the curve”
BY CATHY MERLO
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An evolutionary tale, this article effectively tells how a ranch couple
has changed its operation over the years. There is an awful lot of
technical information in here, but the author weaves it all together
clearly. She also drops in telling details, like the rancher riding a
colt to ask a 90-year-old rancher to sell him land. Don’t you know
the rancher was impressed? By the end of this article, the reader
not only knows how the couple runs the ranch, he / she also knows
something about the husband, the wife, and their far-flung children.
Nice work.

This is a profile of a farm, rather than an individual, and it is well
done. The author describes the business and environmental polices
that make this California dairy operation unique. She has an easy
way with words, and the copy flows nicely to integrate a lot of
information into a relatively small space. It’s strong work. My only
criticism is with the quotes. They are a bit stiff and not real, almost
press release material. Better quotes could have made the farm
owner more memorable and given the profile more depth.

HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal
“FFA project was the beginning for 70
years in sheep business”
BY DOUG RICH

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
“Lessons hard Learned”
BY BURT RUTHERFORD

HONORABLE MENTION
Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Four Sixes Goes All In With Angus”

The author chose a folksy voice for this article, which seems
appropriate for the personality he describes. Marvin Purdy’s history
as a sheep producer comes through as down to earth and purposeful.
I wish we knew more about him as a person. Also, I don’t think the
lead served the author well; the article might better have begun with
the second paragraph. But all in all, a very readable piece.
A nice conversational style moves this article along. Interspersed
are lengthy, but interesting quotes, which tell much of the story.
This is really a profile of a family-owned business’ beef production
philosophy. Although the reader won’t learn much about the people
involved, he / she will come away with a good understanding of
how one family strives to stay ahead of the beef industry curve. Well
done.
A colorful opening gets this piece off to a good start. The author
covers a lot of ground before the end, but he does so without losing
he reader’s interest. This is well-rounded writing. The author is
obviously confident in his abilities… justifiably so. Excellent work.

BY STEVE SUTHER

Western Livestock Journal
“Old Methods Provide New Direction for
Graziers”
BY TAIT BERLIER
Some good quotes from Gerald Fry, but I wish more of
them had come at the beginning of the article. The lead
was buried halfway to the end: “The American cattle herd
has gotten so far from where it used to be….(O)ur cows
are sick, they are infertile and they fall apart when you put
them out on grass,” would have been a great lead. All the
information is here — good reporting, but it needs rearranging.

National Hog Farmer
“Don Leavis”
BY DALE MILLER
This is a combination of business profile and personal
history. It succeeds on both levels because it is readable,
well organized, and complete. It does not have a lot of life
to it or personality, but it admirably achieves its goal of
profiling an industry award winner.

was so brief, there was little time for depth. Still, the author gave a
taste of his subject’s character. Good job.

National Hog Farmer
“Temple Grandin”
BY JOE VANSICKLE
Informative article on one of the most interesting figures in
agriculture. The author used some illustrative quotes, but I wish he
had edited some of them for length. I also wish he had structured the
piece differently, so that Ms. Grandin’s views on swine management
were toward the beginning, where they might have had more impact
on readers of a swine magazine. Overall, a good job, if a bit longer
than necessary.

High Plains Journal
“Passion for horses leads to business dream”
BY KYLENE OREGAUGH
The article goes into the finer points of breeding for effect and with
business strategies in mind. However, it doesn’t describe, very well,
the couple who runs the operation or their passion. Needs more life.

National Hog Farmer
“Roy Schultz, DVM”
BY JOE VANSICKLE
For a short article, this is as complete as it gets. The author
followed his subject from childhood to semi-retirement and
did so with a grace that did not trump efficiency. Because it
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Farm Credit Bank of Texas
“All Grass No Cattle”
BY SARAH HARRIS

I thought the quotes worked well. They seemed in the subject’s
voice, rather than the author’s. I could almost hear the rancher
speak. Solid stuff.

A comprehensive look at how one ranch copes with
adversity. The author has a steady, straightforward style that
lends itself to telling a complicated story.

ASSOCIATION AND NON-ASSOCIATION COMBINED CATEGORIES
CATEGORY 32: NEWS STORY
Overall the news stories were interesting and unique for their subject matter. Some of the stories took an informative, factual approach,
while others weaved a narrative story or dialogue into the body of the work. Most of the stories touched on issues that were very
relevant to their livestock audience, highlighting policy, change in practice, innovation, call to action, or an excellent performance
by an individual or animal. I learned much about the livestock industry by reading all the articles and commend the authors on their
excellent writing skills.

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
“A Long Thin
Line”

Great article. Highlighted positive government program and the
need to control cattle fever ticks. Used the image of tick riders to
“tell the story”.

BY BURT RUTHERFORD

SECOND PLACE
The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Walla Walla Wow!”

Excellent. The opening really grabbed my attention. I wanted to
keep reading.

BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON

HONORABLE MENTION
Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“Iowa’s ethanol industry triggers growth
in cattle feeding”

Current topic – very relevant. Pictures complement article. I like that
Teresa focused on one particular family / cattle producer.

BY TERESA BJORK

HONORABLE MENTION
Western Livestock Journal
“Animal ID Sparks Incident at Colorado
State Fair”
BY TAIT BERLIER
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Article examining the controversial aspects of the animal ID system
and repercussions on young 4-H kids. Interesting!

HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal
“Federal help for cattlmen yet to arrive”

The tone was slightly angry / frustrated. I appreciate that given the
topic but didn’t find it as enjoyable to read. Very relevant article for
the affected farmers – a call for action.

BY LARRY DREILING

High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal
“Justice Department Clears Smithfield
Acquisition of PSF”
BY JENNIFER BREMER
Short and to the point. Awkward sentence in the last
paragraph: “he has introduced…” Don’t think the word
“has” is necessary. Great quotes.

BEEF magazine
“Eyes on Argentina”
BY CLINT PECK
Interesting and very thorough article. Great transitions and
appreciated that Clint included other important news.

Western Livestock Journal
“Hay Prices Expected to Remain High in
2007”
BY JOHN ROBINSON
Full of information, stats, and numbers. Very informative,
yet not as pleasurable to read.

The American Quarter Horse Racing
Journal
“Blanchard: ABQ Downs Move Would
Benefit Industry”
BY MICHAEL CUSORTELLI
Article read well. Great flow and use of quotes.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Selecting the Select”
BY STACY PIGOTT
Bland article, more of a “how to do” something. I did find
the Handy Tips page at the end helpful and informative; the
layout was clean, as well.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“One Fine Day”
BY TONYA RATLIFF-GARRISON
Not as intriguing or grabbing as the “Walla Walla Wow!” article.
Nice pictures and details about the horse and rider.

Iowa Farm Bureau Spokesman
“HSUS chief pledges to continue pressure on
livestock producers”
BY TOM BLOCK
Controversial topic but interestingly discussed. Article flowed and
outlined the important issues.

National Hog Farmer
“Smithfield to Phase Out Stalls”
BY JOE VANSICKLE
Comprehensive article, with past, present, and future alternatives to
sow housing options. Great article design and use of pictures.

Drovers
“When, where and how?”
BY JOHN MADAY
Longer article, but important points were highlighted. I like the
transition headings and summaries at the end. The opinions from
specialists were critical to validate the issues mentioned in the
article.

Suri Llama Association
“Back to the Future” Suri Llama Association
2006 Conference Report
BY SUE ROLFING
Great pictures, but didn’t hold my attention like the other articles.
Reminded me more of a secretary’s report of an event.
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CATEGORY 33: EDITORIAL
The entries submitted in this category were all well written. They provided facts, personalized the articles, and were very persuasive.
The challenge with editorials is that the readers usually have an opinion about issues prior to reading the article. All the entries
provided good arguments with why the readers should support or consider their views about these industry issues. Some of the
editorials were lengthy; the article would have been more effective if they abbreviated the introduction. A few of the articles were just
getting interesting when they ended the argument.

FIRST PLACE
Drovers
“It’s Time to Speak
Out against COOL”
BY GREG HENDERSON

SECOND PLACE
Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
“AgJOBs now!”
BY JIM DICKRELL

HONORABLE MENTION
Drovers
“What did you spot for Christmas?”
BY GREG HENDERSON

HONORABLE MENTION
Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
“Promoting a Healthy Industry”

This is a true call to action. This article truly presents the problems
with COOL and why not all producers have embraced the concept.
There are a lot of great facts in the article that show the affects of
the entire business chain – from the producer to the grocery store.
Someone who did not know a lot about COOL or perhaps thinks
it is a great idea would think twice after reading this informative
editorial.

This is a very timely issue that affects agriculture producers around
the country, regardless of their commodity. This editorial provides
good personalization to give the first-hand experience of a producer
in a rural area being raided. This drives home the fact that all
producers cannot sit back and think this issue does not affect them.
Therefore, they need to be proactive — politically active. This was a
concise and effective editorial.

The presentation and headline of this editorial is great. It provides a
subtle picture of what animal rights groups think about the livestock
industry. Perception is reality, and this editorial provides producers
with facts about why they should be proactive and implement animal
welfare into their operations. These are the types of issues producers
forget about or think do not impact them. This was a great way to
remind them about being vigilant.
This report from the president was inspiring. It has a personal
twist but also stressed the role and importance of their membership
organization and benefits to the readers.

BY EVANS HOOKS

HONORABLE MENTION
Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
“Tending the Flock in Rough Pastures”
BY JIM COLLINS
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This column provides a great overview of the challenges every
industry faces with a drought, gives a reap of the year, and reiterates
the importance of maintaining open lines of communication with
Washington. The quote used provides a hook for the reader and was
carried well throughout the article.

Dairy Herd Management magazine
“Animal ID; Will it take a crisis?”

BEEF magazine
“FTA Deals Leaves U.S. Behind”

BY TOM QUAIFE

BY JOE ROYBAL

This is an issue that even industry members cannot agree
on. Comparing this to a crisis similar to 9 / 11 is a great
way to stress the urgency of this issue — if there is a disease breakout of this magnitude.

Covering the issue of trade and its effects on agriculture is timely.
There are a lot of good facts in this article that beef producers and
supporters should be reminded of.

Suri Llama Association
“Message from the President”
BY VICTORIA MILLER
This article would inspire readers to get involved while recapping the accomplishments of the association. For people
not currently involved with the organization, it provides a
good overview of what they are doing to raise the profile of
the membership and industry.

High Plains Journal
“You asked for it”
BY DOUG RICH
This provides good facts about the flaws with COOL. Readers are
provided with facts. Consumers are already spending more on gas,
and now we are going to raise food costs. The alternative to visit
the local farmer’s market is not a viable option for everyone, but it
provides a valuable alternative for people who want to know their
purchase are locally grown / raised.

High Plains Journal
“Let’s make a deal”
BY HOLLY MARTIN
This is a real-life example of how legislation can affect a
segment of the industry. The editorial paints a picture to
personalize this issue on a “what if” scenario. Great job on
putting the reader into the shoes of people affected by this
issue.

CATEGORY 34: REGULAR COLUMN (REGULAR FEATURE, SAME AUTHOR)
Regular columns can be like an old friend – someone the reader looks forward to hearing from when the magazine arrives at the door.
This year’s submissions in this category admirably fulfill that role. The bonus comes when the writer is not only witty and entertaining
but provides useful information in the process. This year’s top placements are masters at this.

FIRST PLACE
Drovers
“Consumer”
BY SUZANNE B. BOPP

This author is a first-rate writer, not falling into any of the common
traps found in so much writing (e.g.. starting sentences with “There
are...”). She provides excellent discussions of really meaty (pun
intended) issues. In the three samples provided she tackled cloning,
population explosion resulting in food shortages, and the forced
feeding of animals. The author raises fundamental questions about
these weighty issues without resorting to preaching or patronizing.
She has a highly readable style that is accessible not just to insiders
but even to the uninitiated who can thus read and appreciate what
the author has to say. Well done on every score!
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SECOND PLACE
Western Livestock Journal
“Comments: The end of the line? In need of
repair, Ethanol and the Farm Bill”
BY JOHN ROBINSON

HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock Edge
“Kick Your Feet Up”
BY KATI MCQUEEN

Angus Journal
“For Granted”

I had to overcome the incredibly dense appearance of this full-page
column composed of long paragraphs in order to dive in and read.
I was rewarded for the effort by well-reasoned and informative
writing. Despite the length, which I would recommend the author
consider cutting in order to add some white space to the layout, these
articles held my interest throughout. I found the author’s columns to
be fact based, well reasoned, and although op-ed in format, they did
not suffer from the excess of personal anecdote, which sometimes
mars the quality of an editorial piece. Though the visual appearance
of these columns made them hard to approach, they are overall well
written and useful to the reader.

The author does a good job giving the reader a real feel for each
of the staff members she profiles in this column. Although she
uses a framework of questions addressed by each interviewee, the
interviews do not feel like the same story rewritten three times.
Her intro paragraphs are attention-grabbing in the best sense. My
favorite was the one she began with the single word – “Magazine”
followed by the story of it being the word that disqualified the
subject from winning her 5th-grade spelling bee. The author turned
what could have been fairly prosaic reading in the hands of a
lesser writer into enjoyable reading about the staff of the National
Seedstock Registry. In addition, the layout of the pages wins extra
points for its easy-on-the-eyes design.
more like an op-ed piece with no attempt to examine both sides of
the organic issue. The column does score extra credit points for an
extremely attractive layout, making the reading a pleasure.

BY ERIC GRANT
Nice, tight writing. Good use of anecdote and / or analogy
-- not too much and not overdone. The writing is good,
though it feels as though the author is simply skimming the
surface of his topics without offering observations that are
fully compelling or that make his core argument as well
as possible. I loved his tying the example of the cathedral
of Chartres into the art and science of cattle breeding – a
masterful and unexpected stroke.

Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
“Dairy Talk”
BY JIM DICKRELL
The first two columns of the three submitted offered a
highly readable and balanced presentation of issues around
immigrant workers and farms as terrorist targets. In the
second, the author took a strong stand in favor of a piece
of legislation, providing examples that were interesting to
read about, though a couple verged on being alarmist. The
third column ($481.95 cwt.!) seemed less balanced than
the other two. The author’s bias on the issue was evident
from the first paragraph, which seemed out of sync with
the stated purpose of the column (to offer in-depth analysis
and insight into current dairy topics”). The tone felt much
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High Plains Journal
“Common Ground: Hovering parents only
ensure their children never take off on their
own;”“Dad’s in charge for the day;”“Honey?
Where’s the checkbook”
BY JENNIFER M. LATZKE
These columns are generally well written and meet the author’s
stated objective to “make my readers laugh...having spent a few
minutes of their day enjoying themselves.” The length of the column
may force the author to stray from her core idea in each column,
following tangents that are not as strong as her central theme. I
especially enjoyed her column, “Where’s the Checkbook,” though
wondered if male readers would have found it as amusing as most
women. Her collection of warm memories from her own childhood
certainly offer good insights into farm life, though an occasional
note of superiority or self-satisfaction may be off-putting to some
readers. On the whole, the author provides strong writing, though
finding a perspective that is truly her own may require further
exploration.

Hereford World
“World’s Perspective”
BY ANGIE STUMP DENTON
These columns are clearly written with passion for the
topics. They could perhaps be even better if they were more
tightly edited and shorter. The stated objective to introduce
the theme of the current issue sometimes gets lost in the
introductory sections. For example, the background on the
author’s trip to Disney World and her research on it after
her return made the content on the Junior National Polled
Hereford Show seem almost like an afterthought. The
transitions from the author’s personal experiences and the
issue’s content are not always as smooth as they can be.
While a personal perspective can add interest to a piece,
a writer should not indulge the temptation to tell family
stories unless they clearly enhance the thread of the piece
or help make a specific point.

High Plains Journal
“A promise to rebuild;” “Does history hold us
back?;” Heaven and nature sing”
BY HOLLY MARTIN
Of the three columns submitted, “A Promise to Rebuild” about the
aftermath of the tornado in Greensburg, Kan., was the best with an
abundance of detail and quotes from residents that provide a good
feel for what transpired. In addition, the author’s empathy was
evident and appropriate to the subject. In the column on returning
to farm policies of yesteryear, while the author provided a cogent
lead-in to her case, she did not follow it up with sound reasons
to support her opinion, making it come across as dogmatic. Her
holiday column offered a nice tie-in between the sentiments of the
season and the world of farming. Overall, the author demonstrates
a strong connection to her roots and community, though her writing
could be strengthened by a careful review to look for such things as
parallelism in construction and correct use of hyphenation.

Gelbvieh World
“Executive’s Corner”
BY WAYNE VANDERWERT
While this publication is clearly targeted to a specific
audience (breeders), the writing in the Executive’s Corner
is so full of jargon, undefined acronyms (EPD) and
references unknown to the average, educated reader that
it was difficult to evaluate its merit. This may not be a
problem for the magazine’s readers, but it was for this
judge, who also found several errors (“lead” for “led”).
Overall, the columns had the feel of marketing pieces rather
than editorial opinion, which might have been more useful
to readers.

CATEGORY 35: IN-DEPTH REPORTING (SINGLE ARTICLE)
This category was full of great entries and extremely difficult to place. I think the authors in the top entries should be commended on
their writing abilities. It was a fun, informative category to judge.

FIRST PLACE
Land & Livestock
Post
“Racing to
Save an
Industry”

Horse racing and gambling are two hot topics that the author
handled very well. The setup to the story sucks the reader in, giving
the issue a human face, and offers a great transition into the heart of
the article. In the spirit of true, in-depth reporting, the author did an
excellent job of laying out the facts and presenting both sides of the
argument. It’s a well-researched, straightforward article.

BY BEVERLY MOSELEY
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SECOND PLACE
Dairy Today
“ICE Sends Chilling Message”
BY JIM DICKRELL

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
“And They’re Off…”
BY DIANA BARTO

HONORABLE MENTION
National Hog Farmer
“Iowa Pork Industry Proves Resilient”
and sidebar “Livestock Coalition Lends a
Helping Hand”

Pulling the reader in from the beginning, this article recounts the
chilling events of an ICE raid on a North Dakota dairy operation.
The author does a great job explaining the details of the raid. I also
liked the fact that he offered a checklist in a sidebar of producer’s
rights, important information to have in an age of identity theft
among the immigrant workforce.
This is a good, solid article. I enjoyed reading about how the
precooked burger has developed, and the author did a great job of
explaining the processes for cooking the burgers to date. Uses a
variety of sources to highlight the challenges a product that should
be simple to sell is facing, due to lack of consumer knowledge and
placement in the stores. Overall this is a solid, interesting piece on
convenience products.
Overall, this article is very informative in reviewing the
opportunities and challenges of the Iowa hog industry. I think the
entry would have been stronger without the “sidebar” attached. I
don’t consider a two-page story a sidebar and felt the main story
would have been better standing on its own. The charts and maps
included with the main story helped with visualization, and the
layout made the article easy and enjoyable to read.

BY JOE VANSICKLE & DALE MILLER

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Keeping Deep Roots”

Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
“Dalhart’s Dairy Boom”

BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

BY CATHY MERLO

This article is full of good information on the importance
of estate planning. While the lead could have had a little
more punch and creativity in the writing, the second and
third paragraphs were well written and grabbed the reader’s
attention. Overall, this was a great article with useable
information. One idea that may have made it even more
impactful is to have had either a sidebar or source in the
article who struggled because estate planning wasn’t done
right or wasn’t done at all. Putting a face on the struggle
can often serve as a wake-up call for people.

The author does a nice job of highlighting a trend of dairies moving
into Texas and the reasons for that move. The lead in this article
isn’t as strong as others in this category. I liked the premise but think
it could have been shortened up to get to the article’s purpose. I
also would have liked more information, either from a sidebar or a
chart on where Texas stands in relation to other states today in dairy
numbers and the state’s forecast 5 years from now. How will it have
changed? Overall, this was well written.

Dairy Today’s Elite Producer
“Back to the Heartland”
BY CATHY MERLO
The author does a great job organizing and writing this
article in a clear, concise manner. Both sidebars add to the
story, the second one serving as the ‘opposing argument’
for moving dairies into Texas and remote parts of the
Midwest. The sources were well chosen, especially the
Elliotts, who have a very compelling story about moving
from Ireland to South Dakota. I liked the way the author
organized, by state, reasons why dairies were moving back.
I would have liked to have seen individual vignettes for
some of those states from producers who had relocated.
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National Hog Farmer
“Producers Take Steps to Secure Their Futures”
and sidebar “Iowa Pork Producers Wear White
Hats”
BY JOE VANSICKLE
While this is a great article, featuring independent pork producers,
that shows how family operations still have a part in the hog
infrastructure, I didn’t feel like it fit as well into the in-depth
reporting category as some of the other entries. The article and
sidebar don’t really relate to each other, and I think they would have
been better off as separate entries. The article could have gone more
in depth on either of the operations, talking about the challenges
of running independent operations and how they’ve managed to be
successful.

Suri Llama Association
“Suri Llamas are For Real”

It is a very technical piece, though, and didn’t really fit with the indepth reporting category.

BY DR. JANE C. WHEELER
Very well-written piece with an interesting background on
Suri llamas and the history behind their origin.

CATEGORY 36: IN-DEPTH REPORTING (MULTIPLE ARTICLE SERIES)
Most of the entries in this category were very strong. Even articles on topics that would not normally be understood by a general
audience were specific and contained useful and interesting information. Information would be the key word for this category, but
transition from one article to another is also important, due to entries being a multiple-article series. Writers used knowledgeable and
relative information sources to educate targeted readers.

FIRST PLACE
Dairy Herd
Management
Magazine
“Subclinical Mastitis”
BY SHIRLEY ROENFELDT,
TOM QUAIFE, KIM SCHOONMAKER,
SHANNON LINDEROTH, & RHANA CASTLE

SECOND PLACE
Seedstock EDGE
“National Animal Identification System”
BY KATI MCQUEEN

HONORABLE MENTION
America’s Horse
“Horse Color 101”
BY ANDREA CAUDILL

This four-part series details subclinical mastitis for dairy producers.
The use of a specific example in the series introduction captures the
reader’s attention and makes the information relevant. The use of the
“spy” or “investigator” visuals fits well with the stories’ topics and
provides consistency for the series. There was good use of accurate
and timely statistics. Also, knowledgeable and relevant sources
were used appropriately throughout articles. Writers did a good job
of following up with specific how-to steps for dairy producers to
follow. Good, practical information was provided. Very nicely done.

This yearlong series focused on detailing the National Animal
Identification System (NAIS) for swine producers. The consistent
taglines helped readers identify where they were in the series
when reading an article. Each article contained reliable sources,
which provided useful information for the targeted audience. Good
examples were used to convey relevance to the reader as well as
to help emphasize points the writer was trying to make. The writer
gives unbiased views of the NAIS for producers to see both the
positives and negatives. The article topics giving swine producers
resources for additional information and a business plan for the
NAIS were appropriate for closing the series. Information was well
thought out and presented effectively. Nice job.

Immediately, a non-horse person would be interested in this article
because of its title. It tells the reader that it should be an easy to
follow beginner’s course. This 12-part series gave a lot of detail, yet
the writer did a good job of separating content into basic concepts.
The initial article detailed terms and basics that would help the
reader follow in the following articles. Each article began with a
review of the previous month’s article and ended with a transition
statement leading into the next issue’s article, allowing a reader
to follow the series easily. Each color throughout the series was
explained thoroughly and emphasized with photo examples and
a sidebar with specific facts. The final article on “odds and ends”
colors was an appropriate way to end the series.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Drovers			
“Beef Industry Talking and Walking
Points”
BY DROVERS STAFF: GREG HENDERSON, KIM
WATSON, & JOHN MADAY

HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal
“After the Storm”
BY HOLLY MARTIN, JENNIFER M. LATZK, KYLENE
OREBAUGH, JENNIFER BREMER, & DOUG RICH

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
“Computer Savvy: Recordkeeping (part
1), Accounting (part 2), Analysis (part 3)”
BY ALAINA BURT
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This four-part series was all published in one issue, which was
appropriate for the writers’ objectives. The series was intended to
give beef producers an effective and positive way to communicate
four key industry issues to the general consumer. Each article
highlighted one key issue and gave both talking points and walking
points. The writers’ talking points gave very useful, non-biased
statistics and key information to beef producers. Those were then
followed up by “walking points” intended to give the beef producers
practical ways to practice the points they talk about within their
individual businesses. The writers’ did a nice job of organizing the
content and making it easy to follow. Bullet points within the text
made each fact important and easy to read, keeping the reader from
getting confused. Nice job.
Detailing the May 4 tornado that hit Greensburg, Kansas, the writers
for this series collectively published articles from many different
perspectives in one issue. The series gave an in-depth, yet wide-view
perspective of the different facets affected only about three weeks
after the storm. Each story was well written with personal accounts
and quotes from reliable sources. The writers covered topics such
as veterinarian response, entertainment for emotional healing, the
follow-up flooding, and agricultural businesses hit the hardest. It
was a nice variety of topics to cover the human-interest story.

The introductory paragraph for this three-part series gets your
immediate attention by asking a question you would actually be
asked if you were a beef producer seeking an expert’s help with
farm business management. The writer does a good job of using
more respected sources throughout the series. The data presented
in the articles are actually usable information that producers can use
when deciding on farm business management software. The use of
appealing graphics make transitions from article to article easy for
readers so that each lead paragraph can get straight to the point of
the article. The writer also does an excellent job presenting differing
viewpoints for readers.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Richard Shrake Series”

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Trail Series”

BY LARRI JO STARKEY

BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

This series was written to help readers develop a better
riding relationship with their horse by using skills from
music, tennis, and golf to perfect rhythm, timing, and
precision with their horse. All three topics were introduced
initially to readers in the first part of the series with an
explanation that the last two topics were to be presented
during the following two months’ issues. By using
analogies that many non-horse people would understand,
the authors did a good job relating the topic to the general
reader. However, it should not be assumed that all readers
have tennis or athletic skills. Explanations and definitions
of technical terms also made it easy for readers to follow,
and photos made it easy for readers to visualize each
technique discussed. The subheads were used wisely to
help content flow easier. Good job.

This series gives good and practical information from the judges’
perspective on increasing trail go scores. Both articles explained
how though most scores are intended to be black and white, the
judges’ thoughts can put some gray in the middle. Readers could
easily follow the flow of content by good use of subheads. Also,
good use of quality visuals further emphasized the writers’ main
points. By using the thoughts of two different knowledgeable
sources, readers were given a good comparison to follow. The
information at the end of the last article was especially useful in
clarifying the AQHA’s position on discrepancies, which was the last
question left in the reader’s mind. Nicely done.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Borrow A Trainer”

America’s Horse
“Learning from Lynn”

BY CHRISTINE HAMILTON

BY ANDREA CAUDILL

This was an 11-part series in which seven professional
horsemen (some were horsewomen, although horsemen
was used for both genders) gave their training tips for
riding horses. Although this was a longer series, each
topic featured was important and relevant to the overall
horsemanship of a rider. Readers could easily understand
the relevance of the content throughout each part in the
series due to good lead paragraphs and introductions.
The writer’s use of knowledgeable and respected sources
only increased the reliability of the information provided.
Illustrations helped emphasize the content where photos
were not used. Transitions linking the articles in the series
together may have helped readers follow from month to
month since subsequent articles did not reflect on previous
articles. Overall, though, this is a consistently laid-out
series.

A reader is immediately interested in this three-part series because
the writer established her source as being selected by the magazine’s
readers. The writer also gave a personal testimony to establish the
reliability of her source, AQHA Professional Horsewoman Lynn
Palm. The first article was hard to follow because of confusing lines
in the layout that were intended to separate photos and matching
captions containing article content. However, a transition statement
at the end of the first article made readers aware of the upcoming
articles to follow in the series, and appropriate reviews in the
introductions of the last two articles were used to transition into new
material. Although the layout made the content difficult to follow at
first, the use of “problem” and “solution” subheadings in the photo
captions made a reader keep going.

The American Quarter Horse Journal
“Ring Geography”

High Plains Journal
“Greensburg tornado team coverage: ‘Tornado,
storms ravage farming communities’ and ‘Clean
up continues for farm, ranch storm victims’”

BY LARRI JO STARKEY & TOM MCBEATH

BY HOLLY MARTIN & JENNIFER M. LATZKE

The detail given in this series helps the reader improve
his or her planning for pattern classes. The writer does a
good job using an analogy at the beginning of each article’s
introduction, and a transition statement in the second
article’s introduction links the series together. Consistent
subheads make the content flow smoothly from one
subject to the next. With so much detail, the photos and
other visuals are needed to help the reader keep up with
descriptions.

A two-part series written following tornadoes in Kansas, these
articles were written with a more personal approach. The use
of interviews from a large variety of victims (business owners,
ranchers, farmers, consumers) was appropriate and effectively
showed the impact the tornadoes had on the smaller communities
affected. The writers did a good job of adjusting their story angle for
the second article in the series, since more time had passed from the
day the tornado hit. Again, a large variety of quotes kept the article
interesting and flowing well. Photographs emphasized information
appropriately.

BEEF magazine
“State of the industry report”
BY STAFF
Covering major topics for beef producers, like trade, supply
and demand, profit, and legal issues, the writer in this series
did a good job introducing each topic. Subheads were used
effectively throughout the content to create better flow
for the reader and continuity of the information provided.
Well-respected and knowledgeable sources were also used
throughout the series providing relevant points to meet the
stories’ objectives. Readers should find this series complete
and thorough. Good job.
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CATEGORY 37: COMMENTARY OR ESSAY ARTICLE
These were some great pieces. Watch having your articles come together toward the end. Otherwise, they were well written and
straightforward for the most part. Great job everyone!

FIRST PLACE
High Plains Journal
“A promise to rebuild”

In a relatively few words, the writer paints a vivid picture of the
havoc wrought upon a small town. She does a good job of portraying
the unportrayable: the strangeness of the scene and the feelings of
the people. This is solid journalism.

BY HOLLY MARTIN

SECOND PLACE
National Hog Farmer
“Stalls or Pens? Ask the Sows!”

This is an issue with a lot of hot buttons, and the writer does a nice
job of presenting the material in a thoughtful way. He gets straight to
the heart of the matter.

BY DALE MILLER

HONORABLE MENTION
BEEF magazine
“No ID is Dead”

A look at the faltering prospect of a national ID system. Well written
and straightforward. An even-handed exploration of the issue.

BY WES ISHMAEL

National Hog Farmer
“The ties that bind”

Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Corner on Quality: Walk the line”

BY DALE MILLER

BY CHRISTY JOHNSON

This piece started slowly, meandered, and didn’t really
come together until the last paragraph. It might have been
more effective if the premise in the last paragraph had been
the beginning.

The writer has a good premise but takes the long way around the
barn. This would have been more effective by leading with the last
paragraph and developing the theme, rather than going through a
line-by-line dissection of the song.

Shorthorn Country
“The handshake has always been a
symbol of agreement, but it’s much
smarter to put it in writing”

Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Raise the steaks”

BY DEB HOGE
I was thrown from the saddle in the first paragraph and
never quite got back on. The writer tells us “…many
purchase agreements… should be made by an oral
agreement “ (emphasis mine). In the next sentence, she
states, “Today’s business environment …dictates this may
not be the most advisable way of doing business.” Which
one is actually the most advisable way of doing business?

BY MIRANDA REIMAN
The writer has an important point to make about how cattle raising
and handling practices affect beef quality. Unfortunately, she doesn’t
get around to making the point until halfway through this short
article. Less setup, more payoff.

Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Black Ink: The Herd Improvement Game”
BY STEVE SUTHER
The importance is the issue gets lost in the heavy-handed, too-cute,
treatment.
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Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Black Ink: Truth can be inconvenient”

BEEF magazine
“R-CALF to the rescue”

BY STEVE SUTHER

BY JOE ROYBALL

The “truth” of the article seems inconveniently placed in
the last sentence of the fifth paragraph.

The whole article, especially the second, third, and ninth paragraphs
could have been much tighter, and this article would have gotten to
the point a lot quicker. It’s also pretty acronym-heavy.

Seedstock EDGE
“Youth View”

Seedstock EDGE
“Focus Point”

BY JENNIFER SHIKE

BY DARRELL ANDERSON

This piece didn’t really come together until the last
paragraph. It might have been more effective if the premise
in the last paragraph had been the beginning.

BEEF magazine
“Packer Ban is a Step Backwards”
BY TROY MARSHALL

This piece did not come together for me. It seemed to get to the
point in a roundabout way and then used the rest of the article to do
the same.

National Hog Farmer
“Next Generation Housing”
BY DALE MILLER

This piece takes too many detours before getting to the
main route and didn’t really come together until the last
paragraph. It might have been more convincing if the first
two paragraphs and the last three were the setup.

Straight to the point, and well thought out. An even-handed
examination of a contentious issue.

CATEGORY 38: HUMOR WRITING
The entries for this section exemplified the wide variety of humor that exists in our society. From off-the-wall to everyday situations,
these authors do a wonderful job of showing us the lighter side of life and agriculture.

FIRST PLACE
High Plains Journal
“Confessions of a Pie
Judge”
BY DOUG RICH

SECOND PLACE
High Plains Journal
“Don’t Change that Channel”
BY JENNIFER LATZKE

HONORABLE MENTION
High Plains Journal / Midwest Ag Journal
“A Great Time of the Year”
BY JENNIFER BREMER

Everyone with a sweet tooth can relate to the out-of-control gluttony
Doug Rich speaks about in this entry. This is a highly entertaining
piece that can put a smile on anyone’s face as they too should be
able to reminisce on their own past experiences. The entry goes
from believable to completely farcical and out of control, much
like Rich’s addiction. The writing truly provokes a laugh-out-loud
response from the reader. There are rich descriptions and details, but
they seem to dwindle toward the end of the confession.
Jennifer Latzke does a wonderful job adhering to her tongue-incheek view and commentary on youth livestock shows. Her critique
does a great job of accentuating the humorous aspects of the
competition and the direction these competitions are heading, should
they become any more competitive. There is a wide variety, and this
is a very complete entry. Latzke’s final statement provides excellent
closure to the article.
Reproduction is always a hairy issue when it comes to explaining
the process to children, and Jennifer Bremer does a great job
explaining how she taught her daughter about this issue on a cattle
farm. Bremer’s humorous euphemisms are entertaining, and her
daughter’s reactions and further questions truly enhance the humor
presented in this piece. This is a great example of humor occurring
in everyday life.
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CATEGORY 39: MISCELLANEOUS WRITING
Miscellaneous categories are often difficult to judge because of the potential difference in the submissions. This was again the case
with the Miscellaneous Writing category. All entries were well written but varied greatly in design. Each accomplished the objective
stated, which, in itself, serves as a winning achievement.

FIRST PLACE
Certified Angus
Beef LLC
“Supplying the
Brand: Special
Report”
BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
Angus Journal
“An Industry Education”
BY CRYSTAL ALBERS
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Conveying the importance and value of a brand is very important.
It is useful in gaining additional brand equity and can serve dual
purposes through information and promotion. The Angus Journal
accomplished just that in their special section on the Certified Angus
Beef (CAB) brand. With a “red-hot” theme, vivid and appropriate
colors were used throughout the section and incorporated in all
headlines, graphics, info-graphics, and pull quotes. White space
was considered for the body text and used effectively and, coupled
with a clear and logical layout, made reading easy. Clarity of copy
was vital in such a large section and was accomplished through
focused segments throughout the section. In addition, subheadings
were used to break longer sections. Overall, the submission was
well designed and put together and will serve the Angus Journal as
a special section within the Journal or as a stand-alone fact book or
promotional item.
A biography is often an enjoyable piece to write and produce. It
gives the writer a chance to learn about an individual and then covey
that knowledge through unique writing styles. The Angus Journal’s
October 2007 article that followed the journey of Chad Hoffman
through the Young Cattlemen’s Conference (YCC) in Washington,
D.C. The article sought to educate readers about the YCC program,
its value, and benefits, and clearly accomplished that goal. The
photos convey a personal connection and give the reader the sense
of being there in the moment. The copy was well written and used
appropriate subheadings to break the length of the article into
smaller sections. Overall, the submission was well thought out and
written.

Angus Journal
“Burried Treasure”

Shorthorn Country
“An opportunity for the Shorthorn breed”

BY CHELSEA GOOD

BY DEB HOGE

Communicating the benefits of a marketing program is
often times difficult. However, it is vital to build confidence
and show return on investment with stakeholders. The
Buried Treasure article sought to do just that by conveying
the importance of the checkoff-funded Beef Innovations
group and their work at developing the next generation
of value-added cuts of meat. The article was focused and
well written. It included appropriate subheadings to break
up the lengthy copy and includes visuals that were closely
related to the content.

Explaining policy changes is often a daunting task for a writer.
Creativity, along with absolute clarity, must be utilized in order for
the audience to read and understand the content. This entry included
a balanced amount of policy information, facts, and expert quotes.
However, the article could have been more appealing and organized
with the use of subheadings.

DESIGN DIVISION
CATEGORY 40: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE
This category had a number of ads that took the most common and familiar approach in livestock publications, which is surely what
advertisers expect and ask to see. And that common approach – a number of horizontal photographs of animals aligned on a grid, a
lot of written information – is surely effective for readers who are very interested and have the time to pay close attention to all of the
elements in each ad. But this category also featured a few ads that took far different approaches – more driven by classical advertising
concepts and strong advertising design – and those were the most successful ads in this collection.

FIRST PLACE
California Cattleman
“Rich Machado
Livestock 10th
Anniversary Sale”
BY KELLI TOLEDO & JANICE TREMPER

SECOND PLACE
Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America
“Cattle Baron’s Premier Longhorn Sale”
BY LAURA STANDLEY

HONORABLE MENTION
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Jeff Miller’s By Invitation Only Sale”
BY LUKE NEUMAYR & CATHERINE WILLIAMS

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Frye Cattle Pasture Sale”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

Terrific typography, photography, color, and design. The photograph
is very distinctive – easy to read and understand at a glance but
very different than what we are used to seeing. So it’s at once easy
to understand but also provocative and piques a viewer’s interest
and keeps you looking and looking. Plus, the image is sized well.
The typography is both classic and contemporary, and the classic
Trajan works well with the script. Nice sizing and contrast in the
typography, and nice use of color in the type. The hierarchy of
information is easily translated, and the type is easy to read. My only
complaint is that “Rich Machado Livestock” is a bit hard to read.

Very nice lead image! Really draws you in. We’ve seen this image
before, lots of times, but its drama and romance works every single
time. Also, I like that the landscape is tilted. That angle adds just a
bit more drama and tension and a bit of the unexpected and takes
us to the dramatic and well-done headline, also on that same angle.
The image at the top, background leather and metal images in the
bottom / foreground work well together, though I think the objects at
the bottom are a bit large and distracting. They could have been used
as smaller detail shots and still been quite effective. Though overall,
this is a very integrated design. I think the secondary typography
could have been done in a more distinctive face than Times, but the
type is sized well and easy to read.

Very unusual and creative approach! The clever concept is carried
off well with the main image and typography. Main headline is a
tad hard to read, and “Save the Date” is sized so large it starts to
compete. But this ad is a successful attention grabber, and I’m sure it
stood out in the publication it ran in.

Still, I like the use of the larger image with the two smaller images,
and I think the large vertical black bar works well. It sets up a
nice area for headline and text, and it coordinates well with the
photographs of the animals. Sensitive use of typography and color.

This ad uses the standard available photography in this
industry in a creative way. (Though I think the main image
is flipped and in the lower right there is some backwards
script type. A bit distracting.) I wonder if the producer
minded having the larger animal so covered up with the
black bar and typography?
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California Cattleman
“Red Bluff 2008”

Shorthorn Country
“Rock Solid Genetics”

BY KELLI TOLEDO & DIGITAL PHOTO FAST

BY SC STAFF: TRACY DUNCAN & DEB HOGE

I really like the headline: 67th Red Bluff. Very distinctive
and engaging! And the background image of the leather
texture is used well. The rest of the elements are organized
well, but the script in the middle of the ad seems a bit
anemic to me – not quite right with the other typefaces. I
do quite like the simple illustration underneath the main
headline. I’m not crazy about the softened edges around
the smaller photos that are inset, but that’s a personal
preference and it doesn’t really take away from the ad. But
did you consider using the shadow technique again, as in
the main headline? It might have been nice to help those
three smaller images pop out a bit from their background.
Nice use of color and type overall.

The elements are organized in an orderly fashion, and the color
scheme ties in well with the photos of the animals. But the ad
doesn’t flow well. It’s hard to figure out where to go next, and too
many elements are equally sized so they compete for attention rather
than complement each other and direct our attention through the ad.
The outline script typeface in the lower right is very hard to read and
does not fit with the other type used. The photos look sharp and like
they reproduced well and true.

California Cattleman
“Silveira Bros. Partners for Performance
Sale”
BY KELLI TOLEDO & WENDY HALL
I like that this ad uses a nicely sized main image. The color
scheme is simple and consistent, and the red adds interest to
the ad. Since the main image is so soft and neutral, the red
gives the ad a bit of zing. The typography is fine, though
it’s not particularly distinctive, and too much of it seems
bold and overemphasized. Still, the information is easy to
read and make your way through. The image is sharp and
seems of a high technical quality.

Charolais Journal
“Smoke!”
BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF
A lot of information is available in this ad, and it’s pretty
clear where it goes. Some of the type is awfully small,
though. Designer has made an effort to find distinctive
and memorable typefaces, but they are used in a bit of a
jumble. Why is the Thomas Ranch logo used twice? Is
there a reverse version of the logo? It’s hard to see on the
dark background in the lower right. It’s easy to see up at the
top, but it’s rather disconnected from information about the
ranch, and so it’s just kind of floating there. Also, it would
be nice if “We’ve got the” and “Smoke” were more unified.
Even placing them closer together would help accomplish
that, but so would using them in similar colors and similar
typefaces. The background is really quite dark for a lot of
the type, and the dark-pinkish outlined, subhead-level type
is really quite hard to read. The photos of the animals stand
out quite nicely.
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EDJE Technologies, Inc.
“Northwest North Dakota Select Simmental
Group”
BY ERIN LARSEN
The background color and compass rose are distinctive and add
interest to the ad, especially since the compass rose has diagonal
lines to contrast with the rows of straight horizontal photographs.
The background blue-green / teal is a nice contrast with the yellows
and browns in the animal photos. The black typography is a bit dark
for this dark background, and I think the super fat bold type is a bit
clunky. Type is easy to read, and there is nice contrast and hierarchy
in the sizing.

Kansas Stockman
“TS Ranch”
BY BRETT SPADER
I like that the headline is easy to read and is clearly the most
important type in the ad. I also like the nice romantic shot of the
animals in the landscape. The shadows and glows behind the type
are a bit heavy and become distracting. Maybe a different color of
type and different placement are in order if the type needs that much
shadow to be readable. The information is organized well and the
type is orderly and easy to read. Color scheme is consistent and
logical.

Angus Productions Inc.
“Cox Angus Ranch”
BY MIKE BUSH
Nice use of images in foreground and background. Headline stands
out and gets attention and is easy to read. Very orderly body copy.
Nice use of negative space. I don’t think the frame photo technique
is especially effective, but it doesn’t distract or damage the ad either.
Images appear to be of high technical quality.

CATEGORY 41: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A RANCH OR FARM
Overall, all the advertisements were well focused and understood their audiences. Color needs to be used to impact the overall feel of
an advertisement, and you can’t be afraid of white space. An ad does not have to use every blank space on a page; it should have visual
impact and make the audience seek out more information.

FIRST PLACE
Ranch House
Designs, Inc.
“Duis Farms”

I like the concept of using a different image to catch attention. The
layout is very appealing, with good use of white space and color.
I would have liked to have seen more reference to progress to
incorporate the duck a little more thoroughly. Good job.

BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

SECOND PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Lautner Farms Rocket Scientist”

The headline is very catchy, and the layout is visually interesting.
The large graphic grabs attention without distracting from the main
purpose of the ad.

BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

HONORABLE MENTION
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Bulls Eye Ranch”

I like the dominant graphic, as well as the usage of color in
the ad. The livestock information was incorporated but was
not overwhelming. It’s very visually appealing while still
communicating the main idea.

BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

HONORABLE MENTION
Charolais Journal
“Are you looking for a true outcross?”

This is a solid piece. There is sufficient use of white space, while
still conveying a large amount of information. The layout is clean
and important information can be easily found.

BY MARK RINGENBERG & DAVID HOBBS

HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies
“Put Some Fire in your program”

I like the concept and the color usage. The fire really makes the ad
pop. The headline needs to be larger to draw more attention, with the
company name secondary. The layout allows for a large amount of
information that is easily interpreted.

BY STAFF

HONORABLE MENTION
Suri Llama Association
“Intention”

The overall ad flows well together, and I like the focus on moving
forward. The illustration has a good use of white space and layout.
I like that it is not cluttered but still gets the message of forward
movement across.

BY KRISTI GAUSMAN

The Lone Coyote Co.
“Davis Limousin Ranch”
BY SHARI HOLLOWAY & RALPH HAWKINS

The quality of the livestock pictures could be better; they are a
little dark or blurry. There seems to be a lot of information in the
advertisement but no main focus.

I like the overall style of the advertisement.
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California Cattleman
“Nyland Herefords”

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Prospects”

BY KELLI TOLEDO

BY CASCEIL MCRAE

The ad does a good job of showcasing the livestock and
why they are desirable. The font for the headline is a little
hard to read and distracting. More white space could be
utilized to showcase the bulls and their statistics, as it
seems a little crowded.

I like the overall concept of this ad. The background adds visual
interest, and the photos are of good quality. The ad isn’t too crowded
but informs the reader of the livestock.

The Lone Coyote Co.
“Counsil Family Limousin”
BY SHARI HOLLOWAY & RALPH HAWKINS
The overall concept for this ad is interesting but not
executed quite right. The blurred background is distracting
and overwhelmed by the logo and the livestock pictures on
top of it.

Hereford World
“Happy Holidays to you and your family
from all of us at EE Ranches”
BY STAFF
The image is solid. The digital manipulation is good, and
it is not overwhelmed by too much text. I would like to see
some information on the pictured bull, as that was one goal
of the ad.

Shorthorn Country
“Why More Elbee Leader?”
BY SC STAFF: TRACY DUNCAN & DEB HOGE
The headline is clever and draws the reader in. The photos
are not as sharp as I would like to see, and there needs to be
an explanation of the progeny photos.

Seedstock EDGE
“The Fields of Dreams Tour”
BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II
The layout of the ad is nice; I like the circle elements and
the headline. Is this a standalone piece or is there more to
this advertising campaign? If this is it, more explanation
should be included.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“Smart Acres”
BY CASCEIL MCRAE
The layout is well done. I like the off-center headline. The
photo’s quality could be better; it seems a little grainy.
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Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America
“Red McCombs Ranches of Texas”
BY MYRA BASHAM
The concept is good and executed well. The names and lot numbers
of the livestock are hard to see. The text is concise and persuasive.
Good job.

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Invincible”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS
This is a very eye-catching ad, but the color choice is too
overwhelming. The eye doesn’t add much to the ad and takes away
the main focus from the bull.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
“Hustler”
BY CONNIE BAROUR
I like the idea of the play off the bull’s name with the pool game in
the background, but I think it could have been better executed. The
ad seems crowded by information and images. The copy is well
written and complements the idea well.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
“Pearson & Hoppes Show Pigs”
BY ERIN LARSEN
I like the colors and the graphic element of the half circle, but the
white lines cut the flow of the ad. The red in the bottom photo is too
much of a contrast and should be switched out for another image or
digitally altered.

CATEGORY 42: 4-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.
This category has obviously been challenged with diverse subject matter and complex design issues. Overall, the entries are excellent
representations of their respective associations and publications. All ads are clean and colorful and accomplish the stated objectives on
their entry labels.

FIRST PLACE
Cutting Horse Chatter
“ML Leddys”

Excellent example of “less is more”! The photography exudes
quality and craftsmanship. The ad will likely be successful in
documenting reader response through increased Web site traffic.
Simplicity works well here.

BY CASCEIL MCRAE

FIRST PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Sit Back and Relax”
BY CATHERINE WILLIAMS

SECOND PLACE
Hereford World
“He holds the future of the Hereford
industry in his hands”

This ad is very comfortable to assimilate in one’s mind. Reader can
appreciate short, concise headline supported with excellent choice
of photograph. The ad contains just enough text to communicate
message—comfortably. Framing of the vertical photo demands an
upper-left focal point, leading the reader through the ad to the lowerright corner. This is solid, clean design plus relevant copy. What
more can a customer ask for?

The stated objective of this ad is supported through the use of an
excellent photo. Strict horizontal lines created by typography, and
color bars complicate the reader’s natural eye flow. However, the
strong photo compensates for design flaws.

BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Linder Feeds
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Productions Inc.
“www.4cattlemen.com”
BY MIKE BUSH

HONORABLE MENTION
Seedstock EDGE
“Iowa State University Recruitment Ad”
BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II

Based on the stated objectives listed on the entry label, this designer
gets the benefit of doubt. Good use of color, and good use of an
unlikely appealing headline font. Ad required this reader to spend
considerable amount of time determining whether the ad was
featuring a grand champion market steer or a new line of feed
product. However, based on the stated objectives, this ad should
work well for the client in a specific publication.

This ad has all the elements of a good ad and meets the stated
objective. However, better typography and closer proximity of
rhetorical question to center copy will enhance design. Since the
focal point of the photograph is lower one-third of the ad, it is
important to manage how the reader reads the ad to avoid moving
too quickly to turn the page.
No doubt this ad meets the stated objectives on the entry label.
However, the ad more accurately belongs in the ‘advertorial’
category. If judged using the same criteria as all other ads in the
category, there is too much copy for good design. On the other hand,
this reader DID READ every word in the ad. Good professional
designers have useful techniques that enable them to navigate the
most difficult design challenges. This ad is an excellent example of a
successfully navigated design challenge resulting in a good ad.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Gelbvieh World
“Put Your Program in Motion”

Clever concept. Positioning of the goldfish in the photo leads the
reader to the text. However, line created between photo and white
space act as a reader distraction.

BY KATIE DANNEMAN & LORI MAUDE

HONORABLE MENTION
California Cattleman
“CCA / CCW Annual Convention”

This ad relies on the power of the photo to carry the ad. While
the photo is strong, the ad doesn’t possess any other elements of
interest. Not enough information to compel this reader to attend The
Gathering.

BY KELLI TOLEDO

HONORABLE MENTION
California Cattleman
“The Stockman’s Market”

Rather ethereal positioning for auctioneers—otherwise a good ad!
Now being serious… the ad illustrates a nice balance of color with
relevant copy. The designer has done a good job of creating interest
in a rather typical subject matter.

BY KELLI TOLEDO

HONORABLE MENTION
J3 Group, LLC
“Houston Texan”
BY STAFF

Angus Productions Inc.
”API Special Services”
BY MONICA FORD
As a 4-color entry, this 2-color ad misses an opportunity to
create considerable interest through better use of color. The
concept is clear and the graphic illustration communicates
the theme. Headline readability can be improved by
eliminating the ital, tracking and / or slight horizontal scaling
of the type.

The American Quarter Horse Racing Journal
“AQHA On-Site Services”
BY RUSHE HUDSON
Unfortunately, this entry was not accompanied by stated
objectives. Therefore, one can only assume the designer
relies on all readers being informed readers, which is quite
risky. As an uninformed reader, the graphic doesn’t have
much relevance to all the events and dates listed on the left.

Angus Productions Inc.
“Angus Sale Barn”
BY MONICA FORD
Layout of this ad meets the stated objectives by the designer.
However, poor font selection dooms it in this category.
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It isn’t often we have such an opportunity to use a “star” in our
industry’s advertising. Reader commends the concept. However,
a huge opportunity lost! Rather than stage a photo shoot in such a
predictable and passive setting, this ad begs for action and creativity.
The PhotoShop work on the milk mustache is unrealistic and a rather
“canned” quote leaves this reader unconvinced Mario Williams
REALLY drinks milk.

Script or calligraphic fonts rarely work as a headline. The display,
photography, and reproduction of the tableware are good. This
reader finds the ad difficult and cumbersome to read.

Angus Productions Inc.
“Angus Foundation“
BY MONICA FORD
Overall design of this ad does not work. By eliminating much of
the copy and photos, the spotlight and curtain graphic could have
created a bit of mystery. Not having an actual photo of the animal
featured in the ad would, therefore, become an advantage.

Cow Country News / Kentucky Cattlemen’s
Association
“Buy Kentucky Cattle with Confidence”
BY CAREY BROWN & SUZONNE HALL BUNCH
Poor headline typography and copy that doesn’t really make a point
places this ad lower. Basic layout is interesting. Although the copy
relies on several statistics, none actually provides a quantifiable
reason to purchase Kentucky feeder cattle.

BEEF magazine
“Beef Quality Summit Official Program”

J3 Group, LLC
“DairyMAX Today”

BY JENNIFER KAMPINEN

BY STAFF

While the ad answers the basic “who, what, when and
where,” this reader isn’t too motivated to take action.
Marginal photos do an adequate job of illustrating the
diversity of our food chain. However, designer misses an
opportunity to create more interest through better, not more,
copy development.

This ad, while meeting the stated objectives, assumes all dairy
producers understand checkoff dollars and / or programs. This is a
missed opportunity to promote the program and remind producers of
their connection to the consumer.

J3 Group, LLC
“State Fair of Texas”
BY STAFF
This entry accomplishes the basic task of informing.
However, it is difficult to find any one element of particular
interest. Ads such as these require us to use all of our
design skills to find a focal point and create an ad that
makes the reader stop and look.

CATEGORY 43: 4-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE LIVESTOCK AD
Portrait ads as entered flowed with a more concise focus and were more effective than the landscape oriented ads with one notable
exception. Less than half of the ads adequately exhibited a clear focus of their respective message. Color and action elements played
important roles in capturing the reader’s attention in several entries. Fill strobe is suggested for outdoor “bracketing” of exposure for
livestock (and people) photography.

FIRST PLACE
Ohio Cattlemen’s
Association
“Royer Farms”
BY JAMIE KING

SECOND PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Arnolds Windy Ridge Livestock Service”
BY CATHERINE WILLIAMS

This ad utilized a process “build” for the name of the business
(relief and clean drop shadow) coupled with a bold san serif font
throughout the (true type) text over a yellow background which
converted “white space” to a distinctive “yellow pages” ad look
and a resultant warm black text. The calf photos inserted with a soft
transition from process to the rich yellow background and daylight
shadows gave significant depth to the ad. The Web address could
have been presented in a matching (Royer Farms) process color
build to distinguish the web address. Photoshop could have been
used to clean up what may appear to be white above the hooves on a
solid (breed) calf. The sequence, clarity, and spacing of information
was in a most pleasant and logical order.

Arnolds Windy Ridge Livestock Service utilized a pictorial hunting
theme featuring a subject behind field glasses under a rain / hunting
hat in the grass with a headline offering to Let us help you find your
next winner. The layout employed a tossed photo effect to avoid any
apparent lack of uniformity of size and or shape of the three show
photos being used to associate credibility and past success with their
services. The use of periods, which are stop signs to the reader, may
interrupt the read or vital parts of the message, in the headline is not
needed. The period, if used, should not be bold and is too close to
the framing element.
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Elimination of the framing element (key-line) over top of the hunting hat may provide more ad depth while eliminating a mild visual
distraction. The gray matting / framing effect adds value to this layout. The use of rich black text in small point sizes creates some
registration risk… more in heat set Web production (133 lpi) than high end sheet fed houses using (175 lpi).

HONORABLE MENTION
Trailhead Designs
“Heritage Bull Sale”
BY KELLI TOLEDO & MATT MACFARLANE

This tells the story about the sale, including a “Save the Date”
and includes the mention of the signature heifer sale. Subjective
claims of comparative advantages and a 110 percent guarantee
(without terms / legal status?) may be perceived and / or potentially
characterized as “reaching”. Slight understating is safer if the
publication / agency has control of copy. Copyright (©) notice may
not be needed to protect or preserve property rights of photographic
elements under today’s intellectual property laws.

The gradation used for the September 21, 2008, sale date is a slight distraction as is the descender (J), which touches Wilton in the line
below. Overall balance of layout, use of color with a strong, attention-getting bull photo gives a substantial announcement for the 100
Angus bulls being offered. Is the bull’s identity of potential value to the Ranch or sale?

HONORABLE MENTION
Gelbvieh World
“Adding Maternal Juice”
BY KATIE DANNEMAN & LORI MAUDE

HONORABLE MENTION
Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“Murray Farms”
BY JAMIE KING

The horizontal ad incorporates strong elements of action graphics,
warm color in font application, and strong solid color to capture
the reader’s attention. The photo is a pictorial trump card. The first
and third paragraphs may be stronger without being associated or
used with the text as written in the second paragraph. SEGA in the
horizontal application would be more memorable than the vertical.
The background knock out to white behind the two lines of text: for
name, address, city and state could be cleaner. The period behind
welcome is another example of excessive use of punctuation. The
cyan keyline framing the photo is interesting.
Murray Farms shows steers and heifers for sale combines “rich
black” text, compatible color values, and a snappy graphic idea with
white space to show off the photo of HEAT WAVE 122. The red
pushpin on the sticky note may conflict with the sequence of read.
The sticky note with NEWEST DONOR Addition could allow the
sequence of “read” to flow. The black outline on the Murray Farms
headline text could be continued for the Aaron and Tracey Murray
& Family line of text for added continuity and a resultant value
enhancing perception. Heat Wave 122 text in the photo is a difficult
read. Perhaps black outline of the red text?

The top of the fence in the photo above the top line of the heifer reduces her apparent stature. The “e” and the “o” in the handwritten
notes should be open as a question arises as to if one name is Messy Oak or Mossy Oak. The gloss stock appears to be # 2 gloss or
better and sheet fed production at 175 lpi? The use of “rich black” (as opposed to true type) text is not apparent or distractive when
used at these point sizes in bold (when viewed without use of a loop). This ad clearly represents and positions the nature of the
business in a favorable presentation. Creativity and photography are worthy of emulation.

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“Grauer Show Cattle”
BY JAMIE KING
Grauer Show Cattle uses outline type and drop shadows
with color vignettes for gaining reader attention and to
soften and frame both the ad and all show photos. The
layout does mask the name of the business to some extent,
as the “u” could be perceived to be a “y” in the first usage
of Grauer.
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The photo cut lines crowd the photos, and the bold type could use
some more air for ease of read in the name, address, and phone
number listings. Show photos were excellent, and cocking them
elevated the front end of both winners to exhibit balance.

Trailhead Designs
“Snyder Livestock Bulls for the 21st
Century Sale”
BY KELLI TOLEDO
Snyder Livestock ‘Bulls for the 21st Century’ Sale gets
the job done …with some distractions. The gold outline
process build works to create the perception of value
associated with this sale. The attempt to use the same affect
is not as effective when used in a thin (gold process build)
application as shown around the block caps in the third
(head) line of text. “Our thanks to our 2007 California
consignors” listing in separate columns for ranches and
owners would allow readers to scan the ranch names
separately from the “name dropping” columns. Social or
Seminar at 4:00p.m.? Would this ad work more effectively
in a portrait format? The background photo when used
with the point size selected of black text for the contact
information creates the potential for errors when attempting
to use email, phone, and Web site information. The use of
strobe might have captured more masculinity (strength of
jaw) and an attention-getting highlight on the bull’s eye.

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Frye Cattle Pasture Sale”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS
Frye Cattle Pasture Sale ad uses outstanding photos and has
a professional logo to anchor this ad. The reverse to white
for the contact information text is excellent. Font selection
in the first seven lines of the ad and a possible example of
“reaching” combined with a lack of clarity in the second
paragraph weaken the ad value. The Right Now Mineral
graphic should not qualify for CO-OP advertising offset.
The smaller photos could be enhanced with charcoal / black
key-line matting effects. The photo overlap into the brisket
gets minor layout negative points compared to the black
banner effect running across the larger animal’s image. The
reference to “bleed” in the ad entry does not effectively
communicate. Perhaps the full page as published could
have been submitted?

The small point size text reversed out of both black and orange is
distractive. The logo for Hidden Oaks Ranch is missing “Ra”. The
photo “expresses” (phenotypic) maternal traits…use of the word
“proof” may not correlate and may be “reaching”. Overall, too much
was attempted….for my taste. This ad is a good example of the need
for a “story board” before design elements are added.

Charolais Journal
“Cowtown Cattle Drive Sale”
BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF
This ad attempts to create value through use of “Cowtown history”
associated with Fort Worth. This ad does the job but is dark, and
the colors and contrasts are somewhat dull and heavy. As placed, in
a Charolais publication, this ad may be significantly more effective
than if placed in a generic publication. The strongest, most readable
information is the white reverse to black of the sale management
information. Should this be another candidate for a portrait or
perhaps full-page ad? Cattlemen have driven or shipped (from their
perspective) their cattle to market in Fort Worth. “Of the breed,”
could Charolais be inserted? “Don’t be left out” the mind eliminates
the negative, which then reads: “be left out.” Whether there is a
comma or period after “out” the capitalization of “Send” is an
issue….perhaps: Complete and mail your COWTOWN CATTLE
DRIVE SALE entries today. Was this ad placed too early to mention
the exact location of the sale? Or is providing that information
against HOMELAND SECURITY policy?

Seedstock EDGE
“We’re Seedstock EDGE”
BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II
Seedstock EDGE may have worked for long-term subscribers or
may have been a last minute filler ad. Where is the party? Focus?
The thumbnail of the previous issue cover is not readily identifiable
without either a loop or having seen the April / May 2007 issue full
size. The use of a dot or period at the end of web address or e-mail
addresses is potentially confusing. The focus of the message is
about as easy to discern as patterning a shotgun in the dead of night
against the side of a charcoal colored barn.

Hereford World
“The Final Link”
BY STAFF
The Final “Link” is a strained analogy (figure of speech)
more graphically than genetically. The photo of the twoyear-old child is outstanding. The cut line in a horizontal
presentation would assure a more streamline read. A
black key-line surrounding the entire ad would provide
completeness and add richness. Sales of semen of KCF
Bennett 3008 M326 is buried deep within the ad.
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CATEGORY 44: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR A LIVESTOCK SALE
This was a tough category to judge. I went back and forth on the placing quite a bit, but what ultimately set the first-place entry apart
was its overall appeal. Great job to both entrants. These are two well-designed ads.

FIRST PLACE
Gelbvieh World
“Adding Value for
Our Customers”
BY KATIE DANNEMAN
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SECOND PLACE
California Cattleman
“Bulls Eye Breeders”
BY KELLI TOLEDO & MATT MACFARLANE

Overall, very nice job! Suggestions to correct: Grund Beef Genetics
located at the top either needs to be your “main” heading or not
appear at the top of the publication at all. Suggest not to use “$”
signs as bullet points – this draws attention away from what you are
trying to state. It may be unnecessary to list e-mail contact twice.
The e-mail / contact information is a bit small. Excellent idea to use
the dollar bill as a background! Good flow and contrast with color. I
like the inlay of the breed information. Great shadow effect around
words and pictures; very eye-appealing advertisement.
Nice job! Suggestions to correct: Need more space around logo.
Your “red band” needs to be a bit wider. The advertisement, as
a whole, has a spacing issue. It looks a bit busy, and I feel it has
too much text. Consider cropping out or covering up the photo
copyright, especially when the photo is a mirror image, and the
copyright appears backwards. However, aside from the copy, the
advertisement has nice lines. Nice logo design for the sale. I like
the incorporation of the brands. I like the fonts used throughout the
advertisement.

CATEGORY 45: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR RANCH OR FARM
Nice use of the picture of a “wrangler” (cowboy) in the upper right
to provide an illustration to Wrangler. Drop shadows around the
photos break them away from the background. It is a little difficult
to make out the entire background photos, especially in the lower
left. It looks like a spur, but it’s difficult to determine, especially
with the text and photo placement in that corner. Nice texture on the
rest of the background. Font choice for the ad’s headline provides
consistency with other major text on the ad. It seemed a little “logoheavy” at the bottom. Bar IV Livestock text is a little difficult to
read against the same-colored background. Nice diagonal layout
(from upper right to lower left) with the photos in the background.

FIRST PLACE
The Cowboy
Connection
“Premium Carcass
Genetics”
BY LISA BRYANT

CATEGORY 46: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, FULL-PAGE AD FOR
A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.
FIRST PLACE
Gelbvieh World
“ Bull Barn
Genetics”
BY KATIE DANNEMAN
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This entry had an excellent use of focal point. The contact
information is easy to find and complete. Great use of shadowing
on bulleted text to pop the white text! This entry has a pleasing
color palette with clear, quality images. I love the pasture as the
background. It also has a solid layout. Consider balancing the white
space above the Web address. Does the paragraph comparing the
business to competitors get the response you want? Is it even being
read? Would you be better served adding a couple of bullets to the
list rather than writing the paragraph?

CATEGORY 47: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A
LIVESTOCK SALE
This small category illustrates a couple of points that lead me to think, as design professionals, we are making improvements beyond
hardware and software. The two top ads are anchored with strong concepts and less copy. While fraction-page ads will always
challenge designers with customers’ request for too much copy and too little space, this category proves these designers are doing a
good job of focusing on the most relevant.

FIRST PLACE
Trailhead Designs
“California Angus
Days”

Very good use of graphic to establish focal point and define text
area. Simple headline, basic copy and one font selection makes
this ad effective and interesting. In the context of most livestock
publications, this ad would definitely catch the reader’s eye.

BY KELLI TOLEDO

SECOND PLACE
Trailhead Designs
“Snyder Livestock Bulls for the 21st
Century Sale”

While the headline makes a bold statement that would likely stop
an intended reader, the photo selection for the “Best Damn Bull” is
weak and unconvincing. Design situations such as fraction pages
or 2-or-3 color ads place a heavier burden on other design elements
(graphics, color, copy) to make the ads work.

BY KELLI TOLEDO & MATT MACFARLANE

HONORABLE MENTION
The Cowboy Connection
“Schroeder Ranch”
BY LISA BRYANT

This reader is not a fan of circular interpretation. Although red
highlighted copy moves the eye, movement is more circular rather
than our natural left to right movement. This ad is more typical of ad
production rather than a creative project. Less copy and moving the
bull left or right of center, creating a larger text area would simplify
the ad and make it more appealing.

CATEGORY 48: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE AD FOR A
RANCH OR FARM
This category was a little hard to judge. With only two entries that both used the same colors, there wasn’t much variety between the
two. Neither ad was as strong as I’d hoped for.

HONORABLE MENTION
The Cowboy Connection
“Building Profitable Balancers”

The headline font used in this ad was hard to read and took away
from what is a very good headline. The background also seemed to
affect the readability of the headline. That font carried through the
ad and is easier to read in smaller type size.

BY LISA BRYANT

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Productions Inc.
“Hoff First Edition 058”
BY MIKE BUSH

The font is easy to read, even though type size is small and reversed
out on the green background. While the ad’s layout is clean, it
does incorporate a lot of information in its small space. A headline
or graphic element to grab the reader’s attention would have also
benefited the ad.
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CATEGORY 49: 2-COLOR OR 3-COLOR, LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE AD
FOR A LIVESTOCK SUPPLIER, SERVICE, ASSN.
HONORABLE MENTION
J3 Group, LLC
“DairyMAX Today”
BY STAFF

A simple, sans-serif font and minimal text make this ad uncluttered
and easy to read. Nice incorporation of the map of the three states
in which checkoff dollars are increasing sales. The DairyMAX logo
translates to black and white well and is easily noticed, due to its
placement. Unfortunately, the cow photograph does not translate
well into a one-color ad. Its low contrast makes the photo difficult to
make out. Additionally, the leading lines of the visual part of the ad
take the reader straight to the edge of the page. Its flow is, therefore,
compromised. In addition, because the ad is separated into three
sections, it almost appears disjointed. One wonders if the top section
of the ad belongs to another company. A few tweaks would make
this ad more effective overall.

CATEGORY 50: 1-COLOR, FULL-PAGE LIVESTOCK AD
Sinplicity and readability were the common themese in this category. Most were good at leading the reader from one part of the ad to
the other. Congratulations on a job well done, everyone!

FIRST PLACE
Charolais Journal
“Herd Bull Issue”
BY MARK RINGENBERG &
BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
Kansas Stockman
“Adams Cattle Co.”
BY TAMMY HOUK & BRETT SPADER
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This entry is a great example of what happens when you keep your
message and your layout simple, limit your font selections to one or
two fonts, and allow form to follow function. The dominant photo
draws you in, followed by a headline that could have been a bit more
informative, ending with a call to action. Simple ads are the best ads.

The designer did a nice job of taking the reader through in an
orderly way. The most important message, “A legacy of ranch horse
excellence,” is the first item the viewer reads. The ad is simple and
clean. There’s no “font circus” going on here, which I appreciate. I
think the ad could have been strengthened by not diluting the horse
photo. There’s no reason to be subtle. The photo is already taking
up most of the space, dominating the ad – the ad is about horses.
There’s no reason (other than art for the sake of art) to dial it back.

Kansas Stockman
“Bar S Ranch”

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Angus Heritage”

BY TAMMY HOUK & BRETT SPADER

BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

This ad is simple and very readable. It presents the
information in an easy-to-read font and doesn’t go
overboard with information like many sale ads tend to do. I
would have liked to have seen a more eye-catching element
to the ad – either a great headline or a graphic element to
engage the reader. Without that attention-grabbing element,
the ad is in danger of not getting noticed by readers.

While the white, scripted headline font does serve to draw attention,
there is no good “road map” for this ad. With all the text and graphic
elements on the page, it’s hard to focus on the important elements.
I also have a hard time reading the scripted font when it’s used
smaller than the headline. The ad would have benefited from better
organization, more space, and less text.

CATEGORY 51: 1-COLOR LESS-THAN-FULL-PAGE LIVESTOCK AD
These ads were clean and effective, for the most part. The concepts were interesting, and the ads were eye-catching overall. Good job!

FIRST PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“JW Brahmans”

What works for this ad is the dominating headline. The overall
concept seems to be well organized, but I wish that the winners’
descriptions would have been better linked to their corresponding
photos.

BY RACHEL WILLIAMS &
EMILY FORGASON

HONORABLE MENTION
The Cowboy Connection
“SEGA Genetics Give you Hybrid Kick”
BY LISA BRYANT

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Angus Heritatge”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

This ad is clean and effectively uses the background photo to tie
in with the headline. It’s eye-catching because it’s not what you’d
expect when looking at an ad promoting bull sales. With the small
size of the ad, it was nice to see minimal copy. I think the ad could
have benefited from smaller logos at the bottom. My only complaint
is there seems to be too many dominating images because of their
size.
for sale. Also, the text was very generic. I’ve seen this type of ad
several times before. There just wasn’t anything unique to call this
ad out from the rest of the entries.

I am not a big fan of the script type used in this ad. I find it
hard to read, especially using it on the names of the females

CATEGORY 52: LIVESTOCK ADVERTISER CAMPAIGN
In general, these submissions look alike, sound alike, and feel alike. This may be a case of clients who know what they want – which
is to say, an ad that looks like everybody else’s ad – but there was no single series that stood head and shoulders above the others.
These submissions (for the most part) featured too much copy, competing, and hard-to-read fonts, and no single dominant visual. In
most cases there was no compelling call-to-action.

FIRST PLACE
AgTown Technologies
Ankony at Holiday Ranch
“Mature Cow Dispersal”
BY STAFF

The stated objectives – to promote a retirement sale and put sale
books in the hands of prospects – were the clearest of the bunch, and
I was impressed that all the components supported this mission. This
was the only submission that included metrics and was the only one
that ventured beyond print ads. The pieces themselves were simple
and straightforward. The letter should have included a postscript and
/ or “Johnson Box” to reinforce the call to action. I wish I knew how
the posters were used, but they were both pretty clear, although the
smaller poster relied too heavily on italics. All in all, the pieces did
what they were supposed to do: draw attention to a retirement sale.
Well done.
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SECOND PLACE
Gelbvieh World
“Cedar Top Ranch, A Brand of Confidence”
BY KATIE DANNEMAN & LORI MAUDE

HONORABLE MENTION
Shorthorn Country
February, March, and April 2007 Back
Cover
BY TRACY DUNCAN & DEB HOGE

The key to this series is its consistency: a strong and consistent
dominant, the cursive font, good color use and screened image in
the background, and good use of the word “dream,” especially in the
second and third ads. I also liked the positive emphasis on the Web
site as a call to action. This could have been even stronger had they
incorporated the wording they used in the submission form: “Find
the genetics to fulfill your dreams at www.milestonecattle.com.”
Overall, this is a very nice series of ads.

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“V8 Ranch”

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Lautner Farms / Heat Wave”

BY RACHEL WILLIAMS & CATHERINE WILLIAMS

BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

The first ad in this series has a good, strong image, as well
as the most-engaging headline of any submission in this
category. However, there’s simply too much copy, and
unless you’re well versed in V8 genealogy, it’s not much
fun to read. The second ad is missing the strong image that
the first ad offered; even though Miss V8 551 / 6 is slightly
larger than the others, there’s nothing that pulls you into
this ad (and the headline doesn’t engage at all). Why is
there “owned by” information in some of the captions but
not others? The third ad suffers the most: the headline is
bland (not to mention the fact that lineup, when used as a
noun as it is in the headline and copy block, should be a
single word).

This series has potential. I like the crown as a dominant image,
and it was used consistently throughout the series. I thought
“We couldn’t agree more” in the headline was unnecessary and
distracting – it could easily be eliminated, keeping the focus on
what would be a solid and engaging headline. I like the black
background, as it stands out from other ads in livestock magazines,
but it forces you to minimize the amount of copy since reversed
type is harder to read. The second ad would have been better
served by using the “world on fire” visual as a dominant image and
subordinating the shots of the bulls, as was the case with the third
ad. To make it even stronger, tie the headline to this visual (such
as “Heat Wave and Heat Wave 1 are setting the livestock world on
fire!”). Spelling mistakes are inexcusable.

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“V8 Shorthorns”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS & CATHERINE WILLIAMS
According to the submission form, the intent of this series
was to feature the success and genetics of V8 shorthorns…
the first headline (Excellence by Design) could have
supported this goal, but wasn’t carried through; this ad
was cluttered, with no real dominant image, and too many
competing font styles. The second ad could have told a
story about this particular bull and used it to represent V8’s
superior genetics.
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The customer wanted an old-fashioned feel, and this wellconstructed series delivered. Unlike most of the entries, these ads
featured a strong dominant image that immediately captures the
reader’s attention, especially the second ad. The color scheme and
photos were strong. The copy was crisp and hammered the idea of
“confidence.” I would have liked to have seen a stronger font for the
subhead and felt that “A brand of confidence” should have been the
sub on the third ad, but that’s a minor point. I don’t believe that the
competitive comparison in the third ad was necessary, but perhaps
that was a concession to the client. The call to action was present
(“call Scott,” “Buy with confidence,” “Do the math”) but could have
been stronger. This submission was well planned and well executed.
It was a close second.

CATEGORY 53: LIVESTOCK AD HEADLINE
This category, Livestock Ad Headline, was extremely difficult to judge because it calls for the judge to focus on just one design
element of an advertisement, namely the headline. Although I judged the entries for their headline design and information, I also
commented on some of the advertisement elements. However, the placements were based on the headlines. Overall, everyone did
a great job. The ad headlines were catchy and well thought out. Many of the headlines used a play on words, especially those that
captured current popular phrases or similar ads, showing the designer’s creativity with the language. Font selection for the headlines
also helped tell the ad’s story. The headlines were not text-heavy, enabling the ads’ readers to be drawn into the ads quickly.

FIRST PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Lautner Farms /
Happy Mother’s Day”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

SECOND PLACE
The Cowboy Connection
“Straddling the Fence with Breeding
Decisions?”
BY LISA BRYANT

Shorthorn Country
“Priceless”
BY SC STAFF: TRACY DUNCAN & DEB HOGE
For this advertisement, the headline IS the ad. It is a very
attractive ad with a recognizable slogan. Colorful and
attractive, the ad is borderline “too much large text.” It
made it difficult to focus on one particular text element on
the page. The ad does not necessarily make me want to go
out and buy a heifer from them if one is so easy to miss in
their sale.

Seedstock EDGE
“Some Pigs“
BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II
Good use of spider web and multiple pig photos to
capitalize on the “Charlotte’s Web” idea. Nice, simple font,
but it is a little difficult to read, especially between the “so”
and the “o” in “some.” I would have liked the spider to be
more dominant and the photos of similar size, because the
ad has several competing dominant elements. The headline
tells an incomplete story.

Love the headline for this ad. The wording is extremely catchy,
while tugging at the heartstrings for Mother’s Day. The font
selection is a big reason this ad works, with the white greeting card,
script font, on a red background with roses. Easy to identify with
May being the month of Mother’s Day. Nice dominant photo and
great visual of breeder name and contact info, which is often lost in
many ads.

Good, clean headline for this advertisement. Very interesting concept
using the headline with the photo of the cow straddling a real fence
(I’d like to know if it’s real or computer-generated.) In this situation,
the headline explains a humor photograph, while also drawing in the
reader to the rest of the advertisement. Headline placement on the
right side of the ad also works well, providing good balance with
the photo on the left. I like how the breeder’s name and contact info
stand out at the bottom. White font on black background was a good
choice.

“Some pigs,” which I assume are those in the photos, is fine, but
what does the headline (and ad) designer want the reader to do with
this information? For an informational piece, the headline and ad
do fine, but if the purpose is to get me (the reader) to buy a pig, the
headline and ad fall short.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
“We Dug Deep”
BY SHARI HOLLOWAY
The headline for this advertisement was short and sweet and tells
the story for the rest of the advertisement. The red text color draws
out the other red elements on the page (text at the lower third of
the page, red border, and the red board behind the shovels). The
placement of the headline, though, could have been handled a little
differently. The words really cover up the shovels – the major visual
element of this ad. Also, the elongated font – even though it helps
with the play on the word “deep” – is a little difficult to read at first
glance. The ad stood out in terms of natural photos and appeal to
farm / ranch living. Lots of white space makes a very clean, crisp ad.
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The Lone Coyote Co.
“Pick A Winner - Lawrence Family
Limousin”

Charolais Journal
“Bright prospects shine under the Harvest
Moon”

BY SHARI HOLLOWAY & RALPH HAWKINS

BY MARK RINGENBERG & MOLLY MADER

This is a nice ad with my attention going straight to the
hands and the aces in his hand, which draws my attention
away from the headline. Still, there is nice balance with
the headline and the top photo. Good use of black and red
colors throughout the headline and page to correspond with
the cards in the player’s hand. The headline font choice was
a little difficult to read, especially the “A.”

The headline for this advertisement uses a nice, easy-to-read font.
However, the orange text with the white outline glow was a little
difficult to read. (The color choice makes sense, given that the event
takes place in late October, but there may be a touch too much
glow.) Interesting use of wording in the headline, but the reader may
not get “it” until they see the bottom left-hand side of the ad.

CATEGORY 54: MULTIPLE PAGE LIVESTOCK AD
In this category, I was looking for easy-to-read layouts that were consistent. The entries that combined simplicity and class that were
unique enough to stand out from every other livestock ad were the ones that rose to the top in this competition.

FIRST PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Pasture of Dreams”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

SECOND PLACE
AgTown Technologies
“Quality in Numbers”
BY STAFF

HONORABLE MENTION
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Angus Heritage”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

HONORABLE MENTION
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Rodgers Livestock”
BY CATHERINE WILLIAMS
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The background of this ad did a great job of bringing out the
sentiment the owners intended for this sale, in memory of their
father. The designer did a great job on the color scheme between
animals and background photo. There was a lot of information
presented without making the layout too cluttered. Text was very
easy to read. It’s interesting that you point out winners from past
sales instead of animals from this sale – makes folks feel like they
might miss out on something. Great advertisement!

This very classy design and bold, dynamic colors make this ad very
powerful. I appreciate the second page of the ad is simple and to
the point, where the photos carry the message. The red curtain at
the front is a really good concept; and I love the blue – but making
the connection of “raising the curtain” was a little harder for me to
make. All in all, this was a very good advertisement.
This ad did a really good job of combining the feel of a Kansas
ranch with several photos of sale consignments. I appreciated that
contact information was easy to find, easy to read, and that the
colorful background drew my attention right away. If I were to fault
this entry, I would say that there was too much text that could be
intimidating.
The catchy photo and headline drew my attention right away
– consistency of the background was very good – keeping the cloud
theme without too much distraction. The color scheme was good,
and the ad was laid out very well. The only criticism is that the page
was a little too busy. You had to stop and read it thoroughly to get all
the message of past winners and the upcoming sale.

BY KELLI TOLEDO & MATT MACFARLANE

The black background with the black bull and splashes of green is an
interesting contrast. The layout is very clean and crisp. You could
eliminate the paragraph about “join us for the sale on…” since the
headline has the sale date, time, etc. Instead, that space might be
better used to better draw attention to the reason for attending the
sale – “64 years or great performance,” etc.

Charolais Journal
“Autumn at the Crossroads Sale”

been solid instead of opaque. The bottom of the second page, with
the farm sign lifting into the photo box would have been enough.
That was very well done.

HONORABLE MENTION
California Cattleman
“Tehama Angus Ranch”

BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF
I was impressed by the outline of the ad with the circle
logo in the edge. It’s a great way to draw attention without
utilizing the full bleed. I appreciate the color scheme is
intended to reflect autumn, but it really washes out the
photos of the cattle in the ad. I would have suggested a
deep brown with burnt orange autumn leaves. I liked what
the ad was trying to say – with the featured heard sire and
photos of the choice lot – but the creative wasn’t anything
that would draw the attention of someone who wasn’t
looking for information on that sale or already familiar with
the genetics of that producer.

Charolais Journal
“Bluegrass Fall 2007 Sale”
BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF

Shorthorn Country
“Lone Star Edition XIII Sale”
BY TRACY DUNCAN
I really liked that the photos were grouped by category – show
prospects, bred heifers, Cumberland family and bulls. I understood
that the Lone Star Sale was intended to tie into the stars-and-stripes
theme, but it is too much of a forced connection. I think there could
have been a much easier tie with another star of sorts. The red,
white, and blue clashed with the color scheme. I did appreciate that
the stars and stripes were just around the border and not distracting
as a background to the photos. I also liked that the caption under
each photo was concise.

Angus Productions Inc.
“Timberidge Angus”
BY MONICA FORD

I appreciated the background of the ad being the Three
Trees Ranch. Not only did it feature trees and cattle, which
made me feel like I knew the family, but it also had the
consistency of the trees theme. The time and date of the
sale stood out to me, and I appreciated how crisp and clean
the photos were of the animals. As much as I liked the
background, I felt like it was entirely too distracting from
the ad. Perhaps the box that framed the photos could have

I really liked the crackle-glass gradient background. It offered a
background design without too much stimulation. The color scheme
and layout were good, but the first page needed a little more pizzazz.
To use the high-dollar figures of the worth of the dams, there really
needed to be more attention drawn to those numbers. Otherwise, it
just looks like a footnote.

CATEGORY 55: LOGO DESIGN
The entries in this category took an updated approach to agricultural communication. While many of the entries retained the sense
of tradition that the industry appreciates, their creators also seemed to think outside the box in terms of communicating the message.
Clean lines and innovative ideas defined this category. Great job, everyone!

FIRST PLACE
J3 Group, LLC
“DairyMAX
Rebranding”
BY STAFF

J3 Group, LLC did an excellent job of creating an eye-catching logo
that can be used as a whole or broken up into its respective parts.
All of the logos are designed consistently, which helps with the
branding (or rebranding in this case) of DairyMAX. Great use of
color and font to convey your message. Also, the overall design of
the logo is pleasing – very geometric – and leads the eye well. The
simplified designs and bold colors really help each component of
the logo stand out. It could also be easily translated into a blackand-white image. Yet, it takes the prize because each part of the logo
can combine with the other to effectively function as one. My only
criticism is of the sub-par graphic quality of the 3-A-Day portion of
the logo. Great job!
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SECOND PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Club Calf Paradise”
BY CATHERINE WILLIAMS

HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies
“C&M Herefords”
BY STAFF

HONORABLE MENTION
J3 Group, LLC
“Moo University”
BY STAFF

HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
“Illini Elite”
BY ERIN LARSEN

HONORABLE MENTION
Charolais Journal
“AICA 50th Anniversary”
BY MARK RINGENBERG
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This piece was an extremely close second. The only issue this judge
could find was the logo’s ability to be translated into a black-andwhite image if necessary for print. Otherwise, it is an excellent take
on the breeder-group theme. When one thinks of cattle in Central
Iowa, palm trees or hibiscus flowers don’t necessarily come to mind.
While other judges may have found this as a downfall to the logo,
this judge believes it is merely a unique take on the theme and,
therefore, accomplishes its objective very well. Agriculture is not
just “cows and plows” anymore, and this logo really modernizes
Club Calf Paradise. The fonts complement each other well, and the
colors are vibrant and eye-catching. This logo is well designed and
really stands out. Well done!

A logo doesn’t always need to utilize complex graphics or a
dramatic color scheme in order to be effective. Sometimes a good
design and simplified color combination can be just as good at
getting the job done. While this logo appears modern in its overall
look, it still retains tradition and class in its fonts and color usage.
The tagline complements the logo well. Make sure if you’re going
to use shadows that everything is shadowed the same way. For
example, the hat does not have a shadow, nor does the tagline. This
looks somewhat awkward, especially with respect to the hat. Also,
watch the spacing of the text. There should be more white space
between “C&M” and “HEREFORDS” and less spacing between the
“f,” “o,” and “r” in the latter word.
“Moo University” seems like an interesting take on a dairy
promotion. However, the logo would have been more effective, in
terms of this contest, if the “Objective” section of the entry form
had been utilized fully. On design alone, the logo has an effective
color scheme. Good use of the cow pattern and varsity-style font on
the “U.” This really ties in the theme of the logo. The color scheme
is nice. However, the DairyMAX logo can be a bit distracting from
the overall cohesiveness of the piece. Also, watch your lines. The
text “Moo University” looks awkward layered over the “U” in the
background because of its white outline in combination with the
lines from the “U.”
While this logo may appear simple, it does a great job of achieving
its objective – to create a professional logo for the Illini Elite sale.
Good job incorporating your customer’s ideas and putting a design
spin on the logo at the same time. Spacing along the top of the logo
is my only issue – I would have made the graphic connected to the
feathers a little closer to the text. This logo could be used from year
to year. Well done.
Excellent balance and spacing. Good color choice – 50th anniversary
is the golden anniversary. Great incorporation of the five stars, one
for each decade. The white really makes the logo pop. It was also an
excellent idea to incorporate text for the years of the publication in
case this was a collector’s edition of the journal. It is simple enough
to be translated to black and white easily but professional enough to
use in a variety of promotional materials. Great job.

J3 Group, LLC
“June Dairy Month”

Hereford Publications, Inc.
“Carlson Breeding a Balance” logo

BY STAFF

BY STAFF

Excellent use of color to create a cohesive logo with an
overall theme. The dairy is simplified, which makes it
pleasing to the eye. Good use of leading lines in the image.
The 3-A-Day logo appears graphically inferior and almost
blurry when looking at the other images. Also, because the
dairy is limited, in terms of complexity, the products at the
bottom left of the logo should have been made visually
comparable. It is also better to err on the conservative
side when making font selections – there appears to be six
different fonts used in this one logo, which detracts from its
overall appeal.

The tagline is effective for the logo, as it is symmetrical in design.
The color choice and spacing of the logo could have been better.
Because of the color and simplified design, the cow / calf head
appears almost mechanical in nature. Is that the message you want to
send to customers? The muted color scheme of both the logo and the
site make the overall look somewhat bland. Consider adding either
color or another element to the logo to give one or both more flavor.

Seedstock EDGE
“Golden State Genetics”
BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II

Suri Llama Association
“Suri Llamas Ancient Treasure”
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN
Good choice of a Papyrus-style font to convey the look of
an “Ancient Treasure” sale. Spacing is adequate, and the
color is an excellent choice for this logo. Lines lead the eye
well. The image on the coin is difficult to make out and
takes away from the logo. Beveling and embossing worked
in this case, but I caution you to limit the amount of effects
used when creating a logo – you don’t want your piece to
look overly designed.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
http://yourequinesource.com
BY ERICA MCKASSON
I wish the logo had been included on its own to more
effectively judge the piece. By merely adding a script font
and some swirl graphics to your logo, I am not sure that
your objective of feminizing this site / horse industry was
achieved. The spacing between “your” and “Equine” is
awkward, and I am a little bit confused as to why the word
“your” is in lowercase writing. However, the horse graphic
is interesting and works well with the logo.

Your objective of combining California and the swine industry was
achieved through this logo. Consider outlining the boar in more
detail for better definition. The color choice is not the best, as the
shadows make the logo difficult to read, especially in combination
with the background of the ad. Consider making the logo brighter,
as well as spacing the text a little differently to make the “t” in
“Genetics” easier to read.

Trailhead Designs
“Western Classic”
BY KELLI TOLEDO
Excellent use of a rustic look to convey your point of view. The
script font looks excellent and goes well with the theme of the piece.
However, the word “connection” in the logo is difficult to make out
because of the graphic behind it. Good spacing and color choice
for the logo on the standalone. The logo on the actual ad is spaced
differently, which makes it inconsistent. Would be more effective
if the calf cutout didn’t look so much like it was isolated and
traced from the upper-right picture in the ad. To me, it looks overly
simplified and doesn’t mesh well with the logo’s overall look.

Seedstock EDGE
2007 NJSA National Youth Leadership
Conference
BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II
This logo is extremely detailed, which may be
counterproductive in this case. The “NJSA” text is difficult
to read, both because of color and placement, and the logo
itself is a lot to take in because of the variety of colors used.
What is interesting is that the driver looks to be a swine.
However, because of everything else going on, that is
almost lost on the viewer. The logo is fun and youthful, so
its objective is fulfilled.
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CATEGORY 56: LIVESTOCK AD PHOTO
When sitting down to evaluate these entries, one must not only think of the photo itself, but how the photo interacts with the rest of the
ad. Each element of the ad should be in harmony with the photo – from the headline and body copy to the background colors. In turn,
the photo should be appropriate to the content of the ad and blend into the ad as an integral part of the advertising.

FIRST PLACE
California Cattleman
“Larry Lanzon, DVM / Lander Vet”
BY KELLI TOLEDO

SECOND PLACE
The Lone Coyote Co.
“Every Customer Counts – Kervin Cattle Co.,
Lance Hall Cattle Co., Coyote Hills Limousin
Ranch”

The photo draws you in immediately. The body copy is placed
logically and follows one after another and ends at the horizon of the
photo. The photo is very attractive and placed perfectly and serves
as the fulcrum of the whole advertisement. Above all, what really
pulls this ad together is the relationship of the photo to the headline;
the calf in the photo is the result the headline speaks of.

The strongest points in this advertisement are the color combinations
and how it works with the photo. The color combinations in the
photograph are soft and inviting and blend especially well with the
signature cuts at the bottom. The color in the photograph works well
and blends in a good way with the rest of the advertisement.

BY SHARI HOLLOWAY

HONORABLE MENTION
Charolais Journal
“Taste of our best”

This photo reinforces the simplicity of this advertisement and is
absolutely the focal point of the ad. Tonal range on the photo seems
to be in three ranges: top, middle, and bottom (cattle, mountains,
sky).

BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF

Shorthorn Country
“Final Solution”
BY SC STAFF: DARLA AEGERTER & DEB HOGE

Two of the photos also dispel the notion that you cannot take a
successful photo in the winter. The tonal range and color of the main
photo blend well with the rest of the ad.

All three photos in this advertisement are technically
excellent. They each make the animal that is being
marketed appear outstanding.

CATEGORY 57: LIVESTOCK AD ILLUSTRATION
FIRST PLACE
Shorthorn Country
“Rock Solid”
BY SC STAFF: DARLA
AEGERTER & DEB HOGE
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The adaptation of the “Rock Solid” play on words here is creative,
for sure. In addition, the photos of the Shorthorns are well varied
and appear to be strong individual photos. Because the stated
objective is to illustrate how rock solid the genetics and cattle are,
however, I wonder if it wouldn’t have been maybe more effective,
in this case, to keep the images clearer so the genetics could shine
through. Having people appear in the one photo is a little distracting,
as well, and be careful not to flip photos horizontally when there
are words or symbols that don’t work backwards – there are two
occurrences of that in this ad.

CATEGORY 58: BROCHURES, FLYERS AND DIRECT-MAIL PIECES
With 18 entries, the Brochures, Flyers, Direct Mail category was filled with variety – it was a competitive category and tough to judge.
The winners stood out because of their simplicity of design and / or creativity in presenting their message to the specific personality
of the target audience. Specifically, those that were effective in communicating the intended message to the target audience topped
the category. Clean and simple design, direct and easy-to-understand copy, benefit-oriented headlines, and design flair that grabbed
attention and directed eye flow through the piece all garnered points. Clear, attractive, high-quality photos that are relevant and
support the message are things I looked for. Many pieces had a lot of photos and information to include – again, keeping it simple and
making it easy to read is important in these situations, especially with the challenges of lots of copy and photos and not much space.
On the side of improvement a couple of things stood out. First, just because the computer design program allows a designer to do
something, it doesn’t necessarily mean they should. Design work that makes things hard to read or photos that look “photo shopped”
detract from the quality of the piece. Ultimately all of these pieces are marketing pieces, and they should move someone to action.
As we write and design, we should put on the hat of someone in our target audience and think about the message, words, photos that
will move them to do something – from buy a bull to eat more cheese. One design practice I saw throughout and found particularly
distracting was the use of all cap bold face copy scattered here and there through a design. If you’re looking to provide emphasis,
write stronger headlines, use bullets, reorder the copy in order of importance or break the occasional key point out in a text box for
emphasis. Thank you all for your entries and keep up the good work!

FIRST PLACE
Angus Productions Inc.
“Creswell Farms”
BY BRAD REDMOND

SECOND PLACE
J3 Group, LLC
“All Milk, All Healthy” brochure
BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
J3 Group, LLC
“Entertaining with Dairy”
BY STAFF

The Creswell catalog is a high quality piece that definitely will
stand out in the mailbox. The choice of green really sets off the
black cattle and the copy. Snapshots are good quality and intro
photo pages are clean and simple – nice eye flow from page to page.
Gradient screen of green on each page provides a classy presentation
as compared to white pages. There is excellent consistency of design
throughout. Sale catalogs always have so much information it is
hard to make them clean and easy to read. The only suggestion with
this one would be to consider a serif type for the pedigree notes.
This brochure provides a very nice presentation of very critical
information for consumers. It is especially nice to see that the
important key messages are presented in the headlines throughout
the brochure, so the reader gets the message whether he / she reads
the copy or not. The design is professional and straightforward
versus being hard-sell-marketing oriented. I believe this approach,
as well as use of footnotes for scientific attribution makes the
information very credible. The information is presented in simple
language and an easy-to-read format. It is clean and simple,
concentrating on the topic – milk, very nice. Depending on budget
and printing options, adding another four-page signature could have
given enough additional space to spread out the “Meet the American
dairy farmer” section and to add some people photos which always
help personify the message in a piece such as this. You didn’t tackle
animal welfare. This might be something to consider adding in the
future.
Never judge a contest when you are hungry! This brochure design
lends itself well to the target audience and the type of recipes being
presented. You’ve done a nice job of designing a piece that is
creative and consistent in appearance, though you’re working with
information of varied lengths. The short, horizontal food photos
provide interest and color throughout and entice the reader to check
out each recipe. The blue bands provide design consistency, give the
piece a more finished look, and draw the reader through the piece.
On the side of improvement, (and likely not possible due to budget
or may be outside designer control) the only suggestion would be to
consider a slightly brighter, glossier stock to give this great design
just that little extra pop.
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HONORABLE MENTION
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Lautner Farms 2007 Fall Update”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS

HONORABLE MENTION
Trailhead Designs
“Western Classic Pre-Sale” brochure
BY KELLI TOLEDO

Angus Productions Inc.
“Suzi Q Cattle Co.”
BY SUSAN BOMAR
The Suzi Q catalog is nicely done and shows good
consistency throughout. You’ve made a lot of information
easy to read. The offset paragraph style vs. indented is
especially helpful in helping set apart each paragraph. The
warm color scheme inside is very nice. Did you consider
matching this on the cover, or is it inconsistency at the
printer? On the side of improvement, this piece may be a
bit busy and overdesigned. You may be doing some things
for the sake of doing them – page borders, italic headline
font and lot numbers are examples. The lot numbers are
difficult to read. Simplify it a bit, and the piece will be
great. Doing many sale catalogs through the year and
making them each distinct is a challenge! Good luck and
keep up the good work.

Certified Angus Beef LLC
“Best Practices Manual”
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This manual is clean, easy to read, and to the point. It
delivers the information you are seeking to deliver and is
neat and eye appealing. It presents the CAB brand and is a
solid guide for commercial producers looking to produce
calves meeting CAB requirements. I would challenge you
to think outside the box and view this as far more than
a manual. This is an exceptional opportunity to engage
commercial Angus beef producers to become key suppliers
to the CAB brand – get them excited and make them feel
a part of the team. Play to their egos! Rather than “Best
Practices Manual” how about entitling it “With your eye
on the consumer” or “Join the CAB Elite Team – A cowcalf guide to delivering the ultimate beef experience.” Use
benefit statements such as: You can deliver the best!

Gorgeous cover photo! This high-quality piece will really stand out
in the mailbox. Nice choice of warm, complementary fall colors
to use throughout. Color isn’t overdone, but helps draw attention
to the critical information, provide emphasis and draw the eye
through the piece. High quality photos to work with throughout are
nice – the narrow matte and drop shadow are simple and clean, yet
provide needed accent and framing for the photos. People like to
see themselves, so if budget and client strategy permit, more pages
to allow larger pictures plus names of the winners would be a nice
addition – sort of the “Lautner Winners’ Who’s Who.” Fewer, larger
photos on the back would be nice also. Overall, a very nice piece.
This is a very nice, small format pre-event direct mail for this club
calf sale. A lot of information has been neatly presented in a small
amount of space. The piece is eye-catching and has an upscale
appearance needed for this type of event. The piece is very neat and
consistent in its design – definitely not mucked up by being over
designed. Very nicely done. The only suggestion would be to make
the headlines on each page a little bigger for those of us who have
trouble seeing.

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“Ohio Cattlemen’s Association’s BEST Program”
brochure
BY JAMIE KING
Very striking, eye-catching color combination has been selected for
the brochure. You’ve done a good job of choosing a type size that
won’t fill in the reverse. You’ve also done a good job getting a lot
of details into the brochure. There are lots of high-quality photos
here, but it would be really nice if they were large enough so faces
were recognizable. Please consider fewer photos, reducing the
border to a hairline, and cropping a bit to allow them to go larger.
The testimonials are great and might be more powerful if in italics
or within quotes to denote they are someone’s comments. Since
you have a limited amount of space, consider editing the copy for
redundancy, including the cover.

Suri Llama Association
“Suri Llamas Ancient Treasure 2007 Suri Llama
Sale”
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN
This piece is clean, inviting and very nicely designed. Good choice
of colors to complement the animals. Nice, straightforward approach
to presenting the llamas’ photos and basic information. The typeface
and background chosen help give the piece a unique and classy
appeal. Consider a little more “sell” in the welcome, especially if
you know who the event speakers will be. The sale information
seems a bit disjointed because of flow and what is in bold face.
Consider rearranging or setting the most important details out in a
block by themselves.

J3 Group, LLC
“Kidz R Cooking Dairy Recipe Book”

Seedstock EDGE
“2008 NJSA Calendar”

BY STAFF

BY STEPHEN WEINTRAUT II

Bright colors and consistent design approach throughout
make this a nicely done piece. The first four inside pages
are great – colorful, fun, youthful in the style and approach.
The recipe pages which follow are clean, easy to read, and
you’ve done a nice job of tying color to the type of recipe
presented on the page. That makes the piece more userfriendly. Overall, a professionally done piece that gives
consumers a favorable impression of dairy and some great
recipe choices. Did you consider using the page 1-4 graphic
approach throughout? This might have giving the overall
piece a more fun and “kid-focused” look, but space may
not have lent itself to this. An area for improvement would
be to make the cover more engaging.

This had to be a challenging design project, though I think by its
nature, it is a successful piece for NJSA fund-raising and promotion.
The cover, both front and back, is very clean and professionally
designed. Including the information about NJSA is a nice touch
as a recruiting tool and source of details about opportunities, etc.
The gestation table is a nice, handy reference. The calendar page
design does a great job of presenting the deadlines and breaking
out the different “key” dates; sales, events, ad deadlines, etc. It
is clean and easy to read, yet is designed to present lots of detail
when needed. Unfortunately, the communication needs of the NJSA
and the advertisers are in direct competition for attention. Both
the advertisers and the association activities need their time in the
spotlight.

J3 Group, LLC
“Working for You “ brochure

AgTown Technologies
“2007 Ankony Herd Sire Directory”

BY STAFF

BY STAFF

Nice piece directed toward dairy producers. This
is a professionally designed piece with good use of
photography to help tell the story and make it interesting.
The breakdown of Checkoff-dollar spending inside the
back cover is especially nice as it is a quick and easy view
of the producers’ investments. Overall, the piece could
be more engaging if the headlines sold the “benefits” or
“successes” producers receive from their investment in the
Checkoff. The use of bullets is a good idea, but the varied
size of type on the page takes the reader’s eye away from
the key points in bullet form. What is most important?
Copy is very general. Can it be more specific? How about
detailing some success stories with real-life examples?
White space is not bad – if you don’t have enough copy to
fill a page, that’s ok. Don’t enlarge the type and leading to
fill the space.

The Ankony Herd Sire Directory certainly meets your objective to
create a unique way to feature their sires. It will stand out in the mail
and in the office. All the important information is included and the
large photos are a nice touch. The colors chosen really allow the
reader’s eye to focus on the photos of the cattle. The heavy stock
will hold up nicely to mailing, and the use this piece will get in the
hands of beef producers, as this will be kept around until the 2008
directory comes out. Understanding you have to work with what you
have, the pasture photos of the bulls are especially nice and a similar
photo on the front would have really classed this piece up and
perhaps allowed use of a little more powerful color scheme. Overall,
nice job presenting the bulls and their information!

National Hog Farmer / Penton Media
“NHF Integrated Market Solutions”
BY JENNIFER KAMPINEN

BEEF magazine
“Beef Integrated Market Solutions”
BY JENNIFER KAMPINEN
Great cover design that is simple, clean. A lot of
information is neatly presented on the inside pages. And,
since in most cases, this piece is probably reviewed in
person with a potential advertiser, it probably works
well. Unfortunately, the piece doesn’t seem to let me,
the advertising prospect, know why I should advertise in
BEEF. What can BEEF do for me? Where’s the personal
service to help me put together a package that will
effectively reach my audience? Where’s the knowledge of
reader habits to direct my message to the right producers?
It doesn’t sell the benefits of the BEEF family of
communications tools as an advertising / communications
vehicle.

Nearly identical to the BEEF piece, so the comments are similar,
as well. Again, good cover design that is simple, clean. A lot of
information is neatly presented on the inside pages. The piece,
when presented in person to a potential advertiser, probably
works well. Unfortunately, the piece doesn’t seem to let me, the
advertising prospect, know why I should advertise in NHF. What
can NHF do for me? Where’s the personal service to help me
put together a package that will effectively reach my audience?
Where’s the knowledge of reader habits to direct my message
to the right producers? It doesn’t sell the benefits of the NHF
family of integrated marketing solutions as viable advertising /
communications vehicles. Also, in this piece the photography is not
very engaging. Realizing you may not have the budget to do so, the
piece may have been enhanced by using stock photography.
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Progressive Dairy Publishing
“June Diary Month” promo

J3 Group, LLC
“Farming with You in Mind”

BY RAY MERRITT

BY STAFF

This high gloss, colorful postcard should really stand out in
the mailbox. It is a nice way to promote a feature issue and
introduce the new organic section. The piece packs in a lot
of information in a fairly easy to follow, organized format.
The marketing concept is a great one, particularly as you
often send advertisers info via e-mail. However, the design
tries to do too much. Consider simplifying and eliminating
some of the components. Also, since you want people to
respond, consider a stronger call to action and including
sales rep names and contact info.

This brochure addresses a topic critical for the future of the dairy
industry and agriculture in general. It is important that consumers
understand the good environmental stewardship of farmers. The
brochure includes a well-rounded and understandable explanation
of the key areas of environmental stewardship, conservation, and
energy generation / savings that many in the dairy industry employ.
As you create a piece directed toward the mostly urban consumer
audience, consider they are not familiar with dairy and likely will
not recognize the content of a typical dairy farm – in particular the
lagoon and manure spreader photos are less than desirable choices.
Show things that these consumers know, identify with, and care
about – wetlands with ducks in them, solar panels, conservation
buffer strips, wildlife, pristine rural scenes, etc. Realizing you may
not have the budget to do so, the piece may have been enhanced by
using stock photography.

Cutting Horse Chatter
“ru iso horsepower” Youth Brochure
BY CASCEIL MCRAE
Creative way to get the attention of youth who text
message. This is a nice little brochure sure to appeal to
youth interested in the sport of Cutting. You do a good job
of presenting the features of membership through simple
headlines. The copy flows nicely around the visual, and
the design of the inside three panels is reader friendly. In
copy and headlines, use benefit statements to “sell” the
member prospect on what’s in it for them. You have great
photography to work with and the photo of the boy on
the back cover is wonderful – simple and the focus is on
him and what he is doing – a very future-oriented image.
With the use of Photoshop, some people have the tendency
to overdesign because the program allows it. Too many
images, screens, treatments, and overlays detract from the
message of the piece.

CATEGORY 59: SALE CATALOGS
This category has entries that are very similar in nature, but several stood apart because of their unique use of paper, size, layout, and
design, or color incorporation. Overall, the entries were very well done with good picture quality. All of the entries met their purpose
of providing good information to enhance their sales.

FIRST PLACE
Suri Llama Association
“Suri Llamas Ancient
Treasure 2007 Suri
Llama Sale”
BY KRISTI GAUSMAN
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I love this catalog. It’s easy to hold and read and has a very creative
look and feel. I also like having one animal per page. It makes it
very easy to follow the sale. The spiral binding makes it durable and
easy to turn. Great catalog!

SECOND PLACE
AgTown Technologies
“Quality in Numbers” catalog

I love the theme. The layout is clean and easy to read. The pictures
are great and really support the purpose of the catalog.

BY STAFF

HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
The New Direction Sale

Incorporating the theme throughout the catalog is a great idea. The
layout is simple and easy to read. The graphics support the catalog.

BY ERIN LARSEN

Charolais Journal
“Cowtown Cattle Drive Sale”

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
“Season Finale V Bred Heifer & Cow Sale”

BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF

BY SHARI HOLLOWAY

I really like the cover. The colors and layout really capture
the cattle drive theme.

The design is simple and fairly easy to read. Color would have
added a lot to this catalog.

The Lone Coyote Co.
“The Sale of Sales”

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
“10th Annual Design in Mind”

BY SHARI HOLLOWAY

BY CONNIE BARBOUR

Overall, I found this one cluttered and hard to read.
Because of the weight of the paper, it would be very hard
to stand and take notes without a clipboard to write on. The
background design on the interior pages detracts from the
content and makes it hard to read.

Overall, a good design, but color would have added a lot to this
catalog. Some of the pictures are pixilated.

Ranch House Designs, Inc.
“Power Plus Female Sale”
BY RACHEL WILLIAMS & KENT MCCUNE
I like that it’s a very simple and clean design. The addition
of a CD is a great idea. The pictures are good quality.

Hereford Publications, Inc.
“Wisconsin World Beef Expo” catalog
BY STAFF
It’s a nice size catalog, but it would have benefited from
more pictures. It’s very cluttered with information and is
somewhat hard to read.

Charolais Journal
“Magnolia Classic Charolais Sale”
BY MARK RINGENBERG & STAFF
The catalog has very nice colors to it. The layout is good,
but the text is very small and hard to read.
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CATEGORY 60: ANNUAL REPORTS
The entries in this category were mostly livestock association entries. It was an interesting comparison, but it would also have been
nice to see more non-association entries. The quality of the articles was quite good, and the content of each report seemed to meet the
objectives laid out by the organization. In several cases the layout and design were less-than inventive. Additionally, the importance of
consistency and appropriate fonts should be paid special attention to in something as important as an annual report.

FIRST PLACE
Angus Journal
“2007 Angus
Foundation”
BY CRAIG SIMMONS &
KELLI ARMBRUSTER

HONORABLE MENTION
Angus Journal
“2007 American Angus Association”
BY MARY BLACK & STAFF

Angus Journal
“2006 American Angus Auxiliary”
BY MARY BLACK
The report met the association’s objectives, and the copy
was satisfactory. However, the cover design felt a little
too casual with the sunflowers, and the overall design
didn’t feel sophisticated enough for the organization.
Also, the Table of Contents on the cover felt a bit out of
place. Overall, the contents of the report are strong, but
the overall design could have been more professional and
consistent. Sun flowers and clouds feel a little amateur for
this association.

J3 Group, LLC
“Dairy MAX”
BY STAFF
This report clearly communicates the mission of the
organization, and the layout lends itself to explaining the
different programs offered by Dairy MAX. The design and
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The objectives were clearly met with this piece, communicating
the organization’s mission of education and youth. The cover is
attractive and has the high-end look associated with the Angus
brand identity. With the exception of the font used on page one, the
copy is easy to read and well laid out throughout the report. The
font used on page one is attractive and works well for a pull quote
or the graphic treatment of the “Focused on a vision” tag but is just
too heavy for the amount of copy on page one. Overall, this report
supports the premium brand identity of the Angus Association, is
easy to read, and meets the objectives of the association.
The objectives of the association to detail their progress over the
past year were met. It’s easy to read and well-organized. But, there
are several design elements that could be improved to make the
piece more attractive and consistent with the Angus Association
brand identity. The body copy font is inconsistent between the report
articles and the financial reports. The sans-serif font used in the
financial section is heavy and hard to read, especially for intensive
financial data. As well, the cover and inside covers could be more
inventive. The end product is a consistent, well-written piece. It
certainly serves its purpose well and provides the reader with the
information stated in the objective. However, the design could have
been stronger and more interesting.

shape of the report don’t quite support the professional message
present in the body copy, however. Some of the images are pixilated
and seem to be outdated. The shape is small and seems like it may
be easily lost in the shuffle of paperwork or fall out of a folder at an
event. Overall, though, the writing clearly outlines the activities and
programs of the organization, as described in their objectives.

Hereford World
“Year of Efficiency”
BY SARA GUGELMEYER, CHRISTY BENIGNO & ANGIE
STUMP DENTON
The articles in this annual report were well written and informative,
meeting the objectives of the association’s mission. However,
the layout and design were a little disjointed. The cover image is
appropriate, but the headline font on the cover, and throughout the
report, feels a little light. And the Hereford Association logo doesn’t
appear anywhere near the front of the report, which seems like a
missed branding opportunity. However, overall, the report meets the
needs of its audience through its content.

CATEGORY 61: ADVERTISING MEDIA KIT
There were a limited number of entries (three) in this category, which made judging somewhat challenging, as only two publishing
companies were represented, and all three entries were for livestock publications. All three entries accomplished the goals of providing
relevant information about their publications, including publication information, editorial direction, audience / market demographics,
and industry trends / research, as well as the all-important editorial calendar, advertising rates, sizes, and deadlines for their various
print and online properties. Information in all cases was attractively designed, organized, and presented. All three media kit entries
represented their publications very well.

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
“BEEF”
BY JENNIFER
KAMPINEN

SECOND PLACE
National Hog Farmer / Penton Media
“National Hog Farmer”
BY JENNIFER KAMPINEN

HONORABLE MENTION
Progressive Dairy Publishing
“2008 PDP”
BY RAY MERRITT

The depth of information, tabbed organization, and slick
presentation makes this a great, yet hefty, media kit. It is almost
identical in layout and information as the second-place National Hog
Farmer media kit, which made choosing between the two difficult.
The Integrated Marketing Solutions brochure included in the kit is
what sets it apart from the others, as it clearly and concisely presents
the print, online and event / sponsorship opportunities for advertisers
to see at a glance. High eye appeal, four-color glossy production;
tabbed sections for editorial, research, circulation, rates, and media
opportunities; and sample of the publication all in one, two-pocket
folder makes it very comprehensive and attractive without falling
apart.
Almost identical in layout, information, and production value as
the first-place media kit from its sister publication. It is a very
attractive, well-written, and organized approach to detailing print
and online opportunities available, with comprehensive swine
industry and producer data to back it up. Good examples of Web site
and electronic ad opportunities and costs were included to support
the media offering. Reader and / or advertiser comments would
have added another dimension. Overall, a comprehensive and wellpresented kit that includes a copy of the magazine it represents.

The media kit entry took a magazine approach to presenting
information about its four publications, which is different from the
others. Industry data, charts, and statistics used for background and
support are graphically clear and concise. The Frequently Asked
Questions section is an interesting and unique way to provide
additional information and address editorial concerns. The reader
feedback section is another great section unlike the other entrants.
Advertising rates, specs, schedules, and other pertinent advertising
and editorial details are presented consistently throughout for all
publications.
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CATEGORY 62: MISCELLANEOUS DESIGN
There were certainly some terrific entries in this category, but it’s a difficult category to judge because of the diversity of projects
that falls under “miscellaneous.” That makes the entry form and its stated “objective” more important than ever, because when things
can’t be judged exactly parallel to each other, they must be judged on their own merits and the ability to meet the goals set out for
them. It is clear from these entries that this industry has no shortage of creative designers, with striking layouts and color use evident
throughout. One note for improvement in a number of cases lies in the quality of photos used – not technical quality but content
quality. Remember: The best photos help tell a story rather than simply illustrating one.

FIRST PLACE
J3 Group, LLC
“Hilmar Grand
Opening
Scrapbook”
BY STAFF

SECOND PLACE
Progressive Dairy Publishing
“2006 US Dairy Statistics”
BY RAY MERRITT

HONORABLE MENTION
Trailhead Designs
“California Angus Association Directory”
BY KELLI TOLEDO

HONORABLE MENTION
J3 Group, LLC
“Milk Coloring Book”
BY STAFF
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This is a great tribute / thank-you to owners, sponsors, etc., in an
innovative package. The cover is both creative and powerful, with
honor to the industry and the state, and the selection and use of
photos inside is terrific. The film / negative strips with the photos
from the open house are a strong design element, bringing a real
“scrapbook” feel to the piece. It looks like every part of the event
got coverage, and your variety of photos makes it attractive to all
walks of participants. I can imagine every recipient paging through
looking for themselves and those they know. The cutlines / captions
with each photo are appropriately concise: enough but not too much.
You met your objectives here completely and with style. This is
something to make both participants and sponsors proud.
Presenting such a tremendous amount of data and doing so in a
meaningful way can be an immense challenge, but one that is
handled beautifully here. This is not just data, either, but useful
information to help industry representatives in evaluating their
operations and planning ahead. I would bet that this is something
that people in and around the industry are going to pull, file, and
reference throughout the year. Graphics and table design choices
and colors work to delineate statistics, so the eye can follow without
becoming overwhelmed by presentation. The overview was a little
short, though I suspect that space quickly became an issue and, in
reality, the story here is in the numbers.

Very strong cover photo, used well. A slight brightening on the face
of the animal would have added a little detail. The use of color from
the photo in the directory title is effective. The inside pages are clean
and well organized, given the amount of information on any given
page. Ads are of varying quality, understandably, but placement is
clean and mixed, avoiding too many repeated concepts on individual
pages or spreads. A tough detail job done well, this is a high-quality
piece. Strong paper choice maximizes presentation. Good job!
This is a good tool to help educate youth about the farm-to-cup
story for milk, for sure, though the book title, “Dairy Dynamics,”
seems a bit beyond the understanding of the target market. The
coloring and learning opportunities inside are, however, extensive
while remaining concise and simple in presentation, for the most
part. A couple of the pictures are a little too detailed for a crayon
tip, maybe, but do a great job of illustrating the point. It would be
interesting to know what else is provided in the tool kit that this is
part of. The activities in the back of the book are a nice touch, while
remaining educational in sharing the dairy story. A job well done and
a message well delivered.

HONORABLE MENTION
Certified Angus Beef LLC
“The Facts”
BY LANCE ZIMMERMAN

HONORABLE MENTION
Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
“Reflections of a Busy and Productive
Year”
BY JIM COLLINS, JULIE SIMS, GAYLA DEASE &
JULIE WATSON

Georgia Cattleman / Georgia Cattlemen’s
Association
“GJCA 6th Annual Field Day Fun”
BY JULIE SIMS & GAYLA DEASE
This ad / photo spread does a good job of meeting
objectives – highlighting events of the field day and
thanking sponsors. The design and layout are appealing,
and the captions creative. It would have been nice to see
more action or excitement in more of the photos, however,
as several of them feature participants who look none-tooexcited, at least at the very moment the camera went off.
When you’re telling a story with photos, you need strong
photos across the board to maximize effectiveness, but this
does tell a positive story of a day filled with a variety of
industry activity. Again, a nice overall presentation and a
good thank-you service to sponsors.

AgTown Technologies
“Farmer’s State Bank Business Assets”
BY STAFF
Overall, this creates an attractive presence that meets the
objective of establishing a business identity. The simple,
natural colors and “brand” appearance are visually pleasant.
The biggest concern I have is the handwriting or italic font
used for the addresses and on the business card. I find this
type quite difficult to read. Sometimes simple is better,
and when text is this small, I think that’s the case. Again,
though, nice looking design that literally “brands” this
small-town bank.

Nice use of CAB colors for “newsletter” design. The editions with
use of photos are stronger because the photos break up the copy and
make it more readable. Use of the check marks for bulleted text is a
good idea, creating a virtual checklist for your customers. The font
size or style is inconsistent across editions, though, and the text gets
a bit too small and light on No. 4 especially. Strong information
in concise bullet points is the leading informational strength, but
I would like to have seen you use the back side of the sheet in all
cases, allowing for additional photos or graphics to break up the
text- and number-heavy content. The one that used both sides – No.
9 – was the strongest of the bunch because it was the easiest to read
and simply showcased the CAB brand in full legible color. Good
work.
People love photos – especially photos of people they know and
work with, if not of themselves. This photo montage does a terrific
job of telling a lot of stories in one. The message is clear that these
organizations do a lot more than some people might think. One of
the challenges here is showing a variety of meeting types and getting
good meeting shots. I think that shots taken from the front of the
meeting room are always better, because people’s faces are more
interesting than their backs. The central shot of The Georgia Beef
Story is a little difficult to interpret because of the distance from
details. But again, overall, this does a good job of telling a complex
story with simple and concise captioning. A job well done.

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“Ohio Cattlemen’s Association’s 2007 Calendar”
BY JAMIE KING
The cover of this calendar is excellent, with strong graphics of
a variety of breeds, activities and seasons brought together to
demonstrate Ohio’s cattle industry. Inside, it meets stated objectives
well, obviously providing a useful tool for the year, too, and an
excellent opportunity for advertisers, in a month-long, four-color
spot statewide. The page listing OCA’s mission and program focuses
is a nice addition. Filling every single blank calendar box with ads
can be a little overwhelming to the eye, but its purpose is served.

Hereford World
“Share Family Traditions With Ridley’s Family
Market”
BY STAFF
A strong plated shot here makes for a powerful ad for beef lovers
out of the gate, for sure, and the “Holiday Dreams” theme comes
through loud and clear. As far as meeting the stated objective of
encouraging pre-orders, however, it would have been nice to see the
“Pre-order your holiday ribeye roast now….” type of concept more
dramatically while you had readers’ mouths watering at the thought.
Depending on the reach of the publication, it’s nice to include some
sort of contact information – or direction to a listing of the store
nearest “you.” Overall, this ad remains strong, though, because of an
excellent photo choice.
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J3 Group, LLC
“State Fair Exhibitor Guide”
BY STAFF
Great cover – good use of an array of photos demonstrating
“Texas” in a big way (the reference to “Exhibitor’s” on the
cover should, however, have been a plural possessive – i.e.
Exhibitors’). Was the star pattern on the cover purposefully
off-center? If so, that purpose is not clear. Internally, this
has a lot of great information but could have benefited from
bolder type for headlines in the front informational section,
like “Welcome to the Texas State Fair 2007,” which gets
lost. Larger photos would have been helpful to the design,
as well. The schedule of events is well done and gets a lot
of information into a readable format.

Ohio Cattlemen’s Association
“Ohio Cattlemen’s Association’s THE RING
Directory”
BY JAMIE KING
Multiple objectives of a piece like this make it a challenge
out of the gate, both organizationally and in terms of
design. This clearly provides a strong advertising vehicle
for producers and vendors, at the same time serving as a

resource for their own operations. The editorial content is good,
with useful informational, instructional, and feature articles that are
well-written. The “directory” information and the editorial content
do, however, seem to get a little lost amid the heavy variation of ad
styles and colors. I wonder if it wouldn’t have been worth the cost
to add some color elements to the designs on some of those heavy
black-and-white presentations. Finally, while the cover is modern
and creative, it could give a clearer message or idea about what is
inside. I think a true photo inside the sale ring would have done a
better job of telling the story.

BEEF magazine / Penton Media
“BEEF Quality Summit Official Program”
BY JENNIFER KAMPINEN
Overall, this is a useful piece with strong application of participant
logos and a good overview of program expectations. Center spread
was difficult to read, as the fold was not exactly on track, and the
“Ethanol Era” text presentation on the cover was more intrusive
to the photo than necessary. You might want to strive to get all
color photos of presenters, or stick to grayscale if you are unable
to, for consistency’s sake. The gold color was a strong element in
presentation graphically, though I found it a bit overwhelming on
the schedule pages; I think it would have been easier to read that
schedule if the names were in black type. A good piece overall.

WEB DIVISION
CATEGORY 63: PUBLICATION WEB SITE
This category had excellent entries demonstrating some of the best features of content-rich, dynamic Web sites. It’s easy to let content,
design, or functionality define a Web site, but the best sites blend these elements to create useful, informative sites with content
important to their audience.

FIRST PLACE
BEEF magazine
BY STAFF
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This Web site incorporates some very current, sophisticated
scripts and server-side includes which make it stand out in the
crowd. An RSS feed, custom widgets, custom search feature,
dynamically placed advertisements, and advanced CSS are among
the impressive technological features of this site. The size of the
content area, the colors, and fonts are very well blended, giving
the site a sophisticated, professional appearance. Articles were
nicely categorized, making them easy to find. Each article has a
nice list of convenient, time-saving options for the user to save,
print, e-mail and share the article. The columnist features are a
nice addition to the site. Opportunities to advertise and subscribe
are also nicely incorporated. A user would feel confident in the
site’s security, and that’s important when making on-line purchases
such as a subscription. I found it difficult to criticize this site – one
recommendation would be to add a full-featured (flash) digital
edition for the archives section.

SECOND PLACE
Progressive Dairy Publishing
PDP Homepage
BY RAY MERRITT

Upon entry to the homepage, I found this Web site is very pleasing
to the eye, because it has current, important topics represented
cleanly, with large and easy-to-read graphics and headlines.
In contrast to crowded and busy homepages that try to present
everything the site has to offer, progressivedairy.com has selected
items featured along with clean, split navigation bars for the site’s
internal pages. A customized Google Search feature allows users
to find very specific items without having to browse the site’s
many internal pages. The incorporation of a user survey is a nice,
interactive feature that encourages input from readers (and likely
provides useful information for the site owner, which can in turn be
used to further tailor their site’s info to its users).

The majority of current articles are nicely categorized and just a few clicks away from the homepage. Further, archives and articles
of interest are available on the forum (which was nicely incorporated). I think a first-time user would be likely to return to this site,
and that’s an important measure of a great Web site. There are a few areas for improvement. I’d recommend a new success page for
form submissions, which could be better incorporated into the site’s look and feel than the current one. The “Upcoming Events” page
was experiencing problems when I visited it, so it may need attention. The site could use a bit more color, but not too much, as “white
space” is also important to Web design.

HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Angusthemagazine.com
BY TIFFANY NICKELSON

This site makes good use of photography, and the navigation links
are large and easy to read. The site has much of the important
information a user would be looking for, such as contact
information, subscription information, and advertising information.
The articles from current and previous issues are likely to be popular
among visitors to this site. The colors are bold and memorable but
may not suit all users. I would recommend a larger font treatment for
the majority of the content. The “e-mail this page” feature is a nice
resource for users. Further features to enhance the users’ experience,
such as featured articles, search, and online subscription would be
welcome additions to this site.

CATEGORY 64: ASSOCIATION WEB SITE
All entries in this category were well thought out, creative, organized, and graphically appealing. All sites deserve recognition but
two sites stood out amongst the pack. One thing I would fault all of the sites for is a lack of image alternative tags, which aid in site
usability.

FIRST PLACE
Angus Productions Inc.
Alabama Angus
Association
BY TIM BLUMER & THUY
NGUYEN

While not as complex as the other sites in this category, this site was
well organized, easy to navigate, and met the objective of the entry.
With its complimentary, attractive color scheme and creative layout,
users are quickly drawn in. Information is broken up in nice, easyto-read chunks. My only complaint would be the use of the board of
directors as their main homepage image. While useful, it is not going
to draw users in as much as an alternative image.
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SECOND PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Charolais USA
BY CATHERINE WILLIAMS, MOLLY MADER, &
KORI CONLEY

HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies
Minnesota Farm Bureau
BY STAFF

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Texas Limousin Association
BY AMBER MARTIN
This site did a great job of pulling the feel and color of
their logo throughout the site. While the colors were
complimentary, it was hard to read the font placed on the
red boxes.

This site has a lot of information, but it is organized in a way that
is manageable and easy to navigate. Users of the site will be able to
find all the information they need from the site easily. The colors
and the layout are pleasing to the eye and will draw viewers into the
site. The things I would add to the site would be a search function.
When a user clicks on the search link they may be surprised they
cannot search the site. I also caution you in having a header that is
so long. In today’s age of small laptops and mobile technology, your
header will take up the whole screen.

The layout of this site is very clean and concise. Users will find
information easily and will not get lost on the site. Great Information
is provided to members and potential members right on the
homepage, and it is easy to find new information. I would caution
the designers on the use of the scroll information on each page. It
was fast, and continued on indefinitely. With such tools it is good
to only have them loop 4 to 5 times and then stop, so users have
a chance to read the text easily. It is also noted that the links were
centered and hard to read. A left alignment would improve it greatly.

With so much text, you want to allow your users’ eyes to rest, and
that much color does not facilitate that. The navigation was easy to
move through on the rollovers that did link, but the site did not make
it easy for the user to identify quickly, which page they were on. I
am afraid that while it is great information, the user may easily get
lost in the site.

CATEGORY 65: BREEDER WEB SITE
In this category, the entries were all very good quality sites that met their objectives as stated. Good use of headers and creative themes
throughout many of these sites. I enjoyed the About Us pages of most of the sites; however, it is important not to bog down your
viewer with lots of text and no graphics. All of the sites did an excellent job of presenting their Contact Us pages. The information was
presented as clear and concise and welcomed a response. I would recommend that sites with a News section keep the information up
to date and only post information that is truly newsworthy to the business. Super job to everyone; makes me proud to be a part of this
industry and associated with professionals as you.

FIRST PLACE
AgTown Technologies
Cooper Hereford Ranch
BY STAFF
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This site definitely meets its objective of incorporating the ranch’s
history into their business. The History page is excellent. Good
choice of photographs and delivering information on this page. The
What’s New with the Ranch button is a great concept, but what
are you asking the visitor to view? It appears to be a recent sale,
but when was it, what was important, and what was the outcome?
Adding captions or a subhead of text would add to the quality of this
presentation. I like that the site is easily identified no matter what
page you are on. Text is a good color and easy to read.

SECOND PLACE
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Gamble Angus
BY AMBER MARTIN

HONORABLE MENTION
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
V8 Shorthorns
BY CATHERINE WILLIAMS

Appreciate style of consistent theme. The homepage needs an
additional entrance to the site instead of the “Your Turn” button to
appear on the page. Red text might be a little overdone. Overall,
the site is very stimulating and interesting. The use of lighter pages
against a dark background makes the images pop. The site is easy to
navigate and does a nice job of meeting its objective.

The dark blue background combined with the yellow and white
accents really make this site stand out. The background is not busy,
and there is a consistent header on the pages. The text is too small to
read comfortably and the color of text, I think it is a grey, is difficult
to read. Otherwise, it’s a nice site and the Home button is easily
accessible at the top of the page. I would recommend not posting as
many pictures to the News page if they are not “newsworthy.”

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Hill Country Cattle Company

J3 Group, LLC
Real Hog Farms

BY JAY PETERSON

BY STAFF

This site is easy to navigate, and the information is
presented in a clean-cut, easy-to-read style. The buttons
for the links tend to blend into the background. The colors
are too close in color to the background and therefore do
not standout as well. The header was consistent and the
pictures represented the cattle well. The About Us page was
typical – too much information not associated directly with
the business.

A good site with great potential. The dark with light accents allows
the images and content to easily be seen. However, the site appears
a little rough around the edges. It is not as modern as the other sites
when comparing style and quality of information. The Home and
About Us pages could use more visual stimulation with images.
Also, the Boars and Successes pages load slowly with a high speed
connection.

Angus Productions Inc.
Legacy Ranch
BY TIM BLUMER
The homepage allows easy navigation to useful links.
The page is not dull but does not over stimulate the
viewer with images. The print is a good size and offers
useful information. I like the “look” that is geared toward
cattlemen; it is not too over the top. The links take you
directly to the information, and the site is easy to navigate.
After looking at all the entries, there is a need to post
pictures of the animal initially and not just a link to the
picture. It would be more noticeable that way.

AgTown Technologies
Werner Angus
BY STAFF
Unfortunately, I could not access this site. A notice stating “access
is forbidden” appeared when trying to locate the site. Based on
the sample submitted, the site appears to be very nice. Good color
scheme and font style used. Interesting theme with the wood.

Angus Productions Inc.
King & I Angus
BY TIM BLUMER
Sharp look throughout all of the pages of the site!
Graphically, I like this site the best. I really appreciated the
captions under the pictures and the ease of closing out the
photos. The homepage is heavy with information. It needs
a break in all the text. Otherwise, this is a straightforward,
clear site that offers just enough visual stimulation.
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CATEGORY 66: LIVESTOCK-AFFILIATED WEB SITE
This is an exciting category that demonstrates the diverse livestock industry. The Web sites do an excellent job of tailoring the
information to meet audience members’ needs. Colors and layout of visual elements are appropriate and assist in maximizing usability.
The top Web sites separated themselves from the pack by paying attention to the details and going beyond basic Web design.

FIRST PLACE
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Great American Lamb
Company
BY SHERRY WARREN

SECOND PLACE
Ranch House Designs, Inc.
Ranch House Designs
BY CATHERINE WILLIAMS & RACHEL WILLIAMS

HONORABLE MENTION
AgTown Technologies
Anderson Alfalfa
BY STAFF

HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies, Inc,
Actimune
BY TIFFANY NICKELSON

HONORABLE MENTION
J3 Group, LLC
DairyMAX
BY STAFF
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This site is visually appealing without being distracting. The color
scheme is subtle, which allows the food to be front-and-center. The
layout makes it accessible for users to find pertinent information.
The information is chunked well with short paragraphs and bullets
points to improve readability. It is easy to locate products and add
them to the shopping cart. I do wish the links from the Cooking Tips
and Recipes pages would follow the same design as the site, rather
than be displayed on a black-and-white page.

This site is a great example of showcasing an organization’s work
and encouraging future business. I like the contrast between the
black page color and the white background color for content. This
site is visually attractive and features a great deal of previous work
to demonstrate the company’s skill. The color coding of links on
each page offers both visual separation from one page to the next
and a consistent design element. For accessibility purposes, alt tags
need to be utilized on all images. The text size is also too small
to encourage extended reading. Due to the length of some of the
pages, usability would be greatly improved by using a list of linked
subheads at the top of the page.
This site really catches the user’s attention with colorful images
and an attractive use of rollover navigation. The internal pages
use an attractive visual layout with a good balance of content and
photographs. The information is well organized and easy to locate.
I did notice several images seem pixilated and could be improved.
The layout on the links page could also benefit from better design.
This site is clean and utilizes good visual layout principles. The
FAQ feature is great and demonstrates good organization of the
information. The other content is well displayed using headers,
chunking, and bullet points. The home page is attractive with the
large display of pictures and prominent links. I do question the logic
of including so many other sites of interest (which are not displayed
with consistent spacing). I want to know why each site was listed
and what information I might find there. Although they do open in
new windows, this provides the user with multiple opportunities to
leave the Actimune site and not return.
This site uses eye-catching colors very well to entice users into
the site. On the home page, the header is a great feature with the
changing dairy facts and pictures. The internal site navigation
provides a high level of usability. The links page does a great job
organizing resources and explaining why these links are listed. Some
images are very large and take a long time to download – this may
impact accessibility. Some of the pages are text heavy and it may be
beneficial to provide a printer-friendly option so they can be printed
if the user prefers.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Shady Hill Woolen Farms Company
B Y ERICA MCKASSON
I really like the warm colors utilized on this site. They
certainly are consistent with the theme of “heirloom” and
“historic.” I wish the links were listed next to the content
because they were difficult to locate at first. The Our
Blankets page uses a great feature to increase the size of
the smaller pictures so users can get a closer look at the
blanket. The information chunked to increase readability.
I would suggest removing the animated photo box on the
homepage because it is distracting and unnecessary to
provide visual interest on the page.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Wiechman Pig Company
BY ALISHA ZIKA
This site offers several “bonus” features, such as a printerfriendly version, a Spanish language version, and the
map and driving directions to buying stations. The colors
provide visual contrast and do not interfere with legibility.
The navigation link display is unique but not necessarily
the best visual layout. I do wish the homepage and several
internal pages were not as text-heavy and provided more
comfortable white space.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Iowa Foundation for Agricultural
Advancement
BY ALISHA ZIKA
The scrolling photo feature is eye-catching and a unique
feature. I like how these images are carried through for
an internal header. The information seems to be wellorganized. The color scheme does not convey “Iowa” or

“agriculture” to me. I like how the internal navigation is organized,
but the use of frames for the internal pages limits usability. The
captions are pictures are very informative, but this needs to be done
consistently throughout the site. Also, clicking on the image to bring
up a larger size is a good feature if the clicked picture is indeed
larger than the original. The only internal page that has a link to
“home” is the Sponsors & Donors page.

Angus Productions Inc.
Lienemann Management Productions
BY TIM BLUMER
The color scheme is pleasing and consistent with the organization
for which the site is designed. I am confused what the purpose of
this site is. I suggest featuring the business first and what they can
offer including bale feeders, herd sires, etc. I suggest reordering the
navigation links on the right hand side. The About Us page would
benefit from editing and the use of chunking, headers, and bullets to
improve Web readability.

EDJE Technologies, Inc.
American Cattle Services
BY AMBER MARTIN
The colors on this site are very pleasing and provide maximum
readability. The Upcoming Sales page is well organized, and the
links for additional information are a great feature. A user could
come to this site and quickly learn what you do, find additional
information about the breed, and know who to contact. To improve
the layout of internal pages, I would move the top photos to the
right-hand side so the beginning of the text is under the heading.
Also, the Useful Links navigation is inconsistent because it uses
a drop-down menu, while the others do not. I would make this its
own page with explanations of why each link is provided. I would
suggest redesigning / updating the ACS logo to be more consistent
with the look and feel of the website. From the homepage, the link
to Contact Us does not work.

CATEGORY 67: SPECIAL SITE
Overall, Category 67 was interesting to judge. Graphically, both Web sites in the category were graphically pleasing. They were also
fairly easy to navigate. Keep up the good work!

FIRST PLACE
AgTown Technologies
National Western
BY STAFF

The graphical elements of the Web site are creative and fitting of
the theme. The site is also very easy to navigate. Some of the pages
are very text heavy and difficult to scan (i.e., the Horse Show page).
The use of frames may be frustrating to users who would like to
bookmark a certain page within the site. Using frames on such a
large and deep Web site may not have been the best option, although
it does help with download time of each page. The homepage (http://
nationalwestern.com) has some cool effects that you don’t typically
see on these types of Web sites.
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SECOND PLACE
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
Seedstock Bonanza IV E-mail Blast
BY ALISHA ZIKA

The overall look is pleasing, but reading it is somewhat difficult,
especially the cities and states in the brown box. The use of center
alignment and ~ (tildes) to separate textual content is not the most
effective organizational scheme to lend to maximum readability
on the Web. Also, some of the cities are broken up over two lines,
which adds to the difficulty of reading. The logo and the header, in
general, have a great design. The pictures and attention to how all
elements are visually related on the page were done really well.

CATEGORY 68: BANNER ADVERTISEMENT
HONORABLE MENTION
EDJE Technologies, Inc.
http://edjetechnologies.com/07campaign/
bannerads/banneravalue.gif
BY ERICA MCKASSON

The overall design is coherent and well thought out, but it is not
clear to me what the children in the box have to do with the message
in the ad. The color scheme and style are a good mix of modern
themes that are somewhat suggestive of an earlier era.

GENERAL EXCELLENCE
CATEGORY 1: MOST IMPROVED PUBLICATION
(JAMES FLANAGAN AWARD)
Every one of these publications is heavily support by advertising, testifying to the fact that they are read and that readers respond to
the content. Photography is a challenge for many of the publications submitted; there is a tendency for the publications to feature only
livestock on the covers, to the exclusion of people. Frequently, cover photos appeared to be unrelated to the edition’s content. Yes,
these publications are all about cattle, but the cattle business is also about people. I would encourage editors to use the front page to
tease readers into opening and reading the magazines. While all of the publications seem to do a good job covering their segment of
the industry, many of them tend to be text-heavy. Pull-outs, subheads, and frequent paragraph indentation contribute to readability.
Consider using a “ragged right” style on some pages to add visual interest. Many of these publications could benefit from the fresh
eyes of an outside designer to improve mastheads (flags) and layout. Readership surveys and focus groups are also great tools for
improving publications. Not all entries used the “Objectives” section of the entry label to state the publication’s purpose and indicate
what improvements have been made. While such a statement is optional, take this opportunity to tell the judges what to look for. It’s
an opportunity to “sell” your entry.

FIRST PLACE
Progressive Dairy Publishing
Progressive Dairyman
BY WALT COOLEY

Using a heavier, coated stock and redesigning the cover has made
this publication much more appealing. The quality of the cover
photographs is much improved, and the apparent new focus on
people, rather than events, makes the publication far more appealing.
I like the redesigned flag, the teaser boxes in the upper and lower
right corners, and the pleasing balance of the front page. The
publication has been redirected from a corporate/technical to a
people-oriented approach. That is admirable, and not an easy task,
since it is, after all, a specialized, technical publication.

The editor’s column is shorter, snappier and written in the first person, and the editor makes a solid attempt to sell the magazine’s
content to the reader. The Contents Page has been expanded to better guide the reader to major articles. Subheads make the “In the
News” section far more reader-friendly, and producers no doubt find the “fixture” graphic depicting regional wage rates useful.
Although this publication was the only one on newsprint, and the rest of the entries were slicks, it was not difficult to select this
publication as the “Most Improved.”
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Shorthorn Country
July and September 2007
BY SC STAFF: TRACY DUNCAN, DEB HOGE, &
PAT CLOUTIER
Good job on the “Shorthorn Roadtrip” series. The deft use
of graphics bolstered the series. Adding synopsis sentences
to the Table of Contents is an improvement, as is adding
some elements to the front page that promote the content
of the edition. Consider superimposing some more tease
lines over the photo on the cover to lead readers into the
publication. Try to find cover photos that help tell a story
or set the theme for the publication. The layout of the
“Shorthorn Update” page is much improved. Be careful
on jumps; some stories seem to end, then unexpectedly
continue on the following page. Help the reader navigate
the publication. Heads should be placed above the story,
not below.

Mississippi Cattlemen’s Association
Cattle Business in Mississippi
BY STAFF
The newer editions submitted are improved over the
previous numbers in that the cover photos are much
sharper. Try to avoid pasture shots for the cover; they
do not engage the reader. The head-on shot of the five
Beefmasters on the September cover is far superior to the
other covers in this entry. Also consider including shots
of people, as well as cattle on the cover. The magazine’s
flag should be of a consistent color and style and should
not change issue-to-issue. Running color location photos
of the association officers instead of black and white
“mugs” is an improvement. The sans serif font you used
throughout gives the publication a heavy feel, which is
made even heavier by the fact that all columns are justified
and paragraph indentation is sparse. Consider changing to
a serif font as your basic font and using a ragged right for
some features (e.g. President’s Column and Baxter Black).
Pulling out key quotes and dropping them into the page
would help make the publication more interesting to the
reader.

Georgia Cattlemen’s Association
Georgia Cattleman
BY STAFF
This is a good, solid publication, but the judge did not see
much improvement or change reflected in this entry. In fact,
the featured items bulleted on the covers of the Nov. 2006
and Nov. 2007 issues were identical! The 2007 cover photo
was much better than those of previous years. Use a sans
serif font for reversed (white-on-black or color background)
text. Photo quality is uneven throughout the publication;
there are too many people photographed from behind.

Texas Longhorn Breeders Association of
America
Texas Longhorn Trails
BY STAFF
The cover art shows improvement. Use of a single photo makes the
cover less busy. Consider placing text over the photo to indicate to
readers what they might find inside the publication. The redesigned
flag is an improvement, but, in the opinion of this judge, the flag
should be consistent and should not change color from month to
month. A sans serif font should be used where, for example, white
text is placed on a black background. Good job varying story format
– a first-person sidebar from a senior producer – a Q & A format for
the tick story. The layout of the photo page seemed busy.

Idaho Cattle Association Line Rider and News
Brief
Idaho Cattle Association Line Rider
BY MAGGIE J. MALSON
The goal of “opening up the Table of Contents page” was largely
achieved. The Table of Contents is now much more attractive. The
redesign of the flag at least led to consistency from the front page
to the TOC page. Consider strategically placing “teases” over the
front-page photo. Also, be more selective in the photos you use on
the cover; the September cover has chaps in focus, but the action
part of the photo is out of focus. Some of your heads are in a heavy
bolded font with white outlines and a drop shadow, which gives you
page a top-heavy look. Consider using a cleaner style and consistent
font for all story heads.

ALTERNATE COVER DESIGNS
University of Florida students in the Department of Agricultural Education and Communication submitted designs to be considered for
the cover of the Livestock Publications Council Critique Contest Results Book. Congratulations to Kati McWaters, a third-year student
in the department, for her winning design! This page features the top alternative cover designs. Great job, everyone!

2008 Livestock
Publications Council
Critique Contest
Results

COVER DESIGN
BY KATI MCWATERS

TOP-LEFT DESIGN
BY SETH ROGERS

TOP-RIGHT DESIGN
BY AMANDA BURLESON

BOTTOM-LEFT DESIGN
BY TOCCARA SHAW
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